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Local school
tax rates would
increase under
reform measures

Terry Anderson's fifth year of captivity
in Lebanon marked by friends, relatives

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By JOAN MOWER
Associated Press Writer

Mostly cloudy
Tonight: Mostly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of rain. The
low around 40. Northwest
wind at 10 Mph.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
rain in the morning. High in
the mid 50s.
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WORLD — NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Terry Anderson's friends and
family are marking his fifth year as a hostage in Lebanon today as President Bush tries to dampen speculation the captives might be released soon.
"I wish I could tell you that there was a serious
immediate effort that would pay off, but that isn't the
case," Bush told members of the National Newspaper
Association on Thursday.
He said he was perplexed by the "wave of speculation" a week or so ago that hostages might be
released.

-1 was wondering if it was some private initiatives
on the part of lawyers or those representing the families of individuals held hostage,' the president said.
But he said his administration is "trying every avenue
to free the hostages."
Bush's comments came as Anderson's relatives and
the families of the other hostages arrived in Washington for a commemorative ceremony today in Lafayette
Park, just across Pennsylvania Avenue from the White
House.
Anderson, 42, the chief Middle East correspondent
for The Associated Press, is the longest-held of the

Sta ft Report
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Property taxes going to fund
the Calloway County School
System would increase by more
than six percent to reach the 35
cents per $100 valuation minimum requirement set by the
education reform package currently under consideration by*
the General Assembly.
And if county schools wish
to be eligible for state matching
funds, taxes could increase
nearly 50 percent over the
existing tax rate, according to
information released by the
Legislative Research Commission -<Thiirsd
Tax rates for the Murray
Independent Schools, currently
set at 52.1 cents per $100 property valuation, would see only a
1.5 percent increase in order to
reach the Tier 1 level of state
funding, the level most school
systems are expected to achieve
during the first few years of
reform_
Other western Kentucky
counties "would see additional
increases in their school taxes.
including Trigg County which
currently has a 25.7 tax rate,
9.3 percent below the minimum
and 114 percent below Tier L
Marshall County taxes would
increase from 25.1 cents per
$100 valuation to 53.5 cents to
reach Tier 1, an increase of 109
percent.
Local boards could also propose higher taxes to go to what
is known as the Tier 2 level, the
highest allowed under the
reform package.
Tier 2 would generate up to
30 percent more in local
revenue but would be subject to
voter approval.

(Cont'd on page 2)

At the buzzer

CAPE CANAVERAL, FIa. — A $150 million communications
satellite orbiting helplessly less than 190 miles above Earth is doomed
in nine days unless engineers can boost it to a higher orbit.
MOSCOW — Within hours of his inauguration to a strengthened
presidency, Mikhail S. Gorbachev persuaded his parliament to tone
down a resolution invalidating Lithuania's declaration of
independence.
JERUSALEM — Labor Party leader Shimon Peres, after winning a
parliament victory to unseat Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, now faces
the difficult prospect of forging a new government to renew the peace
process.
-BOSTON — When Willie Mae Newberry moved to Boston's inner
city in 1968 after a lifetime spent in a small Georgia town, she was
hoping for a better life. Instead, she's seen her family devastated by
violent crime.

STATE
FRANKFORT — A bill headed for the Kentucky Senate would
make it.easier for tho state to oust elected tax assessors who deliberately undervalue property.
BOWLING GREEN — Toronto Blue Jays pitcher Paul Kilgus has
called on U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell to push for an end to baseball
exemption from federal anti-trust laws.
FRANKFORT — When it came to a name for their daughter, Jeff
and Karen Langston wanted something more unique than Ashley — the
most popular name for baby girls born in Kentucky last year.
LEXINGTON — Former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
has condemned cigarette manufacturers for exporting their -"death and
disease" to other nations where cigarette consumption is rising
rapidly..

SPORTS
LOS ANGELES — Loyola Marymount basketball star Hank
Gathers died of heart disease and there were no,traces of illegal drugs
in his system, according to autopsy results released.
NEW YORK— Baseball owners will make a new proposal to players Friday, and management's chief negotiator said he believed it
would result in an agreement with the union.
HOUSTON — Heisman Trophy winner Andre Ware plans 'to
announce Friday if he will be available for the NFL draft and if he is,
the Houston Oilers may be interested. Houston Oilers coach Jack Pardee, Ware's coach at the University of Houston last season, said he
would consider taking his former quarterback.

FINANCE

BUSINESS

Ronald "Popeye" Jones, center, beseeches the crowd for support after teammate Greg Coble (being
hugged by teammates) puts the Murray State Racers into overtime with number one seed Michigan State
in the first round of the Southeast Regional of the NCAA Tournament held in Knoxville, Tenn. Thursday.
Despite Coble's last-second three-point shot and Jones' career-high 37 points, the Spartans held on in the
extra period for a 75-71 victory to advance to the next round.
Staff photo by David 1Ramey

Senate passes two constitutional amendments
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Senate has offered its two amendments to the Kentucky Constitution, proposing to ensure tax
exemptions for religious institutions and make it easier for cities
to govern themselves.

collected on the religious property
Senate Bill 39, sponsored by
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville, so there would be no lost revenue.
Karem said the amendment is to
would exempt from taxes all property owned by religious ensure that practice in the future.
' There is also another motive for
institutions.
the amendment, Karem said. When
The constitution now exempts
the Presbyterian Church was conproperty actually used for worship
sidering moving its world headand parsonages owned-by religious
quarters to Louisville, officials
societies.
were concerned that the church's
Karem said there is no tax being

foundation would be taxed.
Louisville is now trying to
attract the headquarters of the
Methodist Church.
"There is clearly an economic
development mission here," Karem
said after the Senate voted 36-0 to
pass the amendment.
(Cont'd on page 2)

qrs.
# Occupational earnings
.-1989 median weekly
earnings. In dollars
„for full-time wage
and salary workers
nagenal and professional specialty

$5831
Technical, suies, and
administrative. support

3591
Service oLccutions
2531
Precision production, craft and repa,
, 4541
pperalors,fabricators and laborers

3231
Farming, forestry and fishing
• 2461
SOURCES Clacigo Trtoune
U S Ospaelarent al Labor

WASHINGTON — A surprise nationwide sweep of fastfood restaurants and other
businesses found 7,000 teenagers employed for too many
hours or in dangerous jobs in
violation of child-labor laws,
Labor Secretary Elizabeth
Dole said.
The three-day investigation,
called "Operation Child
Watch," is expected to result
in more than $1.8 million in
civil fines against businesses,
she said Thursday.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are I a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Local 614th
to travel to
Ft. Pickett
for exercises
The 614th Military Police Company of the Kentucky National
Guard will be conducting tactical
operations over the weekend at Ft.
Pickett, Va.
Guard members left this morning
for Ft. Campbell where they
boarded planes for FL Pickett. The
120-man outfit will be conducting
Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) this weekend,
according to information from Spc.
Tom Goff.
Goff said the MOUT exercises
are used as combat training for
possible action in the European
Theater, where combat often takes
place in urban areas, such as villages and the like. Guard members
will participate in combat exercises
such as repelling, house-to-house
cleaning and street hand-to-hand
combat.
Howard Walker, McCracken
County Sheriff; two members of
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Members of Murray's 614th Military Police Company check their gear and equipment before leaving this
morning for Ft. Campbell, where they will board planes for Ft. Pickett, Virginia. The 120-man unit will
participate in urban military training exercises there this weekend.
Staff pbete by Mark Cooper
ft
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Senate Appropriations, Revenue Committee
approves freeze on state property tax rate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee has opened a crack in a
decade-old.property tax wall.
The 'committee on Thursday
ap7ovcd a measure that would
frecie the, statesropeny tax rate, a
move that would have the effect of
increasing revenue from the levy.
!.• 1Q7Q, the General Assembly
;,1 House Bill 44, which
7c,trImons on local and
prorerty tax collections. The
,-,:ricted annual growth in
:rorn taxes on real property

to 4 percent for state government.
If receipts were estimated to go
beyond that level, the state rate had
to be lowered.
In 1979, the state property tax
rate was 31.5 cents per $100
assessed valuation. Since then,
there have been almost annual revisions. The rate for the 1989 tax
year was 20.3 cents and Revenue
Cabinet officials expect another
drop for this year.
The measure approved by the
committee would freeze that rate at
20 cents. With the annual increase
in property assessments, due to
new building and inflation, tax

receipts would go up with a steady
rate.
Property Tax Commissioner
James Coffman emphasized that
the Revenue Cabinet had not proposed the amendment.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
promised to veto any bill that
"molests" the tax limitations of
House Bill 44.
Coffman declined to categorize
the measure in that way.
"It would be a modification of
House Bill 44," he said. "It would
not be a rate increase."
If the original rate of 30.5 cents
were applied to property this year,
it would mean an additional $60

House passes bill targeting poor PVAs
By CHARLES WOLFE
Aisocialed Press Writer

1RANKFORT, Ky. — A bill
•10.i,:ed for the Kentucky Senate
make it easier for the state
,0 0.1; e;s2cled tax assessors who
undervalue property.
The House voted 65-33 to pass
I lhurs,lay. It targets properailministrators in coun.Cs
property is assessed too
ior tv,o years in a row.
loc ti governments use PVA
.s.c.shtehLs in setting tax rates and
•ia‘Lis are the main source

Carroll Hubbard
leads Anderson
L. tribute.on House
floo,r Thursday
WASHINGTON — Amen',annot and must not"
trc hostage Terry Anderson
' of any of the other hostages
he..1:1 in the Middle East,
U:S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard said
on tbe House floor Thursday.
"Evoryi day until they are
released.-let us remember these
hostages and also the nine
llost.iges who have died in capsince 1985,". Hubbard
sad.
"...Let us continue to pray
that the current encouraging
. signals out of the Middle East
will •result in the immediate
rr:iNsc of these hostages, hope•: fu!ly even today or tomorrow,"
Py Say, the sister of Terry
.,\:-..!.rson, lives with her husDa%id, in Cadiz, Ky.
A prayer service will be at
.0 to-day at Cadiz Baptist
,
on Main Street. The
t Rev. Harold Skaggs will conthe service, which will
Comments from local
a member of the church,
not expected to attend.

of money for schools.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported in a series last year that
property assessments vary widely.
The newspaper said many PVAs
assess property of their friends or
local politicians at a fraction of
actual value.
"It's a scandal that in Kentucky
many times the rich and powerful
... don't pay property taxes," said
Rep. Pat Freibert, R-Lexington.
The General Assembly soon will
act on a proposed $1.057 billion
tax increase to pay for schools and
other needs. But "we need to clean

Terry Anderson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
American hostages in Lebanon. All
told, 18 Westerners are believed to
be captives there.,
Anderson was kidnapped on a
street in Beirut on March 16, 1985,
after playing an early-morning
game of tennis. Since then, he has
been held in windowless rooms in
the slums of Beirut, according to
other hostages. Sometimes he has
been chained and blindfolded.
During his five years as a hostage, Anderson's daughter has been
born and his father and brother
have died.
"Who would have ever thought
in their wildest nightmares that this
would last so long?" asked Peggy
Say, Anderson's sister, who has
traveled to the Middle East and
Europe trying to free her brother.
Penny Anderson, his sister-inlaw, and Carl Anderson, a cousin,
were among those who attended an
interfaith church service Thursday
evening in the Buffalo suburb of
Orchard Park, N.Y., about 40 miles
from Anderson's boyhood home of
Batavia.
The congregation signed pledges
to sacrifice food or something else
of importance in honor of Anderson and the other hostages. "Our
commitment is to see the hostages
released from their captivity and
reunited with their families without
any further delay," the congrega-
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Amendments...

•

Saturday, March 17

Rotary Mower

up existing tax problems first,"
said Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington,
the bill's sponsor.
PVAs are elected locally, but
paid by the state. Lear's bill would
require special audits by the
Revenue Cabinet to determine
whether assessments are chronically low. If so, the cabinet or a taxpayer could petition a circuit court
to remove the PVA.
The House also passed ana sent
to the Senate a bill prohibiting the
state from issuing environmental (Cont'd from page 1)
regulations more stringent than fedThe other amendment, contained
eral standards.
in Senate Bill 209, is not so direct.
Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington,
lion recited during the service.
said
it would remove from the
No Greater Love, a Washington100-year-old constitution many of
based humanitarian organization,
the picky items that hamper cities'
was sponsoring today's ceremony, ability
to govern themselves or the
,as it has other observances on
legislature's ability to govern
behalf of the hostages. Most recencities.
tly, the group honofed Anderson on
Meyer said the amendment
his 42nd birthday.
would not change tlie taxing
In Tokyo, the Foreign Correspondents' Club of Japan was hold- authority of cities as some had
ing a ceremony tonight to honor feared. It would, for example, let
ArWerson, who was assigned to the the legislature set longer terms of
office for city legislative bodies.
AP Tokyo bureau from January
Terms are restricted to two years
1977 to August 1981.
now.
Members of the club were to
Meyer said many of the items
raise symbolically empty glasses in
contained
in the amendment were
a toast to Anderson, a salute that
proposed by the Special Commisplanners said also would be made
sion on Constitutional Revision.
at the National Press Club in
The
League of Citits supports the
Washington, D.C., and at the Assomeasure and Meyer said he
ciation de la Presse International in
expected the organization to lead
Brussels.
"Obviously our hearts are with the public campaign to win its
Terry, a friend and former col- passage.
Meyer's proposal passed 37-0
league here," said Mike Tharp,
and
now goes to the House.
'club president and bureau chief of
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
U.S. News and World Report, "but
our efforts are also directed at commended his colleagues for the
encouraging those who hold all two amendments.
"There is nothing in either one
hostages to release them. That
of
these amendments that could be
would clearly be in everyone's best
self-serving
in any way to this
interests.'
body,"
Ford
said.
In Beirut, meantime, Moslem
The
two
passe/
. unanimously
extremists released a communique
Thursday and will likely be paired
threatening to kill three American on the November ballot with propprofessors being held hostage osals that would allow the General
unless the United States meets its Assembly to call itself into special
unspecified demands.
session and let the legislature veto
The group, the Islamic Jihad for administrative regulations.
the Liberation of Palestine, made
Kentucky's constitution limits to
its threat in a statement delivered four the number of
proposed
to the independent newspaper An- amendments that may be placed
on
Nahar. It was accompanied by a the ballot for the voters every other
photograph of Robert Polhill, one year. The House and Senate have
of the captives.
an agreement that each chamber
Thursday's handwritten state- select two amendments for
the votment in Arabic said: "The organi- ers' consideration.
zation of Islamic Jihad for the LibThe two amendments that have
eration of Palestine denounces emerged from the House
will be
media reports about humanitarian considered at the next
meeting of
moves to free the hostages and the Senate Elections and
Constituclose this file."
tional Amendments Committee.

(r

GREEN ST. PATRICK'S DAY SALE

STATESMAPP

million in tax receipts this year,
Coffman said.
Coffman said he could not predict what the measure would mean
in the future. "It'll depend purely
on how much the assessment goes
up," he said. "It wouldn't mean
much money to start."
Coffman said the state rate has
been declining by about a half-cent
per year.
Sen. Art Schmidt, R -Cold
Spring, who made the proposal,
said a planned reevaluation of all
property in the state made the topic
timely.
Given the significance of the
proposal, there was surprisingly
little debate and it was adopted on
a voice vote. The entire bill, House
Bill 579, was unanimously
approved with two members
passing.
The committee also approved a
bill that would increase the state
tax rate on inventories, goods used
in manufacturing and distilled spirits to 5 cents. The current rate of
one-tenth of one cent was declared
unconstitutional.
Both bills now go to the full
Senate for consideration.
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Project Graduation chairpersons for 1990 meet at Calloway County
High School to discuss plans for this year's event.

Calloway County Project
Graduation selects chairs
Karen Helm, Faculty Sponsor for
Calloway County High's Project
Graduation, recently announced the
selection of the committee chairpersons for the 1990 version of the
highly successful annual event.
According to Ms. Helm, "Each
Chairperson will be responsible for
a specific committee of parents and
volunteers in order to insure that
the tremendous requirements of
Project Graduation are satisfied on
a timely basis."
The committee chairpersons for
this year's Project Graduation
include: Beverly Sheldon and Judy
Stalher, decoration committee; Jane
Curd, food committee; Roy Dunn,
clean-up committee; Carol Sims,
fundraising committee; Judy Turner, activities committee; Vicki and
Randy Lassiter, chaperone committee; Lou On., thank-you committee;

753-1423

Quality forEveryone

and Fannie Buchanan, ticket
committee.
"Our committees will have to
work especially hard this year to
exceed the wonderful success of
last -year's Project Graduation,"
said Ms. Helm. "All of our chairpersons and volunteers gave 110
percent effort while the support of
the community was just overwhelming. I have complete confidence, however, that our 1990
group will bring Project Graduation
to new heights!"
Project Graduation is a drug and
alcohol free party given on graduation night by schools and organizations nationwide for the senior
class. Statistics show that an alarming number of students arc killed or
injured on this night alone. For
information on how you can help
or donate to Project Grauduation,
contact Karen Helm at 753-5479.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — On the
first day it was able to wield
amendments, the House Education
Committee began chipping at the
bill to create a new Kentucky
school system.
One of the bill's authors said
special interest groups, particularly
the Kentucky School Boards Association, were showing they could
torpedo sections of the bill.
"I do think the school boards
association has been detrimental to
this process," said Rep. Kenny
Rapier, D-Bardstown.
But Rapier, who as majority
whip is his party's chief vote
counter, said there would be more
than the 51 votes needed to assure
House passage of the schools-andtaxes bill next week.
The bill would rewrite Kentucky's laws on financing and governing the state's schools, deciding
what they teach and how. Legislation is needed because the state
Supreme Court last year declared
the present system unconstitutional.
The justices said variations in
wealth among Kentucky's 177
school districts made the system
inequitable. The legislation is based on recommendations of a special
task force composed of 16 ranking
legislators and six gubernatorial
appointees.
Education Committee members
had more than 60 amendments prepared when they met Thursday
night to start work on the bill in
earnest. They acted on 22.
Out went two parts of the bill
opposed by the School boards association — a complete ban on
nepotism and a requirement that
school board candidates run at
large.
In went a tenure system for
cooks, custodians and other hourly
school employees; mandatory halfday, everyday kindergarten, and a
higher tax cap that would let local

°Home Mon Board SSC

203 South 4th St.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
the Mayfield Police Department,
Ernie Mitchell and a cameraman
from WPSD-TV and a photographer from the Ledger and Times
are scheduled to leave Murray for
Petersburg, Va., at 8 a.m. Saturday.
They will spend the day observing
the company conducting their operations and are scheduled to return
to Murray around 5:30 p.m.
Saturday

1, -
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boards raise more money.
The committee defeated amendments to require at least a 10 percent raise for teachers each year;
mandate another statewide parenting and "family life" curriculum,
and give preferential treatment to
Department of Education.employees who might lose their jobs in a
shakeup.
The committee also voted down,
on party lines, a Republican
amendment to eliminate the bill's
$I billion tax increase.
Rapier, one of the bill's staunchest defenders, Said elimination of
the requirement for at-large school
board elections was "the first blow
that did violence to the bill."
Rapier blamed the school boards
association. But Rep. Pat Freiben,
who offered the amendment, said
she acted on her own.
The amendment would maintain
the status quo — school board candidates running in divisions. Under
the bill, they would run districtwide, but continue representing
divisions.
Supporters said that was to
reduce school politics., but detractors said it could have the opposite "
effect, leading to candidate slates.
"The easiest way to get elected
this way ... is to tie up with a sheriff or legislator — someone who
has an organization," said Rep.
Pearl Ray Lefevers, R-Kettle
Island.

Learn what it takes to fill your heart
with hope. Join us for the meetings
below.

First Baptist Church
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MSU offers four-session computer workshop
"Advanced Lotus 1-2-3" will be the
topic of a four-session workshop on
Monday evenings at Murray State

1

University in March and April.
Scheduled to meet March 26 and
April 2,9, and 16 from 6 to 9 p.m. in

By Abigail
Van Buren

Children in Restaurants Cause
Sour Looks,Sour Stomachs
DEAR ABBY: So "Indigestion in
Anaheim" has had it with all those
"cute" little toddlers in restaurants
whose yelling and screaming make
it impossible for other diners to carry
on a conversation? Well, I have a
message for her: Parents of toddlers
like to eat out occasionally, too. It's
nice when you can take the family
out to eat and have someone else
clean up the mess (and toddlers do
make a mess).
Don't criticize toddlers for whining and crying — that's what children that age do. You were no different when you were a toddler. (Ask
your mother.) Adults can be loud
and irritating, too, so please don't
pick on toddlers.
OFFENDED IN PHILLY

3

I

DEAR ABBY: I agree"with "Indigestion in Anaheim." I, too,am tired
of going to restaurants and having
my evening ruined by families with
small children. Here are some tips
for parents:
11) The party at the next table
does not want to say "hi" 20 times to
your toddler. 12) If a baby needs a
shopping bag of toys to keep him
busy,he is too young to be eating out.
(3) If your child acts up, don't wait
until he starts screaming at the top
ofhis lungs. Take him outside immediately. Your waitress will be happy
to pack up your leftovers and get you
out of the place.
You say the reason you take your
child to restaurants is to teach him
how to conduct himself in a public
place. Fine. There is something else
your child needs to learn at an early
age — respect for other people.
ROYAL OAK. MICH.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Indi-

the Computer Teaching Lab in Room
209N of the Business Building, the
hands-on course is designed to build
on the basic concepts of preparing
spreadsheets for business and personal use.
Course content includes development of macros, developing menus,
advanced macros, database commands, built-in functions, transfer of
worksheet data to word processors
and other software, file commands,
and graphics.
Dr. Larry Guin, associate professor
of economics and finance, will be the
instructor.
The fee for the workshop is $150
per person or $135 if three register
together.
To register or to obtain additional
information, interested persons may
contact the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach at
762-4229 or 1-800-669-7654 from
outside Calloway County.

gestion in Anaheim":People like you
give me indigestion. We have three
children under 5 years old, and we
take them out to eat once a week.
They are not always angels, but
whose kids are? We are tired of the
long sighs and dirty looks we get
from other diners if one of our kids
acts up.
We purposely avoid the "family"
restaurants because they're full of
kids, and it just doesn't work out.
Where we come from, sitters charge
by the child, which is too expensive.
So when you see families with small
WASHINGTON -- U.S. Senator
children eating out, give us a break
Wendell
Ford (D-KY) announced
and don't treat us like we have some
today that the Economic Developkind of Contagious disease.
PARENTS WITH CHILDREN ment Administration has awarded a

Ford announces
approval of UK
science center

DEAR ABBY: You may have noticed that the parents of children
who misbehave in restaurants are
the fastest eaters in the world. My
wife and I enjoy eating out but we
can't always find sitters; therefore,
we have to take our children with us
and hope they behave.
Children are unpredictable. At
times, ours behave so well that
strangers compliment us. Other
times, we end up gulping our food
and running out of the place redfaced.
SPEED EATERS

Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $.1.951$4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)
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Three Murray students are among 75 from the Jackson Purchase
who participate in the Upward Bound program
at Murray State University. They are:(from left) Randy
Wilson, Upward Bound coordinator at Murray State,
and Selena Graves, Renee Hornbuckle and Cameka Pettus. The
Upward Bound grant submitted by,the program
at Murray State for 1989-90 was ranked first from among 440
programs on campuses across the nation. Students
at Murray High School who are interested in joining Upward
Bound should check with a high school counselor for
an application. Pre-testing for the program will begin at 9
a.m. Saturday, March 31, in Mason Hall (Nursing
Building) at Murray State. Anyone with questions about the program
may call the Upward Bound office on the
campus at 762-4327.

grant of $4,438,000 to the University of Kentucky for the Advanced
Science and Technology Commercialization Center.
"I am extremely pleased that the
University has finally been
awarded this grant for the ASTeCC
program," said Ford who had been
able to include the funds for this
project in Senate Appropriations
bills in fiscal 1989 and 1990. "The
hard work and diligence of U of K
officials has paid off in bringing a
major project tha.t will build on
UK's strength in robotics, (paterials
science, biomedical engineering
and pharmaceutical and computaSeven Calloway County students are among 75 from the Jackson Purchase who participate in the Upward
tional sciences."
Bound
program at Murray State University. They are:(front, from left) Rosetta Walker, Mitzi Doughty,
"It is important to remember that
Tyra Gamble
and Jennie Anderson; and (back) Greta Rollins, Roy Reardon,Colin Moore and Randy Wilson,
the vital advancements in technoUpward Bound
coordinator at Murray State. The Upward Bound grant submitted by the program at Murray State for 1989-91)
logical research made at this Center
was ranked first from among 440 programs on campuses across the nation. Students at Calloway County
will not only benefit Kentucky, but
High
School
who are interested in joining Upward Bound should check with a high school counselor for an application.
will have far-reaching effects over
Pre-testing for the program will begin at 9 a.m. Saturday, March 31,in Mason Hall(Nursing Building)at Murry
the entire southeastern United
•— State. Anyone with questions about the program may call the Upward Bound office on the campus at
States," Ford stated.
762-4327.
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PERSPEcTIVE
By Tom K. Wilson

Milerray Ledger & Times

Some friendships break like a curve

Man defeats computer
Yes folks, you read it right. A man found another thing he can still do
better than the superstar of the late 20th century: the computer. Lewis
Gizzard in his column had a list a while back of things a computer can't
do. Among them: a computer can't sing "Angel Flying Too Close To The
Ground" as good as Willie Nelson, it can't snuggle up warm against you
at night, it can't give a good back massage, etc. And it can't beat man's
best chess players ... yet.
The victor was a Soviet, Anatoly Karpov, the world's no.2-ranked
chess player, and former world champion. He beat the earth's most
sophisticated chess-playing computer, dubbed "Deep Thought," by its
programers. The contest, which brought to my mind the legendary battle
between old John Henry and the steam-powered railroad spike driver,
took two hours and was played, appropriately, at Harvard's Memorial
Hall in Cambridge, Mass. There was a time limit for a certain number of
moves for both players. Karpov had only 90 seconds left on his time
clock compared to Deep Thought's 12 minutes when the Soviet forced the
computer to resign in the face of certain defeat. The methodical Russian
had earlier made a daring sacrifice to set up his victory.
If Deep Thought had've been as immature as I was at around 12, he
would've cussed and smoked and sputtered and groaned and, providing he
had a robotic arm, knocked the pieces across the room.
The subject of chess reminds me of the anics of some of the grandmasters and world champion chess players of the past, documented in a book
a friend gave me years ago.
One player in the late 1800s would stare laser-like at his opponents,
trying to psychologically intimidate them. One of his opponents wore sunglasses to defend against that player's hypnotic gaze.
Another world champion once bragged that he was such a good chess
player he could give God a pawn handicap (start the game without one of
his pawns) and still beat Him!
Before the introduction of time clocks, players could take as much time
as they wanted to move. One player, an author, wrote an entire chapter of
his next book on the history of England, looked up hours since the previous move and said casually, "Oh, you mean it's "my" move?"
Still another grandmaster, a New Orleans attorney named Paul Morphy,
frustrated after years of refusals of European champs to play him, finally
went crazy. His mind went to pieces, his mental progress checked by a
chemical imbalance. In his 50s he would carefully construct a large circle
with ladies' shoes in his French Quarter apartment and prance and dance
around it, nude.
The last Americanworld chess champion was Bobby Fischer, who hailed from Biooklyn, New York. He defeated the Soviet player, Boris Spassky, in 1972 in Reykjavik, Iceland. Fischer arrived at Iceland that year,
called his opponent and his camp "Russian cheaters," and refused to play.
It took a personal phone call from U.S. Secretary Henry Kissinger, a
chess player himself, to end the stalemate. He asked Fischer to play for
the "good of the country." Not long After capturing the mental heaveyweight crown, Fischer, demanding and stubborn, gave up his title when
the World Chess Federation refused to change tournament rules to suit
him. Muttering about a"communistconspiracy," Fischer walked into the
mists of obscurity to join there former vice presidents, nameless Hollywood character actors, one-hit singers, and smalltown newpaper columnists. I still hold a grudge against Fischer for his actions then, though I
wish him well in whatever he's doing now.
Chess is a fun game and good exercise for the mind. If you can't play
and want to, ask a friend to teach you, or look up "chess" in the encyclopedia and teach yourself, like my brother, Tony, did. If you get good
enough, maybe you too can trounce Deep Thought like Karpov and help
put that bucket of bolts, wires, and transistors in its place.

Today In History
Today is Friday, March 16, the 75th day of 1990. There are 290 days
left in the year.
Today's hightlight in history:
On March 16, 1968, the My Lai Massacre took place during the
Vietnam War as U.S. troops commanded by LL William L. Calley Jr. carried out the killings of unarmed men, women and children.
On this date:
In" 1521, Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan reached the Philippines, where he was killed by natives the following month.
In 1751, James Madison, fourth president of the United States, was
born in Port Conway, Va.
In 1802, Congress authorized the establishment of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.
In 1827, the first newspaper edited for and by blacks, Freedom's Journal. was published in New York.
In 1978, Aldo Moro, one of Italy's most influential politicians, was
kidnapped and later murdered by left-wing urban guerrillas.
In 1982, socialite Claus Von Bulow was found guilty in Newport, R.I.,
of charges he tried to kill his now-comatose wife, Martha, with insulin.
Von Bulow was acquitted in a retrial.
Ten years ago: President Carter won the non-binding Democratic presidential primary in Puerto Rico, defeating Sen. Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts.
'Five years ago: Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for
The Associated Press, was abducted by gunmen in Beirut. He remains the
longest-held American hostage in Lebanon.
One year ago: The Soviet Communist Party's Central Committee
approved sweeping agricultural reforms, and elected the party's 100 members to the Congress of People's Deputies, a new legislative body.
Today's birthdays: Mike Mansfield, former U.S. ambassador to Japan,
is 87. Former first lady Pat Nixon is 78. Actor Leo McKern is 70.
Comedian-director Jerry Lewis is 64. Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., is 63. Sen. William Armstrong, R-Colo., is 53. Movie director
Bernardo Bertolucci is 50. Singer-guitarist Jerry Jeff Walker is 48. Actor
Erik Estrada is 41. Actress Kate Nelligan is 39. Rock singer-musician
Nancy Wilson of Heart is 36. Golfer Hollis Stacy is 36.
Thought for today: "Remember those who are in prison as though in
prison with them; and those who are ill-treated, since you also are in the
body." — Hebrews 13:3.
— By The Associated Press

It's painful when an old, deep
friendship breaks up. But sometimes it can't be avoided. Something is said or done that can't be
overlooked or forgiven.
Because this is so personal, I
find it difficult to write. But I'm
forcing myself because my experience might help others cope if they
find themselves in a similar
situation.
My friend Eddie. My old pal.
We go way back. We were born on
the same day in the same hospital
and were put in adjoining cribs. It's
even possible that we were accidentally switched, in which case
I'm Edidc and he's me, but at this
point it no longer matters.
We grew up in the same neighborhood, stole hubcaps together
and read our first dirty book
together. Except for Slats Grobnik,
Eddie was my best firend. Slats
ranked first because he explained
the dirty book for us.
But a few days ago, it happened.
We were sitting around my house,
talking about this and that. And I
happened to say: "Can you believe
this? It looks like there really isn't
going to be any spring training."
Eddie shrugged and said: "Who
cares?"
I said: "What do you mean, who
cares? I care. Millions of us care."
He said: "Well, I don't care."
I said. "How can you not care?
You don't want to read about a
young phenom?"
He snorted. "I couldn't care less
about a young phenom."
I was stunned. "You don't care
about a young phenom. You don't
want to pick up the sprots pages
and read a story out of Arizona that
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I said; "That's not the point.
Look out the window. Grimy snow
and ice. Look at the sky. Gray as
my sideburns."
Eddie looked bored and said:
"So what's spring training in
Arizona or Florida going to do,
melt our snow and ice and let the
sun shine through? I say to hell
with it."
I paced the room. "You still
don't understand. You can pick up
the sports section and it is a
blessed escape from this bleakness
and our everyday cares and woes.
It is the beginning of a new season,
the first signs of Spring. It is symbolic of the rebirth of the cold, barren earth, rejuvenation of the tired
spirit. It is the dawn after the long

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Calloway County young farmers
won honors at Kentucky Young
Farmer Convention held at Somerset. They were Jerry Stark, dairy
production; Shea Sykes, dark fired
tobacco production and Dale Outland, corn production.
Pvt. Robin R. Buchanan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Buchanan, has completed trackedvehicle mechanic course at U.S.
Army Armor School, Fort Knox.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gregory, Feb.
29.
In First Regional High School
Girls' Basketball Tournament, Calloway County lost to Heath 44 to
42 in the championship game. Calloway players include Mina Todd,
Kim Willie, Penny Overby, Melissa
Miller, Rachel Lamb and Angie
Futrell with David Elliott as coach.
Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Thorn of near Pottertown
was destroyed by fire the night of
March 14.
The Rev. Jerrell White of Sesser,
Ill., has accepted the call of
Memorial Baptist Church to
become its new pastor.
Named to the First Regional AllTournament High School Basketball Team were Albert Scott, Allen
Hudspeth and Pat Lamb of Murray
High School and Charles Rushing
of Calloway County High School.
New officers of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood are Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, Mrs. John Quertermous,
Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, Mrs. Paul W.
Sturm, Mrs. W.J. Pitman and Mrs.
Ralph H. Woods.
Arthur F.(Dick) Sykes is deputy
grand patron of District 4.of Free
and Accepted Masons which will
meet March 27 at Calloway County
High School.

Thirty years ago
Prof. John C. Winter of Music
Faculty of Murray State College,
presented a recital of contemporary
organ music on March 13 at 3:30
p.m. in Student Union Building at
MSC.
First District Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield of Murray
today announced his intention to
see re-election to the House of
Representatives.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Jackson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Will T. Winchester, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Masters, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Samples,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Kemp, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Dodd and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Eli Alexander.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. Charles
Clark, Mrs. Bill Thurman, Mrs.
C.C. Farmer and Mrs. Albert Tracy
are newly elected officers of Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Capt. Harold L. Cunningham
who has been stationed in New
York City has been reassigned to
Japan. He and his wife have been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oakland Cunningham of Murray.
W. Rudolph Howard, minister of
music at First Baptist Church for
the past four years, has accepted a
similar position at First Baptist
Church, Owensboro.
Mrs. E.C. Parker, Mrs. W.J. Gibson, Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Mrs. Hugh
Houston, Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs.
Peter Kuhn, Mrs. Virginia Dixon,
Mrs. George Hart, Miss Mary Ann
Underwood and Mrs. Oren Hull, all
of Murray, attended a first district
meeting of American Cancer Society held yesterday at Paducah.
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says this big unknown kid up from
the minors hit two booming roundtrippers in the first pre-season
game, ripped a double down the
line, ran the bases like a gazelle,
and from deep right center nailed a
runner at the plate with a throw
that was never more than six feet
above the ground and came in on
one perfect hop?"
Eddie sneered. "It don't put any
money in my pocket, any hair on
my head, or any lead in my
pencil."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
6-8-7.

own game of piggy-move-up. And
darkness. A new beginning."
let the greedy owners lose a
Eddie sneered. "I don't need a
bundle. It's no skin off my ankles."
new beginning. I just want to avoid
Indignantly, I said: "I happen to
a sudden ending."
work for a company that is one of
I slumped into a chair. "Don't
you want to read about the those greedy owners and since I
own a little stock in that company,
unknown young phenom up from
that makes me a partial-greedy
double-A, who can throw the old
pea about 98 miles an hour and has owner and I resent your statement."
Eddie jumped up and said: "Oh,
a curve that breaks like it's falling
yeah? Then put this in your portfooff the table? And how, depsite his
youth, he has the poise and tough- lio and smoke it. I don't care if
they ever play another game of
ness of a canny veteran. And how
baseball the rest of my life or for
the pitching coach says that the kid
throws the ball harder than Walter the entire history of this planet.
They can cancel the season, the
Johnson."
Eddie cackled: "That's not hard. decade and the next century."
So I leaped to my feet and said:
Walter Johnson is dead. So I can
"Anybody
who talks that way
throw the ball harder than Walter
about baseball must be a dirty
Johnson."
communist."
I said: "You know what I mean.
And he said: "That shows how
And how, if the kid keeps whiplittle
you know. There ain't many
ping it in there like that, blowing
real communists left these day
hitters away, he could make the
jump to the bigs and be the starter except Fidel Castro, and he's one
of the biggest baseball nuts in the
who puts us over the top, let's us world. So that means that you must
go all the way."
be a commie."
Eddie laughed derisively. "Some
That was more than I could take.
phenom pitcher won't help me go With cold rage I said: "Then you
all the way. I'm trying ginseng and must be an anarchist or some kind
vitamin pills."
of subversive and I have to ask you
My anger began rising. "Eddie, to leave my home immediately."
spring training is something speAs he slammed the door, he
cial. It is as American as apple yelled: "And one more thing -- 99
pie."
percent of those young pheeeeeeHe made ,a gagging sound. "I noms, can't hit a slider."
like cheesecake better. So I don't
It just goes to show you. All
care if they ever have spring train- those year, you. think you know
ing. As a matter of fact, I don't' someone, but you really don't.
care if they don't start the baseball Now .1 know how Ivana Trump
season on time. And to tell the feels. '
And --if you read this, Eddie, I
.truth, I don't care if they wipe out
the whole season and don't even want you to know how dumb you
play one game. Let those overpaid really are. Only 90 percent of the
ballplayers get together for their phenoms can't hit a slider,

Letters to the Editor

'Profile' section should
have included consolidations
Dear Editor:
Someone deserves a lot of credit
for the outstanding work they did
on presenting us with the "Profiles
- of the Decades from 1920-1990."
I'm sure it would have been
practically impossible to print each
noteworthy story, however, I was
disappointed that some reference
was not made regarding the consolidation of the Elementary Schools
of Calloway County (1974) into the
three centers we have today, which
are: Southwest, North and East.
Five school hoard members;
Robert Ross, Calvin Key, Billy Joe
Stubblefield, Ferrel Miller and
Chairman Lubie Parrish,' worked
many hours and explored many
aven.ug_s in trying to secure revenue
to finance these schools in keeping
with the State Department of Education's Educational Survey. Bond
issue after bond issue was turned
down at the polls. Finally, the Ken-

lucky Attorney General ruled that
the 3% Utility Tax could be used to
finance school construction, which,
gave the board sufficient revenue
for the building program.
By this school construction program, these fine men made one of
the giant steps in the progress and
advancement of the Calloway
County. School System. I am grateful for the privilege of being a part
of it also.
Today, due to past and present
school board members, the leadership of Dr. Jack Rose, the concern
of administrators, teachers, staff,
and parents, both then and now, we
have one of the better school programs in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
A1-1-efAbi-s-for-the boys and girls
of Calloway County! Yours truly,
William B. Miller
Rt #2, Box 62
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Reader thanks paper
for 'Profile' section
Dear Editor:
Here comes a big thank you to
the Murray Ledge & Times. The
"Profile" sections of March 10,
1990 was very informative for me.
I find it of great service, to be able
to go down memory lane. At first I
hurriedly turned page after page.
Finally to settle down and- read
every word with relish. Being a
'Grandmother' freshman at Murray
State University I received enormous pleasure reading of the past
history of the college. Now I know
why I got almost a feeling of reverence when I wheel around in the
Wrather Museum, and Wells-Hall

for instance.

I'm enclosing my granddaughter's name and address,
please mail her the entire issue of
the Murray Ledger & Times of
March 10, 1990. I have been giving
her such glowing reports about the
people, staff and students, at Murray State. She is looking forward to
spend some time here in Murray
with Grandma K., and get
acquainted with the Murray State
University campus, this summer.
Sincerely,
Dorle Kramer
1616 1/2 Loch Lomond
Murray, Ky. 42071

Detaining children in adult jails
is more barbaric than cockfighting
Dear Editor
Somebody's child is still being
put in adult jails in Kentucky.
Somebody's -child, who has no
criminal charges\ against him or
her, continues to be slapped in the
slarruncr without a chance for an
alternative placement.
This is more barbaric and unjust
than cockfighting. Can Kentuckians
be any less outraged over their
children than they recently were
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over their chickens?
House Bill 756 will help to
achieve the deinstitutionalization
and the jail removal of Kentucky
children.
Some kids need secure detention.
Most kids do not. None of them
deserve to be put in adult jails.
Sincerely,
Mildred Aukerman
104 Oaklawn Drive
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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Howell-Powell vows solemnized
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Miss Kelley Lane Howell and
Timothy Brian Powell were married in a winter ceremony at First
Christian Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
David Howell and Mrs. Daytha
Howell of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Artell Tucker of Murray
and Mrs. Hazel Hastings of Hickman County; and the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Clara
Hutchins of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald R. Powell of Benton.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Ray Powell and Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Wilkins of Benton;
and the great-grandson of Mrs.
Reba Powell of Benton and Mrs.
Treva Washer of Murray.
Dr. Glen Armstrong of Beaver
Dam and the Rev. Terry Powell of
Benton performed the double ring
ceremony.
Mrs. Glenna Metcalfe of Madisonville was organist. The groom,
along with Tony Powell and Gavin
Thompson sang "Sweet, Sweet
Spirit" and "Alleluia" which were
arranged by the groom.
The bride wore a formal gown of
white satin and beaded alencon
lace over taffeta. The basque
bodice featured a sweetheart neckline and long fitted lace sleeves
that ended in points over the wrists.
The full skirt and attached chapel
length train were edged in a scalloped border of matching alencon
lace.
Her fingertip veil was attached
to a band of simulated pearls.
Mrs. Shelley Jenkins of Placentia, Calif., sister of the bride, was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Teresa
English of Lexington, sister of the
groom, and Miss Jody Borge.
The bride's attendants woere
green dresses of velvet and iridescent taffeta.
Tony Powell, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Vince Medlock
and Todd Birdsong.
Ushers were Alan Cook of Memphis, Tenn., and Jay Howell,

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Brian Powell
brother of the bride.
Miss Leigh Baker kept the guest
register.
Also assisting were Miss Teresa
Lee and Miss Stacy Lee, cousins of
the bride, and Miss Joy Powell,
cousin of the groom.
Mrs. Vicki Ugurin coordinated
the reception held in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Assisting were Miss Melissa
Clement, Miss Janet Whaley, Miss
Deborah Rutledge and Miss Jennifer Hammat.
The couple spent their honeymoon in St. Petersburg, Fla.
The groom's parents hosted a
rehearsal dinner in the fellowship
hall of the church the night before
the wedding on Dec. 30.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:

A coffee hosted by Judy Hina,
Barbara Cain, Barbara Wildey, Lee
Pinkston, Beryl Whaley, Mary Ann
Carter, Genese Reid, Lenora
Roberts, Glenda Roos and Faye
Beyer held at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn, Murray;_.
A luncheon hosted liy Susanne
Keeslar and Nicole St. Jacques at
Mr. Gatti's of Murray;
A dinner at the home of Deborah
Rutledge;
A bridal shower hosted by Beryl
Whaley, Jennifer Hammat, Jody
Borge, Leigh Baker and Deborah
Rutledge at the Whaley home;
A personal shower at the home
of Sylvia Powell in Benton with
Teresa English as hostess;
A tea hosted by the auditorium
class of First Baptist Church,
Benton.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT What is multiple-sclerosis virus? What are the
symptoms and treatment?
DEAR READER_ Multiple sclerosis is a serious, progressive neurological disease of young adults, marked
by weakness, stiffness, clumsiness,
tingling and numbness, double vision.
lightheadedness, nausea, incontinence
and impotence The symptoms typically occur in a cycle of attacks and
remissions.
However, weakness eventually becomes permanent and inexorable.
leading to a profound degree of handicap. Patients may need total nursing
care. When the respiratory muscles
are affected, breathing must be mechanically maintained. At present.
there is no treatment for MS; symptoms are treated as they arise.

In the past few years, there has
been considerable interest in whether
a type of virus might cause MS. In animals, viral diseases resembling MS
have been identified. The most extensively studied animal viruses are the
murine encephalomyelitis virus,
visna provirus and the Johns Hopkins
strain of hepatitis virus. However, to
date, no virus has been identified as a
cause of human MS.
. At present. MS is a baffling tragedy
for its victims and an enormous challenge for the medical profession:.
Nonetheless, experts are continuing
to. study this disorder, and new reports indicate that hope may lie in future methods to stitnulate the body's
immune response by artificially activating antibody-producing cells.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
why I constantly get cracks on the
sides of my thumbs and fingers. Is

Gos )el sing at Hardin

Couple to be married 50 years March 23
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Jackson of
Murray will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Friday,
March 23.
The couple was married by Fred
A. Tarpley, minister, in Dover,
Tenn., on March 23, 1940.
Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Hawley Bucy of Murray.
Mrs. Jackson, the former Louise
Cleaver, is the daughter of the late
Arthur Cleaver and Altie Burkeen
Cleaver.
Mr. Jackson is the son of the late
Z.M. Jackson and Leona Parker
Jackson.
He was a fanner in the Elm
Grove community before retiring
and moving to Murray in 1977.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are members of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Geneva Cooper and husband, Gary,
and one son, Ronnie Jackson and
wife, Donna, all of Murray.
Grandchildren are Lt. David
Cooper and wife, DeAnn, of Shaw
AFB, South Carolina, and Mitch
Jackson and wife. Laura, of Murray. Two great-granddaughters are
Katie Cooper, 2, and Ashley Jackson, 1.
A family celebration is being
planned.

Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Jackson
Optimists sponsor bozvlin event

Murray Optimist Club and MurrayCalloway County Young American
Bowling Alliance recently held their
annual "I Beat A Cop" bowling
tournament at Corvette Lanes. Pictured in top photo are Sheriff J.D.
Williams, Officers John Maness and
Billy Brandon from the Sheriff's
Department, Officer Jim Armstrong
from. Murray Police Department,
Officer Stephen Humphreys from
Kentucky State Police, and John T.
Phillips from Murray State Public
Safety with the young bowlers. MI
of the youngsters who bowled beat
at least one of the officers and
received a towel supplied by Murray Optimist Club as seen in side
photo.
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there a way to prevent this?
DEAR READER: When the skin of
the fingers dries out, as is apt to happen in winter, painful cracks can appear. These cracks can be quite deep
and difficult to treat. The problem is
worsened by hand-washing, which
further removes natural skin oils.
I suggest you use a hand cream.
There are several effective brands
that, when used regularly, will replenish the oils in your skin and prevent
cracking. Choose a cream with lanolin; this natural .lubricant seems superior to synthetic moisturizers.
Or. I am told, many men and women swear by an old country remedy
called Bag Balm. By applying the
product liberally and leaving it on for
several hours (for example at bedtime) and covering the hands with
gloves (fabric, not plastic) to protect
bed linens, major improvement may
occur. The product is available in
most agricultural-supply stores, such
as Agway.
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The Good News Ministries will sponsor a Good News Gospel Sing on
Saturday, March 17, at 7 p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church. Featured
groups will include The Liberty Boys who are, from left, Harold
Anderson, Roger Watkins, Roy Skinner, Bill Fryar and Arvin Stom.
Also featured will be The Little Cypress Boys and the Circuit Riders.
Proceeds will go toward the printing of the Good News Gospel publication. The public is-invited to attend, according to a spokesman for
Goods News Ministries.

Attention
Poultry Farmers
Calvert City Lumber Co. has
pricing information on lumber
package for Poultry Houses.
We manufacture our own
Roof Trusses
Call 395-4111
for details.

fter.

-

l

Kentuckians are true to
their home community
businesses. Asked how
much of their shopping
was done outside their
home county,68 percent responded "some,
but not very much" or
"none at all."

Davis speaks at meeting
MADISONVILLE — Enjoy the
taste of eating right! The theme for
National Nutrition Month was
illustrated at the bi-monthly meeting of the Western District of the
Kentucky Dietetic Association in
Madisonville.
Cadelia Davis, a registered dietitian in private practice in the Murray area, presented an educational
program to her peers encouraging
them to "Engjoy the Taste of Eating Right."
The American Dietetic Association chose this topic for its annual
nationwide promotion of nutrition
awareness.
Registered dietitians across the
United States are involved in a var-

Shopper Attitudes 'in Kentucky, 1910
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky

New Amvals

Cadelia Da IS
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Hunt For Red
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Joe vs. the Volcano
(PG)

Easter
Dreises
Infant - Preteen
Pageant Sportswear
Toddler - 6X

Blue Steel
(R)

Accessories
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Red - Yellow - Mauve - Peach
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3.10
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adults 3.00 Child 2.50

SPECIAL
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1,55
7,00
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'

Just Arrived At Pier I Imports

SILK Tom BUSHES

iety of activities promoting healthy
food choices. This year's theme
emphasizes that eating a balanced
diet can be a pleasant experience.
As nutrition experts, dietitians
provide practical interpretation
scientific knowledge. The 'advice
conveyed by registered dietitians
can be helpful to Americans who
must eat well in a fast paced
society.
Registered dietitians are employed in a variety of settings ranging
from traditional health care institutions to advising professional
sports teams.
The professional services of a
dietitian may be found at a local
hospital, health department or
physician's office.
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Sarah and Tommy Richter
win the Youth Bible Drill

MARCH 16, 1990

Fern Terrace Lodce has s lecial events
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Sarah Richter and Tommy Richter were winners of the Annual Youth
Bible Drill held by Blood River Baptist Association at the associational
building at Hardin on Tuesday, March 6, at 7 p.m.
The Richters had already won in their local church event at Locust
Grove Baptist Church and are now-eligible to participate in the State
Bible Drill to be held at Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly on Friday.
March 23.
Their parents are Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richter who are members of
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
This is the fourth straight year that Tommy has been an associational
winner in the Bible Drill and the fifth straight year that Sarah has won the
associational Bible Drill.
The Rev. Jeff Fuller, associational discipleship training director, was in
charge of the Bible Drill.
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School lunch menus sponsored b) 1 oung-at-Heart.

Children'
s
Fashions

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 19
to 23 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service
directors for Calloway County and
Murray City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tuesday - sausage on biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon roll; Thursday pancakes and syrup; Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Milk, juice,
cereal and toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, submarine
sandwich; Tuesday - barbeque rib,
cheeseburger; Wednesday - lasagne, deli ham sandwich; Thursday chili and crackers, turkey club
sandwich; Friday - fried chicken,
pig-in-a-blanket. Peanut butter/jelly
sandwich, grilled cheese, fruits.
vegetables, fries, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - French toast stix/
syrup; Tuesday - ham and cheese
on deli bun; Wednesday scrambled eggs, bacon, toast;
Thursday - chicken fritter on biscuit; Friday - sausage on biscuit.
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - fish nuggets. foot
long chili dog; Tuesday spaghetti/meat sauce, reuben sandwich; Wednesday - barbeque rib,
cheeseburger; Thursday - breakfast for lunch - scrambled eggs,
sausage and biscuit, deli ham ;andwich; Friday - chili and crackers,
nacho dog. Salad bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit;
Tuesday - chicken fritter on bis- •
cuit Wednesday - scrambled egg,
bacon, toast; Thursday - sausage
on biscuit; Friday - ham on biscuit Breakfast bar, juice and milk
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili crispito, chicken
filet sandwich; Tuesday - beef
stew, taco; Wednesday - crispy
fish, turkey club sandwich; Thurs-

day - pizzaghetti, corn dog; Friday
- chicken nuggets, chili and crackers. Salad bar, hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables,
deli sandwiches, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - pancakes w/syrup;
Tuesday - ham and biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon toast; Thursday - Poptart; Friday - peach turnover. Juice or fruit and milk arc
served each day.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger, beef
sticks wisauce; Tuesday - pizza,
submarine; Wednesday - spaghetti
w/theat sauce and rolls, hot dog;
Thursday - hamburger, grilled
cheese; Friday - pizza, beef hoagie. Choice of fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Carter
Monday - hamburger, hot ham
and cheese; Tuesday - chicken
nuggets w/sauce, roast beef on bun;
Wednesday - chef salad, turkey
sandwich; Thursday - spaghetti w/
meat sauce and French bread,
grilled cheese; Friday - pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday - waffles w/syrup;
Tuesday - egg sandwich; Wednesday - Poptart; Thursday - sausage
and biscuit; Friday - Honeybun.
Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - tacos, hot ham and
cheese, Tuesday - creole pork and
rice, club submarine; Wednesday lasagna w/rolls, ribette on bun:
Thursday - baked potato w/meat
sauce, Nlanwich; Friday - chicken
nuggets, grilled cheese. French
fries, pizza, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - ravioli w/beef, fish
sandwich w/cheese; Tuesday chili w/sandwich, grilled cheese:
Wednesday - spaghetti ,w/meat
sauce, barbeque sandwich; Thursday - turkey w/gravy and rolls, deli
ham sandwich; Friday - chili dog,
chuckwagon. Pizza, hamburgers,
French fries, baked potatoes,
nachos, soft bread pretzels, choice
of fruits and iegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.

3-411N15
198 South 12th !'4treet
111v. hill Nltirra. ks.
*+izt•••• Infant thru 11

Each month Fern Terrace Lodge has a promotional event for the residents and personnel. In top left photo, erry Kalberer, left, assistant
ad ministrator, presented Tamra Lassiter, employee winner, with
$100. Resident winners, top right photo, were from left, Sadie Nell
Jones, Cleo Grogan and uby Parker, with Kalberer. Residents having birthdays in January were, bottom side photo, from left, Olean
McClanham, Clayton Fulton, Polly Jones and Elmo Tyler.

DATEBOOK
Providence will hear Winchester
New Providence Church of Christ, located on Highway 893, four miles
off Highway 121 South, New Concord Road, will have its spring gospel
meeting starting Sunday, March 18, and continuing through Friday, March
23. Will T. Winchester of Marion, N.C., will be the speaker for the services at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The public is invited to attend, a church spokesperson said.

Matthew -Scott Massey born
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Massey of Purycar. Tenn., are the parents of a son,
Matthew Scott, weighing seven pounds eight ounces, born on Monday,
Feb. 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Alice Evans. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. David Massey of Puryear
and Mr. and Mrs. Denton Evans of Paris, Tenn.

Brent Alan Corey born
•
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Corey, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn., are ihe parents of a son,
Brent Alan, weighing eight pounds, born on Thursday, Feb. 15, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Denise
Lowe. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wilson of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Corey of New Concord and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Lowe of Mansvfield, Tenn.

Katie Ann Jones born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Jones of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Katie Ann, weighing eight pounds one ounce, born onMonday,
Feb. 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Crystle Etherton. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones and Dr. and
Mrs. V.W. Etherton, all of Purycar.

Three new babies and dismissals listed
by local hospital in its Thursday report
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
March 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Bohannon baby boy, parents.
Lisa and Ryan, Rt. 7,. Box 210,
Benton;
Bostick baby boy, parents, Lillie
and Jeffrey, 144 Cunningham,
Cadiz;
Deines baby girl, mother, Rebecca, Rt. 5, Box 189, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Angie Crouse and baby
girl, E-2 Fox Meadows, Murray;

TUCK'S DISCOUNT PANELING & SUPPLY
Your Building Supply Value Warehouse

FOR YOUR KITCHEN
5' Kitchen Cabinet Base
6" Stainless Steel Sink
Kitchen Faucet-Twin Handle
Vinyl Flooring

$96.00
$29.00
$21.99
$2.50 sq. yd

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
17"x19" Vanity w/Top
36" Fiberglass Shower Unit
Whirlpool Tub
Lavatory Faucet - Chrome
Shower/Tub Enclosure Doors

$29.00
$115.00
$450.00 & Up
$18.99
$39.00 & Up

FOR YOUR HOME
532" Paneling
$2.50 & Up
1 4" Paneling
$3.99 & Up
Steel Entry Door Units
$55.00 & Up
Oak Door wClear Oval Glass Unit $250.00

William Lovell, Rt. 6, Box 60B1,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary Lowe, Rt. 6, Box
87A, Murray; Gregory Irvin, 550
Montgomery Church Rd., Cadiz;
Ronnie Smith, Rt. 8, Box 84,
Murray;
Jamie Dunn, RL 2, Box 303,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. catherine
Bogard and baby boy, 702 Sycamore St., Murray:
Mrs. Wanda Fulks, Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Robbie Shields, P.O. Box
93, New Concord; Mrs. Lucille
Walters, 1204 Grove St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Bearl Darnell, 1650 Ryan Ave.,
Murray; Artell Tucker, Rt. 2,
Covey Drive, Murray; Mrs. Nancy
Smith, 319 North Fifth St., Murray;
James Mitts, Rt. 1, Box 110A,
Hazel; Mrs. Jeanette Stephens, Rt.
1, Water Valley; Mrs. Dorothy
Enoch, 1511 Diuguid Dr., Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Bogard of 702 Sycamore St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Loman Wade (Beau), weighing seven paunds 14 ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on Tuesday, March 13, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have three daughters,taci, 8, Tara, 7, and Katie,
2. The mother is the former Cathy Melton. Grandparents are Evelyn E.
Melton of Nashville, Tenn., the late Wade Melton of Paris, Tenn., and the
late Loman Rudell and Norma Jean Bogard of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Lora Wilkinson and the late Ewing Wilkinson of Murray. Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Bogard of Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Melton of Paris, Tenn.

Senior Adults plan luncheon
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will have their monthly meeting
on Monday, March 19, at 12 noon in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
This will be a potluck luncheon and all senior adults are invited.

(Cont'd on page 8)

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Advice seems to . come from
everywhere today, but it's still up to
you to make up your own mind. You'll
be doing something now with a
friend. Travel is a plus.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You have extra incentive now to
get ahead and you also have the
social graces to make things happen
for you. You may make an important
financial decision today.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners work well today as a
team. You may be traveling
somewhere now together. Surprise
news affects your financial picture.
Tonight is best for socializing.
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CHECK WITH TUCK'S FOR YOUR CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
Located On Hwy. 45E

On Mlle South of Downtown • Martin, TN. • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hours: Mon. thru Frt. 7:30-5:30 • Sat. 7:30-3:00
Now Accepting VisaUestortard a American Express
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VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22
You'll be busy getting some things
done at home now. An impromptu
get-together is also likely. You may he
entertaining s(lineone from business
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2:3 to )et.22)
You'll hear some big talk now in
business. Pleasure outings are a plus
today. Take the initialive,in romance.
You'll be pleased with developments
in a child's life.

SCORPIO
(occ.23 to Nov. 21)
You'll be adding some new
possessions to your home now and
also dealing with other important
domestic interests. You'll he
delighted
by
someone's.
CANCER
thoughtfuln
ess.
(June 21 to July 22)
)
416 SAGITTAR
IUS
You'll be spending part of this day
(Nov.
22
to
Dec.
21)
de
on a work project. Partners are in
An early start means a lot of things
agreement about the use of joint
will be accomplished today. Others
assets. Tonight brings a lovely social
will he impressed by you now. Charm
invitation.
is your valuable ally. Things fall into
LEO
place.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
CAPRICOR
N
Try not to go overboard in the
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
pursuit of pleasure. Have a good time
You're
making
some
without going to excess. Dating,
however, is definitely favored; behind-the-scenes moves today that
affect your financial picture. A close
romance is a plus.
tie may not follow through on a
promise. Private pursuits are best
now.

PRESENTING A LOW-PRICED OVER LOCK 1
WITH ALL THE VERSATILITY YOU NEED

FOR YOUR BUILDING NEEDS
Vinyl Siding (white)
Masonite Siding
4'x8' Panel
12"x16' Lap
7/16" Chipboard
Treated Landscape Timbers

Loman Wade (Beau) Bogard born

SEWING MACHINE CO
1-800-525-7845
Hwy 68 Reldland (near 1-24)

AQUARIlls
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(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Take the lead in planning a
get-together of your friends. Pay
extra
attention, though, to
common-sense health rules. Try not
to overtire yourself tonight.

PISCES
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(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You have more than one iron in the
fire regarding business today. It
should be a time of accomplishment,
provided that you don't scatter your
energies. Accent follow through.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
with a strong need for financial
security. You work well with others
and are partnership-oriented. Often
your financial fortunes fluctuate. At
times you're very giving and on other
occasions you may be less so. Your
interest in the Welfare of others could
attract you to a medical career
You're empathetic by nature and
people are drawn to you. Birthdate of.
Bayard Rustin, rights activist,
Mercedes McCambridge, actress, and
Rudolf Nureyev, ballet dancer
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Powell-Lilly vows said at church Fields-Wilkins vows solemnized

Miss Milisa Carol Powell and
Ralph Eamon Lilly were married
on Saturday, Feb. 24, at Christian
Fellowship Church, Briensburg.
The bride is the daughter of Lanrue and Carol Powell of Cadiz.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Emma Dunn and Mrs. Mamie
Campbell of Cadiz.
The groom is the son of Carlos
and Linda Elkins of Murray and
the late Prentice Lilly.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Comic Jones of Murray and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lilly.
Dr. J.T. Parish officiated at the
candlelight double ring ceremony.
Nuptial music was provided by
Mrs. Noretta Parish of Briensburg.
Decorations included two sevenbranch candelabra, a unity candelabrum and two brass fern stands
with the ferns, all decorated with
greenery and white satin bows.
The family pews were marked
with white satin bows.
The bride was given in marriage
by her parents and escorted by her
father.
She wore a white satin gown
with lace sleeves, a fitted bodice
enhanced by pearl beads and iridescent sequins, and a large bow in
the back.
Her fingertip length veil with
pearl beads and baby's breath was
attached to a bridal hat.
For something old she carried a
handkerchief from her mother;
something new was her wedding
gown; something borrowed was her
mother's gold bracelet; and something blue was a blue garter.
The bride carried a cascading
bouquet of white roses and white
carnations with white satin streamers tied in love knots all arranged
on a bride's Bible from the Precious Moments Collection given to
her by her mother.
Miss Lisa Hanberry of Cadiz,
cousin of the groom, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaid was Mrs. Shelia
Mohler of Murray, sister of the
groom.
The attendants wore tea-length
dresses of iridescent midnight blue
taffeta. Each carried an arm bouquet of a white rose and a white
carnation tipped in blue with white
satin streamers.
The flower girl was Kellie Key,
daughter of Kenneth and Shelia
Mohler of Murray. She wore a long
baby blue lace dress trimmed in
white lace with ruffles at the top
and bottom. She wore a neck choker and blue arm wrist band with
flowers. She also carried a white
basket of white rose petals.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edmon Lilly
Jerry Lilly of Cadiz, cousin of
the groom, was best man. Groomsman was Gene Alliston of Benton.
Ushers were Larry Lilly of Hazel
and Gary' Lilly of Murray, both
brothers of the groom.
The ring bearer was Jason Lilly,
son of Gary Lilly of Murray. He
carried a white satin ring pillow
from the Precious Moments
Collection.
Assisting at the guest register
were Tina Lilly and Rebecca Hanberry, Cadiz, both cousins of the
groom.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, followed the
ceremony.
The bridal table featured a threetiered weddingh cake using the colors of royal blue and white. Doves,
holding royal blue ribbons on the
top layer of the cake, connected
two side heart-shaped cakes. A
groom's cake in the shape of a
Bible was also served.
Mary Snyder, Angie Holt, Tina
Lilly and Kelly Holt, all of Cadiz,

and DaNeil McManus, Paducah,
cousin of the bride, served at the
reception.
Caroline Cossey 4 Paducah,
cousin of the groom, coordinated
the wedding. Also assisting were
Gary Hedges of Cadiz and Roger
Cornell of Evansville, Ind.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lilly are
residing in Murray.
A rehearsal dinner was hosted by
the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Elkins, at Country Kitchen
at Briensburg.
Prenuptial events included the
following:
A miscellaneous shower hosted
by Betty Hanberry, Teesa Lilly,
Shelia Mohler and Diane Meyers at
New Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church;
A miscellaneous shower hosted
by Brenda Payne at the Payne
residence;
A personal shower hosted by
Lisa Hanberry and Emma Dunn at
the Dunn residence.

Coming community events announced
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Friday, March 16

Saturday, March 17

Saturday, March 17

West Kentucky Mule Pullers
Association will sponsor a Mule
PUll at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission will be $3.

7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
Street.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

PPS!:

zez

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

A

PUP,

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

GI*

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 6 to 11 p.m.

ice

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be Communion service
at 12 noon; fish fry in Parish Center from 5:30 to 7 p.m.; Stations of
the Cross and Communion Service
at 7 p.m.
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Saturday, March 17
Clifford White will be honored
at a reception in celebratrion of his
81st birthday from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Community Center, Puryear, Tenn.
Guests are requested to not bring
gifts.
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Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet following 10 a.m. brunch
in the home of Mrs. Jack Vincent,
Mayfield.
Good News Ministries will sponsor a Good News Gospel Sing featuring Liberty Boys, Little Cypress
Boys and Circuit Riders at 7 p.m.
at Hardin Baptist Church.
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A ham breakfast, sponsored by
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and
Accepted Masons, will be served
from 6 to 10 a.m. at lodge hall at
Aurora. The public is invited.
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Quilters' Day by Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society will be at
Graves County High School, Mayfield, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

our

Couples Bridge with Kathryn
Outland and Mabel Rogers as hostesses will be at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
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Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
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Singles Organizational Society
will sponsor a St. Patrick's Day
Dance at 7:30 p.m. at Joe Creason
Community Center, City Park,
Benton. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Jackie, 1-527-8175.
West Kentucky Horse Pullers
Association will sponsor a horse
pull at 12 noon in West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission is $3.
Murray State University 'Breds
Baseball Team will play a doubleheader with Wright State at new
Reagan Field.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 6 to 11 p.m. For information call 753-TEEN.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Arbor Day
Celebration from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Bluebird Box Inspection at 3 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close at 2' p.m. and
Deer Up Close at 9:15 a.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Moonshine of
LBL from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm.

Miss Lisa Paige Fields and
Michael Stamper Wilkins were
married in a winter ceremony at
First United Methodist Church,
Odessa, Texas.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rex Mullins of
Odessa, Texas, and of Dr. and Mrs.
Kent Thomas Fields of Opelika,
Ala.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Fields of Tyler,
Texas, and Mrs. Amy Doran and
the late Hilton Doran of Odessa.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Humphrey Wilkins of
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. 'Thomas E. Wilkins of Folsomdale, and Raleigh E. Stamper
and the late Mrs. Alberta Boren
Stamper of Mayfield.
The Rev. Paul Miller officiated
at the double ring ceremony.
The prelude of organ music from
Handel's "The Messiah" was presented by Margaret Wilkins,
mother of the groom. Thomas
Wilkins, father of the groom, sang
"He Shall Feed His Flock." Mrs.
Wilkins also played for the processional and recessional.
The altar was banked with scores
of red poinsettias and two arched
candelabra holding lighted red votive candles. A 20-foot holiday tree
decorated with handmade ornaments and garlands of greenery
draping the sanctuary arches added
to the occasion.
Wearing her mother's bridal
gown of white satin with alencon
lace bodice and seed pearl trim, the
bride was given in marriage by her
father, Dr. Kent Fields.
The floor-length skirt had inserts
of lace tapering toward the carpetlength train. It had a low, scalloped
neckline and long pointed sleeves.
Her fingertip illusion veil was held
to a head wreath of silk flowers.
She carried a bouquet of red
roses interspersed with pine cones,
holly and greenery.
Mrs. Mary Leming, stepsister of
the bride, was matron of honor.
She wore a tea-length dress of
hunter green velveteen with long
puffed sleeves. She carried a smaller version of the bridal bouquet.
Matthew Ferguson, formerly of
Murray, was best man. Both the
groom and best man wore black
tuxedoes accented with hunter
green cumberbunds and ties.

,

Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Wilkins
Ushers were Sean Fields, brother
of the bride, and Jim Young, cousin of the bride.
Mrs. Mullins, mother of the
bride, wore a long-sleeved tea
length dress of pale aqua mist
printed acetate satin. Mrs. Wilkins,
the groom's mother, wore a longsleeved gown of hunter green to
complement the attire of the attendants. They both wore corsages of
white rosebuds.
A reception followed in the
church parlor.
Assisting were Shannon Wilkins,
sister of the groom, Donna Readshaw and Michele Johnson, 'stepsisters of the bride, and Laura Fields,
sister-in-law of the bride.
Dianne White, aunt of the
groom, provided background music
at the piano.
After a brief wedding trip to
New Mexico, the new Mr. and

Dixie delights

Mrs. Wilkins returned to their
home at 3-120 Richmond Rd., Apt.
611, The Village, Lexington, Ky.
40509.
The bride received her B.S. and
M.S. in finance from Louisiana
State University, and her Ph.D. in
finance from University of South
Carolina. She is presently employed as an assistants., professor of
finance at University of Kentucky.
The groom, a graduate of Murray
High School, received his B.B.A.
in finance from University of Kentucky. He is presently enrolled in
the Master of Science in Accountancy Program at UK.
A local reception for the couple
was held at Memorial Baptist
Church. Hosteses were Wilma Billington, Robbie Key, Kay Outland,
Norma Perrin, Linda Roach, Martha Lassiter and Andrea Hogancamp.

MURRAY TODAY

at convention
ATLANTA (AP) — It's not all
pate and puff pastry when culinary
professionals get together to nosh
and share know-how, which is why
their convention this year features
country ham, barbecue and other
Dixie delights.
The International Association of
Culinary Professionals, composed
of chefs, cookbook authors and
other food aficionados, is highlighting Southern cooking because
the cuisine remains a mystery to
most people outside the region,
convention planners say.
(Cont'd on page 8)

JO'ANIS Varieties • on the square
SPRING BREAK SALE
Ladies'

Swimwear

30

Off

One Rack

Ladies
All
Bubbles Brand Big Gal Style

Esprit
Shorts &
Shirts

40%

Dresses &
Jackets

Off

Ladies Clearance

Dresses

Bras

40

'
Off

Off

Children's

80%

Off

Clearance

70

Off

(Cont'd on page 8)

Hwy. 641 South, #33 Puryear, Tn.

1Our Scrumptious
)111 Seafood Buffet
.

12 Pk

12 Pk

Schaefer & Schaefer
Light

Busch & Busch
Light

Friday & Saturday
w Crab Legs • Grog legs • Flied ShnmP • kilo °liters

. Froth Shrtnp • Fromh Oysters • Crab Meat In Ho/ Butter
• Catfish Fingers • Codfish Snips • Crab Role
• Clam Sky+ • Flied Scaliops • Ccreirh Strips • Shrimp Credit
& Ric
,• Firs:sort &wigs & Fikirt Ftsh • Egg Rolls • Bared Callan
Polacir • Sctod Orr • Vegetables • Large Vcriery Desert Bar

713-

,v• --ft...•

v-

$1139

ALL FOR JUST

131J9:1-1

$1099

Fridays & Saturdays 4-9 P.M.
Try Our Sunday Buffet
11:00 A.M. To 8:30 P.M.

Everyday Low Price $4.69
Expires 3-19-90

Expires 3-19-90
12 Pk.

Miller & Miller
Lite

• Turkey•Cornbread Dressing • Southern Fried Chicken
• Bor-B-Ql Ribs• Country Horn • Country Fried Steak &
Gravy •Cream Corn• Green Beans • BCOCCOlt & Cheese
• Cauliflower & Cheese • Mashed Potatoes• Baked Ap
pies• Limo Beans• 30 Item Salad Bar• Delicious Dessert
Bar With Wide Vorsety

$599
Lacey'S

99
Everyday Low Price $7 59
Expires 3-19-90

FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. In Benton, k).
527•7275

40,0•••••.

s

Everyday Low
Price On Loose
Case Premium
•
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Cain and Bailey vows are solemnized Babies need more than soy-based drinks
Miss Jana Celeste Cain and
David Nelson Bailey, both of Murray, were married Saturday, March
10.
The vows were solemnized at 10
a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray.,
Officiating was ihe Rev. James
Simmons, pastor of the church.
The bride is the daughter of Ms.
Darius Cain of Mayfield and Fred
Cain of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Bailey of Rt. 4, Murray.
Connie Boyd was the bride's
only attendant.
lhe groom's father served as his
best man.
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held at the home of
the groom's parents.
The new Mrs. Bailey is a student
at Murray State University and is
employed at Briggs and Stratton.
Mr. Bailey served in the United
States Marines. He is now attending Murray State University and is
self employed.
The couple is now residing in
Murray.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Babies
should not be given soy-based
beverages other than infant formulas as their only source of nutrition,
the Food and Drug Administration
warned on Thursday.
The MA said the soy-based
drinks, sometimes called "soy
milk," do not have the nutrients
needed for infants.
A 5-month-old baby girl, whose
parents bought the product in a
health food store, was in critical

condition at Arkansas Children's
Hospital in Little Rock because of
malnourishment, the agency said in
Statement.
It did not identify the girl or her
parents.
The parents, according to the
statement, erroneously believed
that a soy beverage sold in a health
food store could be used AS infant
formula, and had fed it to their
daughter almost since birth.
Soy beverages analyzed by the

Community... (Cont'd from page 7)
Sunday, March 11
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Controversial
Coyote at 3 p.m., Deer Up Close at
9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center,
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Horneplace-1850.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Sc. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.

Mr. and Mrs. David N. Bailey

AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call 759-4059.

Celebrates birthday

Sunday, March 18
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Wright
State at new Reagan Field, MSU.
New Providence Baptist Church
will have a family day potluck dinner following the morning worship
services.
Reservations for Christian
Women's Club luncheon for Tuesday at Seven Seas should be made
by tonight with Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Linda Salley,
753-8016.

Little Rock hospital were found to
be lacking in calcium, niacin and
vitamins D, E and C, the agency
said.
The FDA said children and
adults can drink the soy beverages
as long as they are part of an otherwise balanced diet.
There are soy-based infant formulas that are "complete and
appropriate," and these formulas
are not involved in Thursday's
warning, the agency said.

Soviet emigre
devises way
for hats, shoes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hats
off to Anne Volokh, a successful
Soviet emigre who has a closet full
of chapeaus. She's devised a way
to keep track of all those toppers,
some 48 in all.
Volokh, publisher of Movieline
magazine, takes Poiaroids of her
hats and staples them to the hat
boxes. One glance at the photo tells
her which box to pull out.
Works for shoes, too, she says.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)
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Clifford White will be honored
Clifford White will be honored at a special reception in celebration of
his 81st birthday on Saturday, March 17, from 1 to 4 p.m. at Community
Center at Puryear, Tenn. This is being hosted by his family who requests
that guests not bring gifts. All friends and relatives are invited to visit
with Mr. White on Saturday.

Rio-Dawn Elizabeth Madison born

Helen Steffen, Murray resident for nearly two years, celebrated her
75th birthday on Friday, March 2. Her daughter and son-in-law,
Kathie and Don Fleming, and grandson, Donald, took Helen and her
husband, Walt Steffen, out to dinner at Brewbaker's. They shared the
freshly baked birthday cake by Kathie at the Steffen home for
dessert. The Steffens moved here from California two years ago.

Local Jaycees at meetin •

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Bryan Madison of 916 North 18th St., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Rio-Dawn Elizabeth, weighing six pounds 13
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Wednesday, March 7, at 5:28 pin.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tina Marie Lee. Grandparents are ARmon and Mary Lee of Ri 1, Hardin, Pat
Hemmer of Springdale, Ark., and Roland Madison of Venice, Calif.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bert Williams of 307 Woodlawn,
Murray.

Genealogical Workshop Tuesday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will sponsors two-hour Genealogical Workshop on Tuesday, March 20, from 7 to 9 p.m. in meeting
room of University Church of Christ, North 12th Street and Highway 121
Bypass, Murray. Ron Bremer, a national genealogical speaker and author
from Salt Lake City, Utah, will be the speaker. This will be a first for
Calloway County and anyone interested in researching family history will
find Bremer to be very interesting and entertaining. A question and
answer session will be held. The admission is free and open to the public.
Also persons attending will have the opportunity to purchase the Gazalogical Society's new 942-page volume with a 1700 full-name index,
Family Records of Calloway County Kentucky and Adjoining Counties.

Art Guild plans coming events

‘lembers of Murray-Calloway County Jaycees recently attended the
Winter MI-State meetings in Louisville. While there they took time
out to tour the Ronald McDonald House and present them with a
donation. Several families from this area have used the services of
Ronald McDonald House. Pictured making the donation are, from
left, Tony Wallace, local Jaycee, Eugene Ward, weekend manager of
Ronald McDonald House, and Brad Belcher, president of Local Jaycee organization. The Jaycees will meet Tuesday, March 20, at 7 p.m.
at Pagliai's. Any persons between the ages of 19 to 39 are welcome to
attend.

,Cont'd

from page 7)

On the agenda for the four-day
convention, which wraps up Saturday, was a workshop tracking the
history of Southern food from
South Carolina's Low Country to
Louisiana's bayous; a seminar on
creating new dishes from Southern

basics with Southern food expert
Nathalie Dupree; and an oldfashioned barbecue that dramatizes
food's social function in the South.
As cookbook author John Egerton put it: "Life without a little
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1985 Fad Escon

rd.,000

1982 Datsun Truck

1977 Chevy Truck c...1 .4.e,
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1985 Ford Mustang
1981 Citabon
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1982 Mazda
1976 Chevy luv Truck
1977 Ford LTD

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, March 20, at 6 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Freda Lovett will present a lesson on "Miniature Challenge Quilt Using Bear Paw Pattern." All
interested persons are invited to attend, according to Geneva Giles, president. Outer officers are luta Hudson, vice president; Eva Hopkins, secretary; and Edith Moore, treasurer.
South in your mouth ... is a bland
and dreary prospeci"
To commemorate the 100th
anniversary of peanut butter, conventioneers dined on peanut butter
soup, beef with a Thai peanut
sauce, and peanut butter cookies,
among other dishes. A 12-foot jar
of peanut butter — enough to make
16,000 sandwiches — was also on
display, said Mitch Head of the

II

A ladies' day luncheon at Murray Country Club is planned for Wednesday, March 21, at 12 noon at the club. Reservations should be made with
Peggy Billington, 753-1421 or 753-1799 by Monday. Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday and for reservations call Nancy Haverstock,
753-0409, or Cathryn Garrott, 753-7809.
•

Desjarlas serving in Japan

Navy Petty Officer 1st Class Edward A. Desjarkis recently reported for
duty aboard the aircraft carrier USS Midway, homeported in Yokosuka,
Japan. His wife, Betty, is the daughter of William J. and Nola E. Bright of
1123 South Ninth Sc., Mayfield.

Bohannon serves in Pacific

Peanut Advisory Board.
"They were coming here to the
peanut capital of the world. They
wanted to recognize the peanut's
importance to worldwide cuisine,"
Head said of the planners.
Julia Child, Jacques Pepin and
Paul Prudhomme were some of the
cooking celebrities on hand. The
IACP has 1,400 members in about
20 countries.

Now Open It

Patients are dismissed

Clinton plans trade day
"Clinton Trade Day" will be held each first Saturday of the month
beginning Saturday, April 7, through October by the people of Clinton
and Hickman County. Approximately 50 spaces are available for a miniMil charge, offering everything from antiques, arts and crafts, yard sale
goods to a variety of foods and lots of fun. "This is Clinton and Hickman
County's way of going back to 'the good ole days,' when everyone met
on Saturday morning up on the courtsquare to shop, eat, look around or
just sit and visit with their friends and neighbors," a Clinton official said.
Anyone interested in "advance" booth space rental may contract Bill Bone
at Clinton Antique Bank at 1-653-3333, days, or Ben Hale at 1-653-4141,
nights.

Nicholas Clifton Waters born
Mr. and Mrsi-Jeffery Wayne Waters of Rt. 1, Box 64, Kirksey, are the
parents of a son, Nicholas Clifton, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Friday, March 9, at 7:33 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. A sister of Nicholas is Courtney NatashaTodd Waters, The mother is the former Carolena Rose Todd. Grandparents are Kenneth Lee and Rosemary Todd, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and the late
Earl and Sadie Waters of Murray.
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Julie's Family
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Resta
urant
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

4'

Off
Plate Lunches
1 meat, 3 vegetables
homemade rolls or cornbread.

$300
EverYdaY

rusilla:s

Owners: July & Terry VA=
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.4 p.m. Mar.-Oat.•cm.-1O pAL
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SPECIAL HIGHER PRICED CAR•

1983 Trans Am - Glass T Tops

Murray Club plans ladies' events

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Allen Benoit of Murray from Western Baptist, Paducah; Virginia
A. Gallimore and Willie Mohundro, Puryear, Tenn., and Thomas F. Rice
Jr., Buchanan, Tenn., from Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.

Owner - Donnie Winchester

1981 Grand Prix

Ladies of Paducah Support Group (Life After Divorce is Eventually
Sane) will meet Thursday, March 22, at 7 p.m. in Radiation Therapy Center lobby, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Marjorie Ledger-Thomas,
manager of the Lemon Tree Health Food Store, will be speaker with her
topic being "Managing Stress Through Nutrition." For more information
call 1-575-2176.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
1978 T-Bird

Support Group to meet March 22

Navy Seaman Receruit Barry P. Bohannon, son of Lennis N. and Vicky
L Riley, RL 3, Mayfield, recently returned to Long Beach, Calif., from
deployment to the Western Pacific and Indian Oceans while serving
aboard the battleship USS New Jersey. During the 35,600 mile deployment, Bohannon participated in numerous military exercises and visited
several foreign ports including Pusan, Republic of Korea; Subic Bay,
Republic of Philippines; Hong Kong; Singapore; Bahrain and Dubai,
United Arab Emirates; Pattaya Beach, Thailand; and Guam. A 1988 graduate of Graves County High School, Bohannon joined the Navy in
March 1989.

753-9586

1985 Chrysler Lebaron GTS sho4000

Robin Buser, Joan Vidmer and Rachel Neale, pledges of Alpha Mu
44760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, International, will receive the jewel pink
ceremony from President Rita Cummings in a meeting on Tuesday, March
20, at 7 p.m. at the Cummings' home at 511 North Seventh Si, Murray. A
business meeting will also be held and a nominating committee appointed
for new officers for 1990-91. Guests are welcome. For further information
call Helen Steffen, 753-0972.

Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on Tuesday,
March 20, at 1 p.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. All members and interested persons are invited to attend. The guild is still accepting entries for the Art Guild Portrait Competition. Any artist may submit
one or two entries by hand delivering them to the Guild on Tuesday,
March 20, from 3 to 6 p.m. and Wednesday, March 21, from 10 Lm. to 3
p.m. Entry fee for either one or two pieces will be 15 for entrants over 15
and $1 for those under 15. Judging will be Thursday, March 22, by Dan
Carver, director, Paducah Art Guild Gallery, and entries accepted by the
judge will hang in the exhibition. For information call Margaret Crawfordc, 435-4482, Cynthia Peterson, 753-3505, Patricia Clark, 753-3207, or
Richard Jackson, 753-7149.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
300 South 4th

Alpha Mu will meet on Tuesday

13,900

.

S. 12th

St.

7534101
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GALLOWAY COUNTY
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM...

LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

BUILDING
WINNERS
NOW
AND FOR
THE
FUTURE

AESTHETIC EXPERIENCES

Ile

•

raw '
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r-.1140

(
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LEARNING CENTERS

l

izi5t=11=111
2
MINS

WRITING TO READ

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

COMPUTERS

ASSESSMENT

THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
FULL-DAY PROGRAM
TEAM TEACHING
LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE
LEARNING CENTERS
IBM "WRITING TO READ"
AESTHETIC EXPERIENCES
ASSESSMENT
PARENT RESOURCE CENTER
PARENT TRAINING
SUPPORT SERVICES
Cri
C12 etestie4140.
21,
:

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

If your child will be 5 on
or before October 1, 1990,
Register for the
Calloway County
Kindergarten Program
On The Following Dates: Tuesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
March 20
March 22
March 23
At
At
At
North
Southwest
East
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
--Or--

Thursday, March 22 At
All Three Schools From 5:00-7:00 p.m.
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by those firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
-t •

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY GULF
Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

Ui.Cod

SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across from Ledger & Times!

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll 7 7
Tire Inc. mkH:LIN
753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

at. 1, Murray
753-2540

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Mom St

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
Hwy. 641 N..
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

stiONEYS.
OF MURRAY

ADVINTISTS
ht.% EN114 DAY AL3 ENT1ST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m

MAIPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
E v ening Worship
6 00 p rn
CHERRY CORNER
Sandal School
Worship
Church Trolling
Wednesday

10
11 a.m. & 6
5
7

am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
„,..10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 pm
COLDW ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 48• m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sem
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00• M
Sunday Night
6 00 pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 46pm
lkStlitANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 (Barn
Evening Worship
6 OD pm
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 am k 7pm
Church Training
6 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School .
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 OCi a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10- 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 -00 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
730 am.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10•013 a m
Church Training
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p in
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Service
5'30 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7.30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
F'reaching
11 00 a m &
600pm
Wednesday Night
7'00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
fl 00 a m
Evening Wcirsitip
7-00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lit Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p in
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday Schaal,
9'3.0 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00•in
Preaching &Iry
11 00 a.m
Nightly Service
6 000 m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 • m & 8 30 p m
Sunday School
10 a m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00
11 00
Preaching
Prayer Service
5 30
Church
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 15 pm
-'SCOTITS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00a m
r.vening Worship
7 30 p in
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 ()a in
Evening Worship
6 45 p in
Teaming l'nlon
6 00p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 -00 am
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9- 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wednesday Mid-Week
Service
7 00 p in
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Morning Worship
11'00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Mornius Worship
1100 a m
Sunday Evening
COO p.m
Wednesday Evening 7.00 pm

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 90• m
Evening Service
6 00 p m

amisTiAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a m
Sunday School
11:00•.m
2nd Wed.
7- 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12 - 00-3.00 pm

1008 CHESTNUT

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall - Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

D & W Auto Supply
GlassWe Install Auto

Auto Paint Material
Try Our Car Wash
512 5. 12th

733 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
EEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service11 a in 47 pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd
e
Sun Ser
10.11 a m -7 00 p m
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a in
ilam k 7pm
Worship

METHODIST
t11' 11.I. UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6 (Bp m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
101 & 3rd Sun Night 7 (Bp m
c01.111A ATER
Worship
11
lii
Sunday School

a

m

a in

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9 00
Sunday School
9 45
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m 6 00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 -00 a en
Evening Ser Wor
6 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
10 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 OD a m
fcverilng Worship
6.00 p.m

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9.50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Hlble Classes
9 sin
Wednesday
7 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Servie•
9:60 a.m
Evening Service
6:00 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 46 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 ti m
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
mship
10 am.
BMW Study
6
Wmalup
p.m
Bung
Wed. Baas Study
7 p.m

11 a m & 6 30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
II am & 6 pril
Saturday
p RI

LIITISIHAN

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10-00 a m
Sunday School
lkorship
Ilam 67p rr
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 p.m
1.1.nrchin
1U 30 a Ill & 7 o m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10.03 a.m

PHISSYTERIAN
Worship

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 15 a m
Worship Service
11 (6)5 m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
Service 11 (Barn & 7 ilf1 p m

753 5312

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
j
CALLO WAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

rs)
Arb

753-5142

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

ROY'S

408 N. 4th

Chevron

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Your Only

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheaf Metal
Service Through Knowledg•
802 Chestnut
753-8181

-Enoryth.ne lor Moo. arml Morsonlan

Mile East Hwy. 94 East

Iluvr

rynal.•

Murray, Ky.

759-4408

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

753-6656

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
Matthew 5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

IS'LLLER.
FUNERAL 3{011ES
Murray
753-4612

Full

Soryice

Chevron Station'
Calvin Clark — Ownor
753-2593
1417 Main

Hazel
492-8758

SIRLO
gi
r g
It
STOCKAREg
N
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabors, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Klrksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

Pig* wisslY

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches

OPEN MOK-FR. 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT. 9114. 7 uwistaGift
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

Dr. I
speak a
a.m. Sc
Withhe
From 1-i
vice. G

NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

IPAlif

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114
JE

SPACE TIRE, INC.

IMP

Ttrestone

MICHELIN*

MAUS,SO MUGS 5 NOM
ON mum Tomo
e
.
0

1406 West Main

759-1331

Bel-Air
Center

CABLE

4IIS1=N 753.5w5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
(-71,

Wome, gmisi=15.0411515.0.

I1
/
4•.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
,NcovrowTo
t401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
(502)753-1304
ADMINIS1RATOR

Gulf'

GULF

GlendaleRAY
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th &
753-9164

MUR.

couPoN
Spaghetti
Garlic Bread

&

99'

Ceti"! Shopping Center

couPoms.210_69
759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

Southside
Shopping
Center

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

Jesus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

Serving Western Kentucky
And Western Tennessee

Shelf
V.

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m. 0•41b)
.,
Sunday Open 7:06 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131
minemb

-

The I
will six
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and Rol
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9:45 a.
with Cl
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MURRAY NISSAN, INC.

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

The
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Roman
8:34b-3
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play a
Chance
"Living
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9:30 a.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

753-2380

Bridles to Britches

10:45 a.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship SErvIce
11 00 a in
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
700pm

401 Olive

Auto Body 8, Frame Work
Established 1945

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S. 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m.

FIRST PRESIt Y TER I \
Sunday School
9 30•in

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

Thornton Tile and Marble

Ilam &,pm
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10'00 a.m
Worship Serv
11:00-7.30 p.m
LAKE LANE) APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 Ilia m
6 00 p m

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a in
Church School
10 48 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
930•in
Sunday School
10 30•en

VidtGIWS

0

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00•m

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
9 30 a m
10 30 a M
Worship

753-6168

SERVICE CENTER

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship
11 am & 7 p.m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a in

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

Olympic Plaza

PENTECOSTAL

%V.rship

Al..380 CHURCH OF- CHRIST
Bible School
900 a . m
Morning Worship
ir 50 a in
Evening Worship
800pm
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
8 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Morning Service
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
600pm
Wed Worship
7 30 p in
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Morning Worship ,.
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
8 00 p m
Mid WeekWorship
7.00 p.m
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.30 air
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
7pm
Sunday k Wednesdays I
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11'00 a in
Evening Worship
600pm

THEATRES

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

amnia Of allINIT

Fl

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHLTRCH
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
9'30 a.m
Worship
10.48 a m
Wednesday •
7 p.m.
lett. NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH oF MURRAY
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
II a.m. 4.2 p.m
Wednesday
7 15 p in
759-9862

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Worship

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree Pharmacist

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Service
11 00 a m
Pastor William J Pratt

INDEPENDENT

CNRISTIAN

DISOUNT PHARMACY

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
orship
11 00• m
RUSSELL CHAPEL. UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening
6 00 p m

EPISCOPAL

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p in
Sunday
9 00 a in
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6.00 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
Ii loam Sunday

66,,e,A,,c,„, 3

Worship
10.4s in
Sunday School
11 a in
MT HERRoN
Worship
loam
Sunday School
it am

ST JOHN S EPISCOPAL
1620 Vi Main
Holy Eucharist
8:00 a.m.
10:30 am
Church School
9:30 •.m
Daily Morning Prayer 800 a in

CATHOLIC

900 Sycamore

MT CARMEL

CHURCH II. JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
SWUM= M.
10 am
Sunday Sdsool
11:20 am.
Relief Society sod
Fir-snood
12.10 p.m.

WESTS1DE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
9 a.m.,
10:50 a.m 6 p.m.

501 N. 4th

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m

ClINNICII Of JESUS
CHRIST Of LATTER
BAT SAINTS

510 Main St. 753-2975

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

205 N. 12th

tIVION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 CO p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a m
Worship
10 00 a m
6 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m
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Various churches announce speakers and music for Sunday
Various area churches have
music with April Mack and Susan
Flint Baptist
released information concerning
Reynolds as accompanists. Torn
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
their services on Sunday, March
Holderby will sing a solo and a will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
18, to the Murray Ledger & Times
quartet composed of Rick Beam, services. Sunday School will be at
as follows:
Rhonda Beam, Pam Treas and 10 a.m.
First United Methodist
Cheryl Jones, will sing at morning
University
The Rev. Lloyd A. Doyle III,
service. Emily Cutini will sing a
Church of Christ
associate minister, will speak from
solo and the Todd Family will sing
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Romans 5:1-2, 5-8 and Mark
at evening hour. Assisting will be speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser8:34b-38 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
the Rev. Steve Todd, announce- vices. Ernie Bailey will direct the
services. Bruce Chamberlain will
ments, the Rev. Randolph Allen, song service. Assist* will be Lerplay a piano solo at 8:30 a.m. The
Bible reading, Rick Beam, prayer, oy Eldridge, Max Cleaver, Doron
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem, and Brent Evans, Calvin Todd, Claiborne, Keith Hays, Chris Hays,
"Living Waters" with Kim Black as
Max Dowdy, John Brittain, Rodney Key, Mack Harris, Jim
director and Joan Bowker as organAnthony Manning, Bob Tanner, Lawson, Chad Lawson, Larry Lilly,
ist Acolytes will be Jerry Boyd
David Lee and Michael Cutini, Steve Spiceland, George Wilson,
and Brad Wilson. Church School
ushers. Sunday School will be at Danny Claiborne, Greg Taylor,
will be at 9:45 a.m., UMYF at 5
10 a.m. and Junior Church at 11 Gary Taylor and Tony Thompson.
p.m. and Bible Study on Mark at 7
a.ITL
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Elm Grove Baptist
Goshen United Methodist
United Methodist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
The Rev. Susan AllsopThe Rev. Jim Alford, minister, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 services. Music will be directed by
a.m. service. Scott Coleman will be
p.m. services. His morning topic Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
lay assistant with Tom Villaflor
will be "Here We Are, Lord" with and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
directing children's church. Melisscripture from Luke 17:11-19. The Mr. Smith will sing a solo at mornsa Villaflor and Samantha Gibbs
Church Choir will sing "I'll Meet ing hour. Sunday School with
will be acolytes. Sunday School
You in the Morning" with Doug Brooks Oswalt as director will be
with Ronnie Hutson as director will
Crafton as director and Kathy at 10 a.m. and Church Training
be at 10 a.m.
Erwin and Tommy Gaines as with Bill Outland as director and
Hazel Baptist
accompanists. Assisting will be Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
The Rev. James Garland, pastor, Janice Nesbitt, Ann Wilson, Phil
Memorial Baptist
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. Liddle, Ronnie Jackson, Tanny
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
services. Gene Orr Miller will
Barnes and Jimmy Osbron. UMYF will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
direct the music with Oneida White
will meet at 5:30 p.m. and Choir services. Bruce Thomas, deacon of
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. Practice will be at 6:30 p.m.
the week, Mike Farmer, minister of
At the morning service Oneida
Poplar Spring Baptist
education and youth, and Wayne
White and Steve Smith will sing a
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor, Cathey will assist. Rick Melson,
duet. Frank Turner will be deacon
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. minister of music, will direct the
of the week. Sunday School with
services. Mark Hardison will direct music with Margaret Wilkins and
Joe B. Adams as director will be at the music. Sunday School with Tonya Simmons as accompanists.
9:45 a.m. and Church Training
Marty Futrell as director will be at The Sanctuary Choir will sing
with Charles Overcast as director
10 a.m. and Church Training with "Saved By Grace" at morning hour.
will be at 5:30 p.m.
The Young Musicians will sing
First Presbyterian
Rickey_ Stewart as director will be "The More I Know You" at evenThe Rev. Thomas Schellingerh- 6 p.m.
ing hour. Sunday School will be at
out, pastor, will speak about
Westside Baptist
9:40 a.m., Discipleship Training,
"Words That Make A Difference:
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will —,Youth Choir, Children's Choir and
Good Cheer" at 10:45 a.m. service. speak about "Our Future For Fai- Preschool Choir at 6 p.m., and
The Chancel Choir will sing an lures" with scripture from John SNAC at 8 p.m.
anthem, "Praise Ye The Lord" with
18:25-27 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. serGlendale Road
Karl Thomsen as director and Ellie vices and about "The Doctrine of
Church of Qhrist
Brown as organist. Assisting will Election" with scripture from I
John Dale, minister, will speak
be Harry Conley, Sam Curry, Cle11 Peter 1:1-5 at 6 p.m. service. Tom- about "I Believe in the One They
Peterson, Louise Goode and Louise my Scott will direct the music with
Called Jesus" with scripurre from
Baker. Church School will start at Kathy Ligon, Patsy Neale and
John 3:14-18 at 9 a.m. service and
Susie Scott as accompanists. about "Messiah, Moses and Me"
9:30 a.m.
Lucretia Thompson will sing a solo
Eastwood Baptist
with scripture from Hebrews 3:1-6
Dr. Lynn Maya11, pastor, ill at both morning hours. Heather
at 6 p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will
Allen will play a piano offertory at direct the song service. Assisting
speak about "Money Talks" at 11
a.m. service and about "Why God 9 a.m. The Church Choir will sing
will be Randy Young, Steve J.
Withholds Financial Prosperity "He's Living Today" at 10:50. Simmons, Jack Rose, Larry Pea,
From His Children" at 6 p.m. ser- Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Ron McNutt, Tyler Bohannon, Ted
vice. Greg Maya11 will direct the and Choir Practice at 5 p.m.
Howard, Charles Lamb, Kenneth
Cleaver, James Gibson, Max Walker, Jack Ward, Dudley Burton and
Bobby Galloway. Bible classes will
be at 10 a.m.
By H.C. CHILES
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
Christ which would result in His pastor, will speak about "Laodicea:
JESUS IS BETRAYED
crucifroicn.
AND ARRESTED
Lukewarm Church" with scripture
WherilPeter pulled his sword, he from Revelation 3:14-22 at 10:50
John 18: 1-14
Having finished His prayer of interthought that he was doing what he had a.m. service. The Rev. Matthew
cession, which is recorded in John 17,
been told. But Jesus was now ready to Johnson will speak at 6 p.m. serthe Lord Jesus Christ led the 11
be taken. So He told Peter to put up his vice. Kyle Evans will direct the
apostles to the Garden of Gethsesword. Jesus was now ready to drink music. Dwane Jones and Susan
mane, where He had frequently gone
the "cup" which the Father had given Jones will be accompanists. Urban
for the purpose of prayer. Judas
to Him. He no longer needed protec- Belcher will be deacon of the
secured a band of police and Roman
tion from His enemies. The arrest of week. The Church Choir will sing
soldiers and went to the Garden in
Jesus is described in the words:"Then "How Long Has It Been" at mornorder to find Christ.
the band and the captain and officers ing hour, and "Pass It On" at evenWhen they arrived, Christ greeted
of the Jews took Jesus and bound ing hour. Sunday School with
them with the question,"Whom seek
Him." They had come armed for games Rose as superintendent will
ye?" They replied, "Jesus of Nabattle, but Jesus surrendered without a be at 9:45 a.m. and Choir Practice
zareth." Without hesitation Christ instruggle. No man took His life from at 5:30 p.m.
formed them that He was the one
Him. He laid down of Himself.
St. Leo's Catholic
whom they were seeking. Shocked at
From Gethsemane Jesus was taken
Masses will be at 7 p.m. Friday,
Christ's confession the group tripped
first before Annas, Caiaphas' father- 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m.
and fell to the ground. Jesus offered
in-law. As a former high priest he was Sunday with the Fr. Pete Sharkey
Himself willingly to them instead of still quite a power among both the S.J. as minister. Assisting will be
being taken forcefuHy by them. As an
Jews and the Romans.
Nathan Reed, Tom Auer, John
additional expression of love for the
The record of the trial before Annas Young, Diane Young, Diane
love for the disciples, Christ requested
and Caiaphas is brief. Nothing could Young, Mary Reed, Joel Reed, Jim
that they be granted liberty. To the end
be done until Pilate's ratification. -Stroud, Aaron Whitaker, Carolyn
of His earthly career, our Lord had a
Ev.Cry..detaitof.the.trial was illegal. It Ramsey, David Clark, Tom Dowgenuine and deep interest in the
was illegal to hold it at night at all. The dy, Cindy Clemson, Dick Fotsch,
welfare of His followers.
high priest asked Jesus both about His Jane Blair, Joey Woods, Art
When Simon Peter saw the military disciples and His teaching. He an- Cripps, Anne Gorrell, Eldon Heathmen step forward to take Jesus Christ, swered nothing concerning them, cott, Mike Kelly, Kaye Kelly, Linhe impulsively drew his sward and
shielding them from the unscrupulous da Varant, Joe Gaietto, Darlene
tried to cut off the head of Malchus, a
ways of these foes.
Gaietto, Dick Maddox, Margaret
servant of the high priesi Malchus
was able to save his head, but the
sword cut off his ear. Violence attempted by Christ's followers might
well have resulted in the slaying of
them all. Highly displeased with Peter's action, Christ rebuked him and
commanded him to put his sword
away. He assured Peter that He did not
need him for protection. Fully committed to the Father's will, Christ
submitted Himself to the armed group
without a struggle.
(Marion, North Carolina)
Although Christ had willfully surrendered to them, they bound His
hands as though He were a desperado.
Following the arrest of Christ, He was
taken before Annas who was still the
power behind the throne in Jerusalem.
Four of his sons had held the high
priesthood, and Caiaphas, who was
then the high priest, was his son-inlaw. When Christ cleansed the temple
of those who sold animals and doves
for sacrifices, the income of Annas
was greatly diminished,so Annas was
gloating over his opportunity to get
revenge. Consequently, the examiniition or trial of Christ before him was a
mockery of justice. When Annas was
unable to get any information from
Christ, he sent the Lord Jesus to
Caiaphas. One purpose of the hearing
was to lermulate a charge against

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Maddox and Cindy Cripps.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor, will speak about "Walking in
the Light" with scripture from
Ephesians 5:8714 at 10:30 a.m. service. Alice Wiue will be organist.
Assisting will be Don Bray, Arnold
Ronna, Einar Jensuom and Gene
Klaus. Acolytes will be Jamie Frisk
and Rhonda Hjetland. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class will
be at 9:30 a.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:11) p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer Downey as
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
7 p.m. services. Michael Milby will
direct the music with Rhonda Lamb
and Laura Paschall as accompanists. Sunday School with Jim Potter
as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
New Life
Christian Center
The Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music. Men's prayer breakfast will
be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the song service with Faye
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at
building at Sycamore and South
15th Streets. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
as pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. Galry McClure
will direcxt the choir. Max
Lawrence will be song leader.
Martha Lou Lawrence and Sheila
Clark will be accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Beal will lead the
music with Fran Beal as accompanist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.

Lynn Grove
Kirksey United Methodist
United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
The Rev. Coy Garreu, pastor, will speak about "A Disposable
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Society with Disposable People"
Judy Kelso will be organist Sun- with scripture from I John 3:1 at II
day School will be at 10:30 a.m. a.m. service and about "Doctrinal
St. John's Episcopal
Standards and Our Theological
The Second Sunday in Lent will Task" at 6 p.m. service. Ron Pace
be observed with the Holy Euchar- will direct the mnusic with Clarice
ist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Norsworthy as pianist. Ushers will
Trevathan will preside and preach, be Rob McCallon and Clay Smith.
assisted by Nancy Schempp, Den- Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
nis Johnson and Barbara Ahlenius.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Host families will be Johnson and
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pasFlowers.
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
First Christian
p.m. services. Sunday School will
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
speak about "The Splashiang of
at 5 p.m.
Water" with scripture from John
13:4-5 and Matthew 27:15-26 at
Russell Chapel
10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel
United Methodist
Choir, directed by Lee Kern, will
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
sing an anthem, "The Hem of His
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Robe." Assisting will be Bill and
Red Woods as song leader and
Lynn Griffiths, Emy Ehlhardt, Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
Christine Griffiths, Rowena CulSchool will be at 10:45 a.m.
lom, Barbara Pursley, Clegg AusNew Mt. Carmel Baptist
tin, Dan McKeel, Mike Ridley,
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
Bennie Maddox, Bob Boeschel, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
Ron Cella, Tom Knowland, Charlie
p.m. services. Sunday School with
Williams, Ann McKeel, Judy
Russell Moss as superintendent
Eldredge and Marilyn Stickler. will be at 10 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Christian Science
and High School Youth at 5:30
Christian Science Society at
p.m.
1640 Farmer Ave. will have services—at
11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, p.m. each second Wednesday.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Reading Room will be open from
services. Alvin Usrey will direct 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
the music with Janet Arnold and and Saturday.
Temple Hill
Mary Geurin as accompanists. SunUnited
Methodist
day School with Phillip Bazz,ell as
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasdirector will be at 10 a.m.
tor, will speak at 10 a.m. worship
First Baptist
service.
Sunday School will be at
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak about "Do You Know the 11 a.m.
Way" with scripture from John
New Concord
14:1-7 at 10:45 a.m. service and
Church of Christ
about "How Will They Hear?" with
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
scripture from Romans 10:14-17 at at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
7 p.m. service. Mancil Vinson, dea- Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
and
con of the week, and Ricky Steiner 5:30 p.m.
will assist. Keith Inman will direct
Brooks Chapel
the music. The Sanctuary Choir
United Methodist
will sing "0 For A Thousand
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
Tongues" and Keith Inman will will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
sing a solo at morning hour. At the services. Children's Church will
evening hour the Choir will sing also be held at 11 a.m. Sunday
"Lord, Send A Revival" and Craig School will be at 10 a.m.
Boaz will sing a solo. Joyce HernBethel United Methodist
don and Tamara Outland will be
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor.
accompanists. Sunday School will will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
be at 9:30 a.m., Mission Friends at Sunday School will be at 10:30
10:45 a.m., Pioneer RAs, Baptist a.m.
Young Men and Acteens at 4:45
New Providence Baptist
p.m., Youth Choir at 5:50 p.m.,
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor
Teen Counseling Series, GAs, RAs will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
and Intermediate Sign Language service. Sunday School will be at
Class at 6 p.m.,and Praise at 8 p.m. 10 a.m.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
- SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain
1. Peace of mind depends upon strength of mind.
2. You can't help a man uphill without getting closer to the
top yourself.
3. Experience is knowing a lot of things you shouldn't do. so
prepare and prevent, rather than repair and repent.
4. Something every couple should save for their old age is
their marriage.
5. Keep your head up, but be careful to keep your nose on a
friendly level.
6. If money talks, why didn't it cry for help a long time ago?
7. Only rarefy is it worth what it costs to tell a man what you
think of him.

Gospel Meeting
*

GOSPEL MEETING
You Are Invited To Hear

Will T. Winchester, Evangelist

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Union Grove
Church of Christ
March 1a-21

at the

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Speaker:
Gilbert Gough

March 18th - 23rd
Sunday
9:00 a.m. and :00 p.m.
Monday-Friday
7:00 p.m.
Everyone Is Cordially Invited

Services
Sunday Morning

_Sufiday Morning - 10:45 am.
Sunday

through Wednesday Evenings - 7:00 p.m.

Everyone is Welcome!
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Close...so close!
Racers take Spartans into OT before 75-71 loss
By DAVID RAMEY

Duke helped shape
today's tournament
By JIM LIKE
Associated Press Sports Writer

Wayne Duke remembers when NCAA chief
Walter Byers sold the television rights to tournament games from his hip pocket, one game at a
time. The same transactions take place today
with batteries of lawyers on hand and an armed
car purring softly outside.
"Literally from his hip pocket," Duke, who
stepped down one year ago as commissioner of
the Big Ten Conference, recalled Thursday. "In
the early 1960s, you had Oscar Robertson playing at Cincinnati and the Ohio State teams with
(Jerry) Lucas and (John) Havlicek, and we were
thrilled because we were able to get the top rate
from the stations in Cincinnati and Columbus.
"Five-hundred-and-fifty dollars an hour. And at
the time," he added, chuckling softly, "it
seemed like all the money in the world."
Last November, CBS agreed to pay SI billion for the rights
to televise the same tournament from 1991 through 1997. That
handsome sum is testament to many things, but perhaps none
more than the role Wayne Duke played in elevating this modest
little ladder tournament into a national spectacle to rival the
Super Bowl and the World Series.
He tended to be a low-profile guy, but at one time or
another since 1953, he either wrote the handbook for the tournament, ran it, negotiated television rights, helped determine how
many teams would play and who was in and who was out, and
on one memorable occasion — the 1981 assassination attempt on
President Reagan — had to decide whether it would go on at
all.
Freed of those responsibilities, Duke is no longer lobbied or
criticized at this time of year when 64 schools rejoice and a
dozen more carp. Indeed, after scrupulously avoiding attending
any football or basketball gamed since his retirement, Duke
plans to be at this year's Final Four, his first ever with a clear
conscience.
In the meantime, he can change channels from game to game
in his suburban Chicago home without fear of stomach churning
or telephone ringing off the hook, without fear that a bad
choice made in the isolation of the tournament committee's
selection office will be exposed on a basketball floor to 20
million viewers.
It was not always so.
In the past, coaches with teams on the bubble bombarded him
with sheaves of statistics, tried to curry favor from other committee members behind his back, and one went so far as to try
and learn what flight Duke was returning on after the selection
process was finished. The plan, apparently, was to have the
equivalent of a Greek chorus meet him at the airport, complete
with wailing and gnashing of teeth.
"I just took a different flight," Duke said. But my favorite
story in that vein involves Dick Vitale."
Never would have guessed.
"Dick was athletic director at Detroit at the time, and back
then, we called every team that had made it. Detroit was on
the bubble and I told Dick I'd call him either way, just wanting to be helpful.
It turns out they didn't, so I call him and he starts berating
me like I couldn't believe. I mean really giving it to me ... so
much that I was kind of puzzled," Duke continued.
'Well, I learned a few days later that while we were on the
phone, his office was filled with reporters from just about every
(media) outlet in the area. Then'. it started to make some sense.
"And," he added, "I never let him forget it."
Though the tournament had been around since 1939 — posting a deficit of $2,531 that year, the only loss in its storied
history — it wasn't until Byers and Duke opened the NCAA's
first full-time office from a suite in the Big Ten headquarters to
Kansas City, Mo., some 13 years later that it began to take off.
And it was not so much a sense of mission as one of survival that guided the organization in those formative years. Byers,
a former wire-service reporter, was all of 29 at the time, and
Duke was 23, having served briefly as a college sports information director at Northern Iowa and Colorado.
"Today, you've got a nationwide television announcing the
brackets just minutes after they're completed, and the ratings for
that show alone are staggering. Newspapers put out special sections," Duke said. "But in 1953, we filled them out, carried
them to a printer and mailed them out to individual newspapers
and radio stations.
"And we were grateful if they ran them at all."
Byers and Duke stayed together 11 years. Duke moved out to
accept the commissioner's job of the Big Eight in 1963, then
vacated that office for the same post with the Big Ten in 1971.
But he wielded considerable influence throughout his tenure in
both jobs, serving as a member of the selection committee from
1976-81 and as its chairman from 1978-81.
Duke cites three administrative changes during his tenure as
having contributed greatly to the tournament's success — expansion of the bracket, seeding of the entrants, and the decision to
offer at-large bids to teams in a conference other than the
champion — as well as the controversies it generates every
March.
"The biggest misconception is that you're going to get the
best 64. The people on the committee know beforehand that's
impossible," he said. "Sometimes, the automatic qualifiers can't
hold a candle to the teams that get left out ... Sometimes, committee members come in with what I'd call parochial, or
regional interests, but they never stay that way for long.
"The only thing that's certain about the whole process," he
added, "is that you're going to aggravate somebody."
Asked about the most difficult pick during his involvement
with the tournament, Duke instead talks about his most difficult
decision.
"Without a doubt, it was the 1981 tournament, when we were
in Philadelphia and I had to preside over the decision of
whether we should go on that night after the president was
shot," he said. "That's the thing I'll always remember.
"And I think," Duke concluded, "that we held our collective
breath until the president, from his hospital bed, uttered that
W.C. Fields line: 'All in all, I'd rather be in Philadelphia."

A No. 16 seed had never
defeated a No. 1 seed before the
"David" Racers faced off against
the "Goliath" Spartans. Such an
upset still hasn't occurred, but the
Rzcers, using stones thrown by
Ronald "Popeye" Jones and Greg
Coble, almost were crowned King
David of the hoop world.
Goliath and the Spartans still
stand, but, now, everyone knows
who the guys with the slings were.
"I couldn't be prouder of a
young group of guys," Racer coach
Steve Newton said. "I thought we
had a good game plan that kept us

in the hunt. Our guys never quit,
they gave us everything they had. I
couldn't have asked for a better
effort for us."
Nor could he have expected such
a performance from Jones, the Racers' sophomore center who awed
the crowd of 11287 by tossing in a
career-high total of 37 points —
some from the paint, others from
behind the 3-point line.
"I think that they were letting me
catch the ball inside and not denying," Jones said. "The guards
would drop down to help, but I
feel, once I get the ball inside, I

can score against anyone."
Even the No. 4 nationally-ranked
Spartans. "Popeye had a great
KNOXVILLE, Tn. — For a
game today," Spartan head coach
moment Thursday afternoon, the
Judd Heathcote said, joking that he
Murray State Racers had the world
was going to adopt the nickname
of college basketball holding its
for
one of his players.
breath.
"We tried a lot of things against
The Racers appeared poised to
him, but he just made some great
do the impossible, as Murray, the
shots against us. We had some
No. 16 seed in the Southeast Regplayers who were a step slow
ional, battled top-seed Michigan
today."
State into overtime before falling
Unfortunately for Racer fans and
75-71 in the first round of the
fairy-tale lovers everywhere, Jones'
NCAA Tournament at the
last shots couldn't find the mark.
Thompson-Boling Arena.
With the Racers trailing 73-71 with
26 seconds left in overtime, Jones
picked up the inbounds pass and
his turnaround one-hander, from 10
feet out on the right baseline, hit
the rim, started to fall in, then
popped out. State grabbed the
rebound, and a driving layup from
Steve Smith made the final 75-71.
"(Mike) Peplowski did a super
job of getting his hands straight up
and bodying up on me," Jones said.
"I think that kind of threw me off
on that last shot."
The Racers had little offense
besides the standout sophomore.
Murray was a dismal 36 percent
from the field, and the five other
Racers who took shots besides
Jones were a combined 11-of-35
from the; floor. Jones .also led the
Racers in rebounding with 11, but
his work couldn't offset the 55-31
Spartan edge on the glass.
One Racer who did grab the
spotlight was Coble, who sent the
game into overtime with a dramatic
3-point shot as time expired in regulation — a bucket that capped a
Murray rally from a six-point deficit with two minutes left.
Trailing 65-62, Murray called
time out with 16 ticks left to set up
a play for freshman point guard
Frank Allen, who had 11 points
during the game.
Allen couldn't shake loose off a
Jones screen, and, after Paul King
couldn't find an opening, Coble got
the shot airborne, the ball swished
through the net, and the crowd
erupted as the score sent the game
into overtime.
"We have a play called the handback, and it was designed for
Frank," said Coble, who finished
with 14 points. "We ran the weave
and I ended up with the ball, I gave
the guy a fake and he went for it. I
thought the ball was going in all
the way."
After the ball did go in.; Smith,
who led the Spartans with. 22
points, opened the overtime by hitting a jumper. A King free throw,
followed by a jumper from Jones,
put the Racers on top, 68-67.
rOP
Back-to-back jumpers from
Smith gave State a 71-68 lead
Murray State sophomore sensation Popeye Jones (54) scores two more of his game-high 37 points against before Allen tied the game at 71-71
Michigan State in the Racers' 75-71 opening-round loss in the NCAA Southeast Regional. Also shown are with a long, rainbow "3" with just
Murray's Greg Coble (35), Spartan SteNe Smith (21) and Murray's Paul King.
under a minute left.
Staff photo by David Ramey (Coned on page 13)
Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

National Invitational Tournament

Salukis, Jags fail to prove NCAA was wrong

By The Associated Press
Southern Illinois and Southern
University felt descrying of bids to
the NCAA tournament. Now sboth
have bid goodbye to the National
Invitation Tournament.
Southern Illinois, regular-season
champion of the Missouri Valley
Conference, was bounced out of
the NIT Thursday night in a surprising 73-60 loss to WisconsinGreen Bay, an Association of MidContinent Universities member

making its first postseason appearance as an NCAA Division I
school.
Southern University, the regularseason winner in the Southwestern
Athletic Conference and the No. 3
scoring team in the country this
season, lost to Fordham 106-80.
"They solved our defense right
awaf," Southern University coach
Frank Jobe said. "We should have
been able to react to it, but we
didn't."
for

The Jaguars made the trip to
New York to face Fordham
because of losing in their own
SWAC tournament finals to Texas
Southern, a defeat that cost Southern University its fourth straight
berth in the NCAAs.
"I've been thinking about that
for the last three days. It could
have cost us a letdown," Jobe said.
in-Other NIT first-round games it
was Hawaii 69, Stanford 57; Mary-

land 91, Massachusetts 81; Mississippi State 84, Baylor 75; Vanderbilt 98, Louisiana Tech 90 in overtime and Oklahoma State 83, Tulsa
74.
First-round play in the 32-team
event winds up today with six
games — Holy Cross at Rutgers,
Bowling Green at Cincinnati, Kent
State at St. Louis, Creighton at
DePaul, Oregon at New Mexico
and Long Beach State at Arizona
State.

Experience pays off for Clark Co. girls
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Experience came through when
it counted for Clark County against
newcomer Boyle County in the
Girls State Tournament.
Sixth-ranked Clark County, playing in its third straight Sweet 16,
scored with four seconds left to
take a 41-39 victory in first-round
play Thursday.
"I guess we were the experienced ball club," said Clark
County coach Lisa Goodin. "I
guess that showed in the final
minute."
Clark County, 29-3, tied the
game at 39 on Lea Robinson's
baseline hook shot with 2:06 to go,
and regained possession when
Maisha Thomas stole the ball in
frontcourt 18 seconds later.
Clark County, the 10th Region
representative, called timeout at the
1:34 mark, and again with 14 seconds left to set up the final
strategy.

Thomas took the inbounds pass,
dribbled the ball to the right side
and passed to the middle to Stephany Davis. Mary Lightner then
took a pass from Davis on the left
baseline and put up an uncontested
10-footer for ,the winning basket.
"They executed a great offensive play at the end and we didn't
execute so well defensively," said
Boyle County coach Morris Stewart, whose team finished 30-4.
In other opening-round games
Thursday, No.8 Elkhorn City beat
Nelson County 57-45, Logan County defeated Ohio County 52-37 and
No.5 Louisville Southern downed
defending champion Clay County
67-55.
In today's quarterfinals, No.2
Lexington Henry Clay faces Marshall County and No.1 Louisville
Manual meets No.3 West Hopkins
in the afternoon session. The evening matchups have Clark County
against Elkhorn City and Logan

County taking on Southern.
Julie Belcher scored 16 of her 23
points in the . first half to power
Elkhorn City to its 33rd victory in
35 games.
"We hoped to get an early lead
and calm ourselves," said Elkhorn
City coach B.J. Elswick. "We were
able to jump out to an early lead
and it worked perfectly for us."
Elkhorn City broke the game
open in the second quarter, outscoring the Fifth Region champions
14-4 to go up 30-15 at the half.
Belcher sank two 3-pointers in the
decisive period.
Nelson County, pressing fullcourt, was able to close to 42-31 on
Terni Conner's 3-pointer with 1:21
left in the third period.
But Elkhorn City, slipping inside
for easy layups, opened the gap to
54-34 on Stacey Spake's two free
throws with 4:18 to go. Nelson
County could draw no closer than
the final margin.

Michelle Burden and Carter each
tallied 18 points for the Sixth Region champs. Brumley led Clay
County with 20.
Gwen Dawson and Carrie Horlander each scored 16 points and
Kim Johnson added 15 as Logan
County avenged a 50-48 loss to
Ohio County in the regular season.
Michelle Johnson and Angela
Hoagland led Ohio County, 22-9,
with eight points apiece.
"We felt we had to get out of
the gate early," said Ohio County
coach Mina Todd. "But we didn't
and struggled."
All-state guard Michelle Burden
scored seven points during an 11-0
run in the final 2:34 of the first
half th;t proved to be the winning
differ4ee for Southern, 25-4.
"We're just taking it one game
at a time and what comes to us,"
Burden said of knocking out the
1989 champions.
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Saleem named All-America again
Staff Report
Murray State Sports Inform
ation

A stellar performance during the 1990
NCAA
Indoor Track Championships by Murray
State's Stephanie Saleem has led to her third All-A
merican
honor.
Saleem finished third in the 400-meter dash
during the NCAA championships in India final
Ind. on March 10, with her time of 53.16 napolis,
marking
her as the third -best indoor collegiate quart
er-miler
in the country.

I/ /

STEPHANIE SALEEM

Both the finish and the time were
steps up from
Salecm's performance in the 1989
champ
ionships,
where she finished fourth overall in
53.22.
Marcel Malone of Arizona State won
the event in
51.97, with Texas-Austin's Sandie
Richa
rds close
behind in 51.99.
"These other girls ran really fantastic
times," said!
MSU women's track coach Margaret
Simmons. "Stephanie is almost a machine. She's a
very talented
athlete."
Simmons added that, in addition to
-the AllAmerica honor, Saleem's participation
in the NCAA
nationals is an accomplishment in itself.
"It is very
difficult to make it into the NCAA
championships,"
Simmons said.

NCAA Regionals roundup

Each top-seed team survives

a

a

By The Associated Press
Just another average opening day in the
NCAA tournament: some upsets, some near misses, some overtime, a bunch of big plays and a
little bit of Princeton.
The top four seeds — No. 1 Oklahoma, No. 2
UNLV, No. 3 Connecticut and No. 4 Michigan
State — all survived, barely. Murray State and
Towson State each lost, barely.
Princeton, meanwhile, put on another basketball clinic. Last year, the slowed-down Tigers
lost to No. 2 Georgetown 50-49 in the first
round. This time, using their own brand of
bounce passes, give-and-gos, shot-clock strategy
and patience, the Tigers again threatened before
losing to seventh-ranked Arkansas 68-64 in the
Midwest Regional.
"We showed a lot of guts," Princeton coach
Pete Carril said. "We almost pulled it off."
Quite a change for fast-paced Arkansas,
which sprinted past Loyola Marymount 120-101
in the first round last year.
"I'm more tired than I was when we beat
Loyola Marymount," Arkansas' Lee Mayberry
said. "All we did was chase, chase, chase."
Towson State, though, tried to run with Oklahoma. It almost worked.
The unheralded Tigers nearly became the first
16th-seeded team to beat a No. 1 since the
NCAA field expanded to 64 teams in 1985.
Oklahoma led by 12 points at halftime, but
Towson State got within two points in the final
seven minutes.
"We were outmanned, outcoached. ... The
only thing we did was outscore 'em," Oklahoma
coach Billy Tubbs said. "The first game is
scary. There's no electricity. It's just yuk, and
that's kind of how we played."
Murray State played even with Michigan State
for 40 minutes, tying the game on a 3-point shot
as time expired. So the game went to overtime,
and that's where the top-seeded Spartans
prevailed.
"Our guys took us on a magic carpet ride this
year," Murray State coach Steve Newton said.
Ball State and Dayton, though, got what they
wanted — upsets. Ball State beat Oregon State
54-53 on a stunning three-point play at the buzzer and Dayton surprised No. 18 Illinois 88-86.
The day began when Clemson beat Brigham
Young 49-47 as BYU missed a well-designed

but poorly executed last-second play. The night
ended when Ohio State rallied from 4 dozen
points down in the final seven minutes, tied
the
game on a 3-pointer in the closing secon
ds and
beat Providence 84-83 in overtime.
"When we were down by 12, I told our
we had to gut it out," Ohio State coach guys
Rand
Ayers said. "If we were going to go out, 1 y
said
let's go out fighting."
In between, North Carolina downed South
west Missouri State in the Midwest and
UNLV
routed Arkansas-Little Rock 102-72 and Louis
ville romped past Idaho 78-59 in the
West.
In the East, La Salle defeated Southern
Mississippi 79-63, Connecticut pulled past Bosto
n
University 76-52 and California stopped India
na
65-63.
In the Southeast at Knoxville, Tenn., LSU
defeated Villanova 70-63, Georgia Tech
East Tennessee State 99-83 and UC Santa beat
Barbara bounced Houston 70-66.
Midwest
Arkansas 66, Princeton 64
Princeton's patience almost paid off, but
Arkanaas was too much in
the end, especially at the foul line.
to a game of streaks. Princeton led 20-9
before the Razorbacks later
rallied with a 20-1 spurt. The Tigers
came back, taking a 56-55 lead
with 6,19 left
Arkansas again rallied and Lenzie Howell
and Arlyn Bowers each
made two foul shots in the final 47 seconds
. The Razorbacks (27-4)
advanced to mect Dayton in the second
round.
Kit Mueller scored 19 for Princeton (20-7).
Mau Lapin, the nations
leading 3-point shooter at 55 percent,
was just 1 -for-5 from long range
and scored only seven points before
fouling out with 1:56 left.
Dayton 88, Illinois 88
Anthony Corbiu scored 23 points and
made two free throws with
nine seconds left, clinching Dayton'
s victory over No. 18 Illinois.
The Flyers (22-9), winners of the Midwest
ern Collegiate Conference
tournament, led by 11 points through
the second half. The Mini (21-8)
rallied, but missed a desperation shot
at the buzzer.
Oklahoma 77, Towson State 68
For the second straight year, top-ranked
Oklahoma got a scare in the
opening round. The Sooners (27-4) led
by 12 at halftime, but Towson
State (18-13) rallied within 60-58
with 6.45 left
Jackie Jones scored 19 points for Oklaho
ma, which advanced to play
North Carolina. Last year, the Sooners
overcame a 17-point deficit to
beat Ella Tennessee State in the
first round.
Kurt Lee, the East Coast Conference
player of the year, scored 30
points for Towson State, making its
first NCAA appearance.
North Carolina 83, Southwestern
Missouri State 70
Scott Williams scored 18 points and
Rick Fox had 17 as North Carolina (20-12) reached the 20-victory
mark for the 20th straight season.
The Tar Heels, who lost in the first round
of the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament, led 41-40 at halftime
. Jeff Ford scored 25 for
Southwest Missouri State (22-7).
East •
Connacticut 76, Boston University 52
The third -ranked Huskies, cheered on by a
home crowd at the Hanford Civic Center, pulled away in the second
half. Top-seeded Connectient (29-5) play. California in
the second round Saturday.
The game was played 28 miles from the Huskies
' campus in Storrs.
They were allowed to play in Hartford, where
they are 8-1 this season,
because less than half of their games were
oa that court.
Boston University (16-12) led 41-38 with
16:19 left Nadav
lienefeld and Chris Smith led a 21-1 burst
that overtook the Terriers

barely

California 65, Indiana 63
California made its first NCAA apearan
ce since 1960 a winning one
as Keith Smith hit two foul shots
with throe seconds remaining
The Bears (22-9), seeded ninth in the East,
led 62-56 with 442 left_
Indiana (18-11) tied it as 63 with 13
seconds left on Eric Anderson's
layup and, after each team called a umeout
Smith was fouled by
Anderson on a drive to the basket.
Anderson scored 20 for the Hoosiers,
who lost the first game in an
NCAA tournament for the third time
in five years
Clemson 49, Brigham Young 47
Clemson scored the game's last nine
points in the final 2.32 to beat
Brigham Young in the lowest-scoring
NCAA tournament game 6u:ice
the introduction of the 45-second
clock in 1986.
Kirkland Howling made two 3-pointer
s, his only baskets of the
game, to rally the 'Tigers (25-8). Clemso
n will play La Salle in the
second round.
BYU (21-9) lost a chance to tic when
IMMO( Marty Haws missed a
wide-open Lay-up with eight seconds left
Ricky Schreiner's deapersuoe
shot was off at the buzzer.
La Salle 79, Southern Mississippi
63
Lionel Simmons again starred for La Salle,
getting 32 points and 16
rebounds as the Explorers won a first-ro
und NCAA game for the first
time in their last eight tries.
Southeast
Michigan State 75, Murray State 71
Michigan State, stung by Murray State's tying
3-pointer at the buzzer in regulation, survived in overtime on Kirk
Manns• reverse lay-up
with 43 seconds left
UC Santa Barbara 70, Houston 66
Eric McArthur, playing with four fouls down
the stretch, got 20
points and 11 rebounds as the Gauchos (21-9)
advanced to the second
round against Michigan State.
McArthur's basket put Santa Barbara ahead
67-66 with 59 seconds
left and he added a free throw with 2.8 seconds
remaining. After McArthur stole a pass, Paul Johnson's two free
throws with two seconds
remaining ended the hopes for Houston (25-7).
LSU 70, Villanova 63
LSU built a 25-8 lead and never trailed in
handing Villanove coach
Rollie Massimino his first loss in 10 opening-ro
und games in the
NCAA tournament
Chris Jackson and Maurice Williamson each scored
16 points for the
No. 19 Tigers (23-8). LSU will meet Georgia
Tech in the -second
round
Georgia Tech 99, East Tennessee
St. 83
Dennis Scott scored 36 points on 14-for-22
shooting as No. 9 Georgia Tech made 16 of its first 19
shots.
Kenny Anderson added 21 points and 10 assists
for the Yellow Jackal (26-6), who led 39-17 just 11:33 into
the game.
West
Ball State 54, Oregon State 53
Pans McCurdy produced the play of the day, making
a layup and
foul shot with no time remaining as Ball State upset
No. 22 Oregon
State.
Teo Alibegovtc's basket put Oregon Sias ahead 53-51
with three
seconds left Ball State then threw a long pass that the Beavers
upped
out of bounds under the basket
McCurdy took the tobounds pass at the baseline and scored
as he
was fouled at the buzzer. After • short celebration, the
court was
cleared and McCurdy calmly made his free throw.
Louisville 78, Idaho $9
Jerome Harmon and Felton Spencer sparked a 26-2
run late in the
first half as No. 16 Louisville routed Idaho.
Louisville, seeded fourth in the West, got a pair
of fast-break
baskets in a 12-0 burst that turned • 17-10 deficit into
• 22-17 lead.
Everick Sullivan scored 18 points and Spencer had
17 for Louisville
(27-7). Riley Smith led the Vandals (25-6) with
28 poinu.
UNLV 102, Arkansas-Little Rock 72
Stacey Augmon soared 16 points and sty= UNLV players
reached
double figures as the Runnin' Rebels advanced to meet
Ohio State.
Ohio State 84, Providence 83
After Ohio State overcame a 12-point deficit
in the last six minutes
of regulation and tied it oo Alex Davis'
3-pointer with three seconds
left, freshman Jim Jackson scored six
points in overtime as the Buckeyes beat Providence.
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NCAA Tournament
EAST REGIONAL
Feat Round
At The Hartford Clibe Cerium
Hartford, Cons,
Thursday, March 15
Common 48 Brigham Young 47
La Saito 79 Southern laissempp $33
Connecta/I 76 Boston Univisrsay 52
Caftans& 65 Indiana 63
At A
nt:
an:not

Dayton IN Ulnas 56
At Ti,. Hoosier Dome
Indianapolis
Friday. March 16
Georgetown (234)n Issas Southern (1S-11). 11
rn

Friday, March 15
si
Duk•
joa
h nitstl(in
vegi Fcn
ti rrond
Tern0.
(2291.
11 am. l 0
c-20.10
pm
UCLA (20-101 vs Alabama Birningharn (224)
6
pm
Kansas (261-4) irs Robert Morns (22-7) 11130 pin
Second Round
At The Hartford Civic Center
Hartford, Conn
Saturday, March 17
Connecticut (26-si vs California (22-9) 11 16
am
Clemson 12551 vs La Saes (30-1) 30
minuses
lobar comp ol ars: gams
At The Omni
Atlanta
Sunday, March 15
St John sTeirrpis sinner vs Dulus-Richmond wines. 11 15 am
UCLA-UAB sinner vs Kansas-Robert Morns
rum. 30 minutas atter comp ot Irst gams myAt The
Um
ilertan
.
dowtends
le
East Rutherford. N .1
Thursday, March 22
sinw
Cnonecticut—Calrfornia vs Cliernsion— La
Sala
St Johna-Templie—Duks-Filchmond
winner vs
UCLA UAB—Kansas-Flobsrl Morns winner
Champ io neh p
At The Meadowlands
East Rutherford, NJ
Saturday, March 24
Sam& nal winners
•

•

753-8355

•

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
At U eri Tennessee Arena
Knoxville, Tenn
Thursday, March 15
UC Santa Barbara 70, Houston 66
Mcbgan Stale 75, Murray State 71. OT
Louisana State 70 Villanova 63
Georgia Tech 99, East Tennessee State
83
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Va,
Friday, Match ill
Mssoun (26-5) vs Northern lova (22-8),
11
Minnesota (20-8) vs Texas-El Paso (21-10). am
1 30
Syracuse (24-6) vs. Coppn Slats 126-6).
klrgnia 09-11) vs Notre Darns (16-12), 6 pm
8 30 p m
Second Round
At U. of Tonna*** Arena
Knoxville, Tenn.
Seturdtp, March 17
lachigan State (27-5) vs UC Santa Barbara
(211)
350 pm
Lantana Slam (23.8) vs Georgia Tech 125-61.
30
minutes altar comp or first gams
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Va.
Sunday, march 18
lAnnnota-UTEP wow vs lAssoun-N Iowa
win
nor. 120 pm.
Virginia-Notre Dame winner vs Syracues
Comm
St winner 30 minutes after comp ot firs:
gaMS
Semifinals
At The Superdome
New Orleen•
Friday, March 23
Michigan St -ucsa winner vs Louisia
na
filIn
"
Slain eisdra-LTTaEPTLIAs
*
sou
nneg
r1-N Iowa winner vs
Virginia-Notre Oanu—Syracusa-Coppin St
armor
Championship
At Ths Superdome
New Orleans
Sunday, March 25
Sionannai warners
• • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Tease
Thursday, March 15
Oklahoma 77, Towson State 68
North Carolina 83 Southwest 4As5oun State 70
Arkansas 68 Pnnceson 64

iiivOSS, 01110 (26-4) vs Kilmer Smug (17-11)
1 30
pm
Georgia (204) vs Texas (214) 6 pet.
Purdue 121-71 va Normeara LOLSS65/14 (2211. 530
m
Second Round
Al Ma Frank Erwm Centro
Austin, Texas
Saturday, Mirth 17
Oklahoma 1274) vs North Carolina (20-121, 340

&Teton (22.9) vi Arkansas 127-4) 30 remiss atter
comp ot rum pan.
As The Hoosier Dorn.
Indianapolis
Sundey, March is
Xavier. Ohio-Kansas State sumer vs Georgetown
Texas Southern. 1 25 p m
Geo9a-Teras panne( vs Purdue HE Loutsiara
sinner 30 minutes allot comp of has game
Semifinals
At Reunion Arens
Dallas
Thursday, March 22
Ottlahorna•UNC winner vs Dayton—Arkansas
winner
Xavier-Kansas St —Georgislown-Southe'r
U -Texas SOuth•rti sinner vs Gooha.a-Tsvas
Purdy* NE loutsiana winner
Championship
At Reunion Arens
Dallas
Saturday. March 24
Semifinal wows
• • •
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At This Special Events Center
Salt Like City
Thursday. March 15
Elan Stara 54. Oregon Stare 5.1
Lounivies 78. Idaho 59
Nevada Las Vegas 102. Arkansas-LiMs Rock 72
Ohio State 81 Proinclencs 113. OT
At Long Beach Arena
Long Beech, Calif.
Enday, March 1$
Anzons (24-61 vs South Fonda (20-101. 12 30
P
Alabama (24-8( vs Colorado State (214), 4 0in
"Mchgan (22, 7) vs Illinois State (18-121. I
p
New Vasco Sine (26-4) vs. Loyola Marymuunt
(23 5). 10 30 pm
Second Round
At The Specisl Events Center
Salt Lake City
Saturday, March t7
Nsvada-Las Vegas (30-5) vs ONo St 117.121 I 25
pm
Ball State (25-6) vs Louisville (27 7i 10 minutes
attar comp of first gams
Al Long Beach Arena
Sunday. March 1111
New Mesico St -Loyota sinner vs Itachlan ulnas& winner. 3 55 p m
Alabarria-Colorado St winner vs. Arizona-South
Florida rennet 30 /711,0811 alter comp 01 final game
Swaim's
At Alameda County Coliseum
Oskland, Csid.
Friday, March 23
UNLV—Oho St vs Bat Statialousvflo wh,
eNom Mexico St -Loyola—Michigan-ulnas St
fIlle vs Alabama -Colorado St —Arizon SOW,
a
da warms(
Championship
At Alameda County Cotisoum
Oakland, Catif,
Sunday, Mirth 25
Semifinal iennars
National Invitation Tournament
First Round
Wednesday, March 54
Penn State 57 /Arguers 54
Neve Orleans 75 James Madison 74
TIMMONS 73, Mamoru St 71
Thursday, March 15
Fordham 106. Southern U 80
Maryland 91 Massachusetts 81
Mussing St 8.4 Baylor 75
We -Green Bay 73. 5 tlknos 60
Vanderbilt 98, Liassana Tsch MC 07
Oklahoma St 83 Tulsa 74
Haw. 69. Stantord 57
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Actions& Reactions
Hank Gathers
LOS ANGELES — Loyola Marymount basketball star
Hank Gathers died of heart
disease and there were no traces of illegal drugs
in his system, according to autopsy results released. The results also showed no
medication in Gathers' system,
but more tests were being conducted to determine
for sure if he had been taking
the prescription drug lnderal as directed for his
heart condition. The results of
those tests were expected next week The 23-yea
playoff game March 4 and was pronounced r-old Gathers collapsed during a
dead less than two hours later.

Golf
PONTE VEDRA, Ha. — Mark Calcavecchia beat bumpy
greens with some shortgame heroics and took a share of the first-round lead
Calcavecchia holed out twice from off the green in the Players Championship.
s and scored eight birdies in a
5-under-par 67. Jodie Mudd, the last man on the course
, matched that total with
birdies on Iwo of the last three holes of the TPC
at Sawgrass. David Edwards and
David Graham, both with 68s, tied for third. Fred Coupl
es and Tom Watson led a
group of 10 at 69.
• • •
TUCSON, Ariz. — Marta Figueras-Dotti of Spain
and Nancy Rubin shot shot
5-under-par 67s to share the first-round lead of the
$300,000 LPGA Tucson Open.
Amy Benz is one stroke back with a 68 while Becky
Pearson and Kate Rogerson
are at 69. Only 11 players finished under par due
to winds of up to 25 mph

Baseball
NEW YORK — Baseball owners will make a new propos
management's chief negotiator said he believed it wouldal to players today, and
result in an agreement
with the union. Chuck O'Connor said the sides would
meet on Friday for the first
time in nine days, although union chief Donald Fehr
questioned whether there
would be a session. Management's lockout enters its 30th
day on Friday, when the
American and National Leagues say they will annou
nce what they will do with
opening day, still scheduled for April 2.

Football
HOUSTON — Heisman Trophy winner Andre Ware
will be available fet the NFL draft and if he is, the plans to announce Friday if he
Houston Oilers may be interested Houston Oilers coach Jack Pardee, Ware's
coach at the University of Houston last season, said he would consider taking
his former quarterback.

Swimming
AUSTIN — Stanford's Janet Evans broke Tracy
Caulkins' 11 -year-old American
record in the 500-yard freestyle, and Leigh Ann
Fetter of Texas became the first
woman ever to break 22 seconds in the 50-yar
d freestyle, at the NCAA women's
swimming and diving championships Evans, an
Olympic gold medalist who recently won the Sullivan Award as the nation's lop
amate
capturing the 500 freestyle in 4:34.39, topping Caulki ur athlete, led Stanford by
ns' American mark of 4:36.25
and Tiffany Cohen's NCAA mark of 4:37.90,
Louisville. Ky., lowered her own American recordset in 1985. Fetter, a junior from
of 22.05 seconds, set a year ago
at Indianapolis with a time of 21.92.

Horse racing
VEW YORK — Jockey Chris Antley. who was underg
.is license restored and is expected to ride Saturd oing drug rehabilitation, had
iisiero Jr , Chairman of the New York State Racingay at Aqueduct. Richard F Corand Wagering Board, said Anti), completed the rehabilitation program and,
after close monitoring and frequent
nting. it was decided to let him ride again
Antley
suspended in late 1988
ter testing positive for a prohibited substance He was
missed the first month of 1989
'cause of that ban

LOOK WHAT YOUR MAZDA
DEALER HAS FOR You Now!

Racers take...
(Cont'd from page 12)
an outstanding basketball game. I
Fate then left the Murray bench. feel like we got a reprieve
today."
Michigan State's Kirk Manns drove
While Michigan State advances
the baseline, scooped the ball under
to the second round, facin
his arm and threw it off the board. Santa Barbara on Satur g UCday, the
The ball circled the rim before fallRacers complete their season at
ing in to give State their 73-71
21-9, just one victory shy of the
lead.
school's 1,000th basketball
Manns, who expected to see only
triumph.
limited action because of a stress
"We've had a successful year,"
fracture in his right ankle, sparked
Ogden said. "I just wanted to win
a 17-4 Spartan run early in the one more. I wish we
could have
game with his 3-point shooting gone on further."
which answered an 8-3 Racer start.
"I told our guys to be pleased
Manns, who finished with 21
with what they have accompoints, tossed in 15 in the first half plished," Newton said.
"This was
but, thanks to 18 points from the year we weren't
suppo
Jones, the Racers trailed only competitive. We have sed to be
a freshman
33-31 at the break.
and a sophomore who led -us; we
Ken Redfield and Mark Mont- have a solid foundation
and can
gomery paced the Spartans to a sustain a solid progr
am."
nine-point lead early in the second
MURRAY STATE (71)
half, but the Racers chipped away
Pride 0-0 0-0 0, Ogden 1-7 0-0
Jones
at the advantage, finally knotting 15-36 4-6 37, King 2-6 2-4 7, Allen 4-112.4-4
14,
Coble 4-12 2-2 11, Rosario 0-0 0-0 0,
the game at the buzzer on Coble's 0-0
&villa 0-0
0 Totals 26-72 12-16 71
triple.
MICHIGAN STATE (7$)
Redfieid 5-11 1-2 11, &avenge
0-2 2-2 2,
While Murray struggled from Peplows
ki 1.3 0-0 2, Smith 10-16 0-0 22,
Montoutside, Michigan State, aided by gomery 2-50-1 5, ItAarins 4-18
0-0 21, Hickman
0-3 0-0 0, Stephens 6-9 0-0 12, Wolfe
00 0-0
their transition game, shot 62 per- 0 Totals 33457 3-5 75
cent in the second half, as the SparHathime—Michigan SI 33, Murray St 31
End of Regulation Michigan St 65,
Murray Si
tans pushed the ball up the floor 65
3 point goals—murray
7-22 (Jones 3-7,
for 11 layups in the final 20 Allen 2-7. King 1-3, CobteSi1-5),
Michigan St
6-19 (Manna 3.11 Smith 2-5, Montgo
mery 1-2.
minutes of regulation play.
Redfield 0-1) Fouled out—None Rebounds—
Although extending the Spartans Murray St 33 (Jones 11). Michigan Si 51
id, Smith 1 Imam leader) Assist
to an extra period may have been a (Redfre
s—
Murray Si 11 (King, Allen 4), Michiga
20
moral victory, it certainly didn't (Montgomery 9) Total touis—Uurnsy nSiSt 13,
Michigan St 17
Technica
can Si
feel like one to the Racers bench
A-11,287
afterward.
"Greg hit that shot, I was sure
that someone was looking after
us," said Chris Ogden, who finished out his four-year Racer
career. "I thought we were going to
win the game...it just seemed like
the last five minutes weren't our
Nine of every 10 newsfive minutes."
"We feel like we were supposed
paper readers make a
to have won the game," Jones said.
point to read ads. too.
"I don't think it has set in yet that
Half the time, TV viewwe lost. As we look back, we'll see
that we gave them a run for their
ers would rather do
money, and we should be proud of
some
thing else when
ourselves."
commercials are on.
"We feel fortunate to win,"
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
Heathcote admitted in the Spartan
The Preston Group, izionston, Ky
locker room. "Murray State played
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Kirray Ledger & Times

Bass are biting; crappie 'skittish'"14.
We are almost out of water again
still catching fish. The water
L•rnperature is hanging around the
•id-50s, but surely will rise if we
•.:t some sunshine.
Bass anglers outnumber the crapc fishermen right now because
ie bass are more easily caught
n&r these conditions. The lake
itvation is still falling and the
app;e are severely affected more
:ah I e‘er knew of before.
For some reason, they have
:orhe skittish and stay suspended
• .:er after a front comes through
' an elevation change.
Gene and Cindy Pettett, owners
Kenlake Marina, weighed sever:rappie Sunday and some of
were whoppers. Gene said the
‘k as 2 3/4 pounds!
need to mention that Kenlake
Is officially open now and

FISHING
LINE
By Jerry. Maup4,2
Columnist
ready for business. This includes
the restaurant, which serves a
mighty fine meal starting at 5 a.m.
Lots of new lures, line and boating
accessories are available; check
them out.
I purchased a new Omega rainsuit at Benson's Sporting Goods
inn Murray and it was none too
soon. I was fishing with Jim and
Tommy Bruckner over the
weekend and we were in several
hard downpours but, thanks to the

new suit, I didn't get wet! It's the
material which breathes out but
keeps moisture from coming in.
I know already it's the best rainsuit I ever had. They also have new
lures that everyone is using and
catching fish.
Rick., McGee stopped by East
Side Gulf to show me a good string
of bass he caught Tuesday afternoon. He had seven keeper fish and
said the "really big mama" broke
his line and got away.
My brother Dale and his wife
Jackie are visiting this week. We
have been chasing the bass from
one end of the lake to the other.
We even let our brother-in-law,
Willie Jackson, come along a couple of days. It has been great
watching these two fish and listening to some of the old stories. I

have to admit, they can fish!
It has been easy getting around
on the lake this spring because I
bought another Astro from Mack
and Mack. At first I wasn't sure
about going back to Mercury but I
am satisfied now. I still have the
other Astroglass with an excellent
Yamaha on it for sale if any of you
are interested. Call me at East Side
Gulf weekdays from 3 til 8 p.m.
We'll make you a good deal.
The 200 Mere has the zip to
come across the waves but doesn't
burn much gas if you run it right.
Looking to putting a bunch of fish
in the live wells this year. '
Water color is ideal over most of
the lake and the milfoil has begun
to grow fast! As you recall from
last year, this is great habitat!
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Happy Fishing

Jeanette Storey won the Bass -n- Gals Texas National Championship
last week in Quickman, Texas on Lake Fort making her a three-time
national champion. In the two-day tournament, Storey's total weight
was 25 pounds. She won a fully-rigged Ranger boat valued at $20,000
plus endorsement contracts lifting her total earnings to more than
$38,000. The tournament win puts her in first place for the Bass -nGals "Angler of the Year."

iervice promises to improve sport fishing
-XTLANTA (AP) — The U.S.
,sh and Wildlife Service is promng
improve sport fishing
'.,orthnities on the National WildRefuge System.
,''s part of a national goal to
places to fish for Amer-•:s who want to fish 40 years
r-11 now.
for fishing is expected
•:;.•%e 40 percent in that 40
'd •. FWS said.
11/4.‘ .er‘Hce has 90 million acres
:an,.1 in the refuge system. It
;:ikes. rivers, marshes and

"Both in the lower Mississippi
Valley and in the Upper Midwest,
the service has a lot of reservoirs
we maintain for waterfowl habitat," spokesman Mike Smith said.
"When waterfowl are not there, a
lot of those impoundments can and
do provide excellent fishing.
"What the service is trying to do
is get a better grasp on those areas,
what they can provide and how the
quality can be improved."
That concept is part of
"Fisheries-USA," the service's
new recreational fisheries police
announced this month by Director

John F. Turner.
It is the service's portion of the
National Recreational Fisheries
Policy signed by more than 60 federal, state and private agencies and
groups.
While some refuges may provide
excellent fishing, others simply
may not be suited to an invasion of
sport anglers, Smith said.
The key, he stressed, is whether
fishing is compatible with the
primary purpose for which the
refuge was established.
"The refuges are dominant use
lands as opposed to muluple use in

their orientation," Smith said.
"Dominant use means wildlife get
first consideration.
"Once the needs of wildlife the
refuge was established for arc met,
then the other opportunities can be
made available. The service has
been trying to meet that need in
recent years."
He cited as an example the Crab
Orchard NWR in southern Illinois.
"We have a fishing program that
does pot interfere with waterfowl
or wildlife use that provide opportunities for anglers from surrounding areas."
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geedeedirkiMonday, March 19 — Sunday, March 25
"Iron Industry" — The Homeplace 1850, 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. A
12-minute audiovisual presentation about Stewart County's rich but
often overlooked past.
"Deer Up Close" — Woodlands Nature Center, 9:15 a.m. Join us for a
comparison of LBL's two kinds of deer, fallow and white-tailed.
"Eagles Up Close" — Woodlands Nature Center, 2 .p.m. See these
majestic birds and discover how our national symbol has returned from
LBL to nest.
Friday thru Sunday, March 23-25
"Egg Incubation" — Empire Farm, 3 p.m. This program will look at
what is involved in incubation and investigate differences in poultry
breeds.
Saturday, March 24
"Birds of Prey" — Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p.m. Take a close-up
look at a variety of live raptors including bald and golden eagles, redtailed hawk, owls and a black vulture.
"Buttermaking" — The Homeplace 1850, 2 p.m.
"WKAA" — Golden Pond Visitor Center, 6:30 p.m. View the night
through a variety of telescopes with the Western Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers.
Sunday, March 25
"Oxen Training" — The Homeplace 1850, 3 p.m. See a new pair of
steer calves which are being trained to work, and learn more about the
role of 4tworking catt.:e in America's past.
"Deer of LBL"— Woodlands Nature Center, 3 p.m. Join us for a comparison of LBL's two kinds of deer, fallow and white-tailed.

His
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Empire Farm, The Homeplace 1850 and the Woodlands Nature Center
are open daily, 9 a.m. through 5 p.m. (Homeplace farmstead hours arc
9-4:15).
To register for a program, call (502) 924-5602, ext. 238. Office hours
are 7-3:30, Monday through Friday.
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1 lone sentinel in silhouette, a crane watches the waters for a chance of catching its evening meal as twilight settles along the shores of Pisgah Bay
n the Land Between the Lakes. Even during its "off" season, LBL offers a wide variety of scenic and wildlife splendor to the hiker or camper.
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Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

1990-91 hunting dates
Dept of Fish & Wildlife Resources

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Deer bow
and muzzleloader hunters will have
more hunting opportunities this
fall, while small game regulations
7emain virtual)/ unchanged.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission
added 15 more days to the 1990-91
deer bow hunting season. Bow seavon will be Oct. 1, 1990 through
Jan. IS, 1991. Previously, this season closed Dec. 1.
Upon recommendation of
Seventh District commission member Doug Hensley of,Hazard, the
commission also voted to have a
split-seson for hunting deer with
muzzle -loading firearms, adding
two more days to this season. The
first part of this season, Oct. 6-7,
precedes the regular Nov. 10-19
gun season. The second portion of
the muzzle-loading season will be
Dcc. 8-14.
' a uniThe commission also set
form opening date for the gun deer
season in all open counties. The
.first day of gun deer hunting will
N-be Nov. 10, regardless of whether a
five-day or 10-day season is inik
effect. In past years, counties with
shorter gun seasons were not open
until the middle or latter part of
this 10-day period.
With the exception that one raccoon may be taken .per hunter,

S.

Ky

Where "Service Is Our Business"
regardless of the number of hunters
the party, small game limits
romained unchanged from last year.
Dates for the first phase of the
squirrel season in Western Zone
counties are Aug. 17 through Oct.
Hwy.
31, 1990. The first portion of squirgiati
641
rel season in Eastern Zone counties
U-Haul Heackpkirtats
Your
South
will be Sept. 1 through Nov. 9.
Estill, Lee, Powell and Rockcastle
countie:- were added to the Eastern
f••••••••••••••••••••••••tak
Zone. 'The squirrel season will •
reopen statewide Nov. 20 and con- •
•
tinue through Dec. 31.
•
Rabbit and quail season in Zone •
A (in Ea.itern Kentucky) will be
Nov. 1-9, then Nov. 20-Jan. 31,
1991. Rabbit and quail hunting in
Zone B is slated for Nov. 20-Jan.
31, 1991. Grouse season will be
Nov. 20 through Feb. 28, 1991.
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center

•
•
• Industrial Rd.

"Limp hi — Leap Out"

759.09t13 I

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Tires, Wheels & Accessories.
i Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
•

In other action, the commission
approved an addition to the special
beaver trapping season to include
the entire month of February,
effective in 1991. The .44-caliber
Walker, .44-caliber Colt Dragoon
and all .45-caliber or larger
muzzle-loading handguns were
included as legit! firearms for deer
hunting.
Proposals to remove all commercial fishing activity from tailwater
areas below danis on the Ohio River and to permit the use of raccoon
squealers during field trials' were
tabled until the next commission
meeting, scheduled for June 11.
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MSU TV-11 show
to air special
on retention
"NewsMakers," the new MSU
TV-11 production this semester that
often delves into sensitive issues, will
air a special student forum titled The
Black and White of Student Recruitment and Retention: A Round Table
Discussion" on Monday evening;
March 19.
Scheduled at 6:05 p.m., with a
replay at 10:45 p.m., on cablevision
Channel 11 in Murray and Mayfield,
the hour-long public affairs program
deals with topics of timely interest
each week.
Past shows on the student-produced news forum have focused on
Murray State's compliance with the
state open records statute, marital and
date rape, and the question of whether
a regional sports arena should be
located in Murray.

I
,•
tufts

Janett Blythe (right), a staff writer for the Paducah Sun, goes over some of the entries in the Fifth Army Public
Affairs competition. Blythe, Ann Landini (left), and Bob McGaughey of the Murray State Department of
Journalism and Radio-TV served as the judges for the newspaper and magazine divisions of the competition.
Blythe was serving as Professional in Residence for the department. In addition to assisting in the judging, she
spoke to classes and to members of the newspaper staff.

Rep. Lewis gives up attempt to change
state law which prohibits interstate signs
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rep.
Richard Lewis of Benton gave up
Thursday on his effort to change
state law that bans billboards along
rural interstates.
"We don't have the votes,
there's no use in trying to bring it
up again," Lewis said soon after
the start of Thursday night's meeting of the Tourism and Economic
Development Committee.
His bill was two votes short of

passage Wednesday. Lewis planned
to propose several changes to
remove opposition of urban lawmakers but still wasn't able to get
the 11 votes needed for committee
approval.
The bill would have allowed
billboards along a few areas of rural interstates. Along the 93 miles of
1-24, signs could have been erected
at only a dozen locations.
Billboards currently are banned
to comply with the federal highway

beautification act.
However, states can allow signs
on right-of-way obtained before
1959 under what is known as the
"Cotton Amendment." Lewis's bill
proposed enacting the amendment
in Kentucky.
Lewis said signs are needed to
help advertise tourism businesses
along 1-24. Opponents said allowing signs would harm the state's
beauty.

PEANUTS

DOES `•fOUR 6RAMPA PLAY
MUCH GOLF THESE PAYS?

/

Pictured above are Murray High School band members who recently
particigaited in Quad -State Band at Murray State: front row, left to
right,Philip Brown, Kathy Stockton, and Heath Ryan. Back row, left
to right, are Bayberry Lanning, Lori Helmich, Paige Alcott, Cathy
Krizan, and Vicki Woods. Not pictured is Chris Edwards. In the Blue
Band were Woods, 2nd French horn; Stockton, 2nd cornet; and Helmich, piccolo and 3rd chair flute, In the Gold Band was Alcott, 1st
chair clarinet. In the Symphony Band were Ryan, 2nd chair eupho-

nium; Brown, 1st chair trombone; Edwards, 1st chair trumpet; Lanfling, 1st chair bassoon; aril Krizan, 1st chair clarinet.

Bill would raise waste cleariup fees
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Companies generating hazardous
waste would pay higher fees to
assist in cleaning up Kentucky's
waste sites under a House bill that
has cleared the Senate Agriculture
and Natural Resources Committee.
If House Bill 36 wins enactment,
the fee increases would raise an
estimated $5 million each year, up
from the $200,000 now collected.
Rep. Mark Brown, D Brandenburg and the bill's sponsor,
has said the higher fees are a rec-

ognition of the greater role industry
should play in ridding the state of
hazardous waste sites.
Under the bill, generators of
hazardous waste would be assessed
a 10-cent fee for every gallon of
liquid waste, up from 5 cents. The
fee would go from $2.50 to $5 per
cubic yard for solid waste.
The bill, which nows goes to the
full Senate, passed the House 96-0
on Thursday.
Another bill sponsored by Brown
that won committee approval

NEW YORK (AP) — "Today"
co-host Bryant Gumbel said he and
Willard Scott "shed a lot of tears"
over Gumbel's notorious memo
that castigated the ebullient weatherman and criticized others on the
show.
Gumbel broke his year-long
public silence on the topic in an
interview with former "Today"
co-host Barbara Walters. The interview, taped Monday for Walters'

"20-20" series on ABC, will be
shown Friday.
Gumbel also said he "played no
part, basically" in events that led
to the ascension of Deborah Norville to the co-host job that Jane
Pauley had held for 13 years. He
also downplayed rumors that he
may quit the show.
Gumbel, who has been on the
"Today" since 1982, said there
have been days he's thought of
By GARY LARSON
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leaving, but "I still like the job."
Since Pauley departed at the end
of December, once-No. 1 "Today"
has been trailing ABC's "Good
Morning America" in the ratings.
ABC's show has won the ratings
race for 10 consecutive weeks.
It averaged a 4.5 rating last
week, with "Today" getting a 3.7
and "CBS This Morning" a 2.8.
Each ratings point represents
921,000 homes.
Gumbel, whose caustic memo W
Marty Ryan, then-executive producer of "Today," created a stir
when it was leaked to a newspaper
last year, told Walters he likes
Scott "and that they have a good
relationship.
In the memo, Gumbel said Scott
"holds the show hostage to his
assortment of whims, wishes, birthdays and bad taste," that movie
reviewer Gene Shalit's reviews
"are often !late and his interviews
aren't very good," and that consumer reporter David Horowitz is
"a walking cliche."

Wilkinson signs
four new bills
into law Thursday

'"c%

I'VE LENGTHENED

Tire retailers would collect a $1
fee for every new tire sold in Kentucky to supply the fund with about
$1.5 million each year. The Natural
Resources Cabinet would use the
money to clear away piles of
junked tires, which pose environmental and health risks, and prevent future accumulations.
The proposal, House Bill 32,
cleared the House 76-16.

Gumbel to discuss memo on ABC's'20/20'
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would create a trust fund to clean
up piles of discarded tires.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson SOW the
following bills into law on
Thursday.
—House Bill 73, allow special
consideration in applying for a
driver's license for people who
need a bioptic telescope to see.
—HB83, to set standards for the
appointment of poet laureates.
—HB270, to permit publication
of a likeness of the U.S. flag next
to the obituary of a deceased veteran of military service.
—HB422, to increase the
required insurance on taxicabs.
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INVITATION
TO BID
The Mayor and City
Council of the Cit.
of Murray, Kentucky will accept
bids to purchase
two (2) clunir
41
trucks, (our
pick-up truck5 and
one (1) track %ehicle dozer. Spek Iications on thk se
items of equipment
are available at the

City Clerk's Office
or Department of
Pubic Works &
41011•?t Ai+
114111*00,. Olds
"1LrIt's
e ity
Office. 5th ,
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Poplar
StreetN,
Murray, Kentuckyby 4 p.m. CST,
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Legal
Notice

Commissioners Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray,
Plaintiff, versus Steve Stewart and King Egg Company Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
February 23 Term thereof 1990, m the above cause, for the sum of Thirty-Nine
Thousand One Hundred Six and 29/100 ($39,106.29) Dollars, with interest at the
rate of $10.50 per diem from the 8th day of November 1990, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the county of
Calloway Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 19th day of
March 1990. at 10:00 o'clock a.m.,or thereabout, upon cash the following described
property, to-wit:
TRACT NO. I;
A tract of land situated in the community of Lynn Grove,County of Calloway. State
of Kentucky; being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 33,Township 2, Range
3 East and being more fully described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pipe, said pipe being located on the North right of way of
Kentucky Highway 94 and 112.37 West of an iron pipe located at the intersection of
the center lines of Kentucky 94 and Kentucky 893; thence South 70 deg. 22' 00"
West with said right of way 117.00' to an iron 'pipe; thence North 10 deg. 17' 40"
West 150.00'to an iron pipe; thence North 70 deg. 2200" East 77.00'to an iron pipe;
thence South 10 deg. 1740" East 43.90'to an iron pipe; thence North 82 deg. 27'31"
East 41.72' to an iron pipe; thence South 9 deg. 00' 00" East 97.63' to the point of
beginning. This tract contains 9.35(1 acres.

(a)In Deed Book 143, Page 228, Hilton Williams et ux. reserved the right to use a
strip of land approximately 33.0 feet East and West by approximately 97.63 feet
North and South, lying adjacent to and East of said Williams shed building for the
purpose of access for vehicles or other means of transportation to the property
belonging to said Williams.
(b) In Deed Book 143, Page 228, Grantor herein, its successors or assigns were
granted the right to use a strip of land approximately 33.0 feet East and West and
approximately 97.63 feet North and South running adjacent to and East of the
above-described property for the purpose of access for vehicles ar other means of
v
transportation by said Grantor, its successors or assigns.
(c) In Deed Book 143. Page 228 Grantor herein, its successors or assigns, were
granted the right to use a strip of land approximately 14.0 feet in width, lying to the
West and North of a building now occupied by Lynn Grove Feed and Seed Company
and running in a northerly and easterly direction across its land, for the purpose of
'access of vehicles or 'tthey means of transportation from the above-described
property to Kentucky Hwy. No. 893.
TRACT NO. II;
A tract of land situated in the Town of Lynn Grove, County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky. and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point where the centerlines of Ky. Highway 94 and Ky. Highway 893
intersect; thence South 70 deg. 22'00" West with the centerline of Highway No.94
for a distance of 81.10 feet to a point; thence North 8 deg. 26'27" West for a distance
of 150.48 feet to a point; thence North 73 deg. 59'00" East for a distance of 14.00
feet to a point; thence North 7 deg. 09' 20" West for a distance of 18.50 feet to a
point; thence North 73 deg. 5900" East for a distance of 43.23 feet to a point in the
centerline of Ky. Highway 893; thence South 18 deg. 1223" East with the centerline
of Ky. Highway 893 for a distance of 164.02 feet to the point of beginning. EXCEPT
that portion of the above-described property which lies within the rights of way of
Ky. Highway 94 and Ky. Highway 893, the exact distance of said rights of way
being unconfirmed.
ALSO,there is expected that portion of the above tract conveyed to Hilton Williams
et ux.. by deed recorded in Deed Book 155, Page 301, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court. There is a reservation in this deed wherein Grantor,
Monaco Eggs, Inc., its successors and assigns, retain the right to use the property
described therein for the purpose of access for vehicles or other means of
transportation by Monaco Eggs, Inc.. its successors and assigns, over said property.
IRACT NO, III;
Beginning at the intersection of the centerlines of Ky. Highway No.94 and Highway
No. 893; thence South 70 deg. 22'00" West with the centerline of said Highway No.
94 for a distance of 81.10 feet to the point of beginning of this description; thence
continuing South 70 deg. 22'00" West with said centgr
.line for a distance of 6.0 feet
to a point; thence North 8 deg. 26' 27" West parallel with the west line of a tract of
land heretofore conveyed on July 15, 1975, to Monaco Eggs,Inc. from Ruble Taylor
et us. for a distance of about'136.48 feet to a point; thence North 73 deg.5900" East
for a distance of 6.0 feet to an iron stake; thence South 8 deg. 26' 27" East with said
Monaco Eggs., Inc. west line for a distance of 136.48 feet to the point of beginning.
EXCEPT that portion of the above-described property which lies within the rightof-way of Ky. Highway No. 94 the exact depth of said right-of-way being
unconfirmed.
Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Donald W. Stewart and Nina B.
Stewart to King Egg Company dated August 2, 1988, as recorded in Book 172, Card
2387 in the Calloway, County Court Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities. bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Filed and noted this 3-01-90.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, NO-89-CI-172 Calloway Circuit Court Bright
Mortgage Company Plaintiff, versus Donald H. Snyder, et. al. Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
February 9 Term thereof 1990, in the above cause, for the sum of Twenty-Nine
Thousand Six Hundred Sixteen and 68/100(529,616.68)Dollars, with interest at the
rate of 11.5% per annum from April 1, 1988 until February 9, 1990 and twelve per
cent per annum from the 9th day of February 1990, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the county of Calloway
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 6th day of April 1990, at
10:00 O'clock Lm., or thereabout, upon a credit of $2,500 cash with balance to be
paid in 60 days, the following described property, to-wit:
A 0.289 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, located at 213 South Eleventh Street in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky. and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Northwest corner of the Helen Hounshell Property. Deed Book 160,Card 1722,said
point being an existing iron pipe 20.00 feet East of the centerline of South Eleventh
Street and 262.50+1- feet North of the centerline of Vine Street; thence North 1
degree 0000" West - 87.52 feet with the East side of South Eleventh Street to an
existing iron pipe at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 89 degrees 07.:01" East - 143.69 feet with the Marland Harris South
Property Line, Deed Book 161, Card 201, to a 04 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner
of the herein described tract of land; thence,South 1 degree 07'33" East -87.50 feet
with the Edward McKeel West Property Line, Deed Book 117, Page 602, to an
existing iron pipe at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 89 degrees 06'27" West - 143.88 feet with the Helen Hounshell North
Property Line, Deed Book 160, Card 1722, to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Defendant, Donald H. Snyder, by deed dated
June 14,1985. and recorded on microfilm in Book 167. Card 88, in the office of the
Clerk of County Court of Calloway County, Kentucky.
For the purchase price. the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
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Notice
NEW Credit Card $1500
aedit knit. No one turned
down regardless of past
history
credit
800- 735-5660
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PUBLIC NOTICE
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL PUBLISH,
ACCORDING TO LAW, ON OR AROUND
APRIL 1, 1990, A LIST OF PROPERTY
OWNERS WHO HAVE FAILED TO PAY
THEIR 1989 PROPERTY TAXES.
JO 6RASS
CITY CLERK
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060
Help
Wanted

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr.
$226 36mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title 8 License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

Help
Wanted

BABYSITTER needed
759-9701 after 5pm
INTERIOR decorator professional experience
necessary, also paint store
sales and stockman.
Wages negotiable
753-0839 between 7am &
5pm, Monday - Friday

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

NEED A Job? We can help
Call 24 hours (314)
539-9765 Dept 121

Unless still in School
College, their
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if. 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma;'You have
been out of school 9
months or more; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-1130a m.

Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4149
'free kcal darn nervir...e'

NOW hiring, cooks and
waitresses. Apply in person, Valley Drive-In, Hwy
94E.

•••

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed approval! No deposit Cash advances! As
seen on TV Also easy
VISAiMC, no deposit!
1(800)677.5103,anytime

PART-TIME receptionist/
secretary; 20-30 hours per
week Must have good
communication and typing
skills. Send resume to: PO
Box 1040M, Murray, Ky.
42071.

POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
Salary to $65K. Nationwide Entry level positions.
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext
FOUND Male Beagle dog, P-10706
appears older, gentle, no RN - Tired of the Hospital
collar Found at University. routine?? Looking for a
Call 924 5680
change and a challenge?
Talk to us about Home
Health care for patients
served by the Purchase
District Health Department,
49 year old single father and discuss our new pay
needs lady (or person) to plan. An opening is availcare for teen-age son and able in Murray now Registo cook and clean in a ters of qualified applicants
family-type surrounding are maintained for use
Must be a non-smoker, when vacancies occur in all
non-drinker Please send counties On-call time is
information on salary re- compensated Salary
quirements and picture (re- range is $9.05 to $9 97/hr.
turned) to V J Christenson based on education, experP 0 Box 698 Hutchinson, ience arid level of responsibility. Increases of least
MN 55350
10% during the first year.
AIRLINE Jobs! Now hiring Applicants must be graduthis area! Customer ser- ates of a school of nursing
vice, ticket agents etc accredited by the National
$10,550 to $58,289 imme- League for Nursing and be
diate openings! Call eligible for Kentucky licen1-315=733-6062 Ext A2558 sure. Openings are generfor current listing
ally for experienced nurses
HAIRDRESSER with some
cliental We will provide extra training Retail products
of your choice, with full
commission Call 753-6435
for interview
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES, Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts
and check for assembly
Gall (404) 426-0672 Ext
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1990 travel brochures For more information send a stamped
addressed envelope to
Travel Marketing, P 0 Box
2297 Miami FL 33261
EXCELLENT Opportunity
Large insurance corpora
bon has outstanding open
ing for a sales representa
bye Individual must be a
local resident with managerial ability and ambition
Business or sales background helpful In requesting personal interview,
please call between
8 00a m and 11 00a m at
753-9379 Equal Opportunity Employer 4F/HN
EXCELLENT WAGES for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No experience needed
Call
1-918 622 5652, Ext
1073 Open 24 hours in
ciuding Sat & Sun
'EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Earn $200 - $500 weekly
mailing Valentine & Easter
Greeting Cards For more
information Send a
Stamped addressed envelope to P R W Job Service
P0 Box 65748 Washington DC 20035-5748

4

Fano
Equipment

Want
To Buy
TOBACCO scaffold wagon
- side loader Also a pull
type culbpacker 492 8774
after 5pm
WOULD like to buy a used
armoire wardrobe Call
759-9778 after 4pm

in full-time, weekday positions However, new graduates and applicants interested in part-time and job
sharing will be considered
Full time employees receive holiday and fringe
benefit package comparable to state government
employee benefits Starting
salaries may be less for
new graduates, based on
education Contact the
Home Health Nurse
Coordinator at 444-9625,
or the Nursing Director at
247-1490, or applications
may be picked up at the
Calloway Health Center or
others in the Purchase District. Transcripts are required EOE

AUTO
MECHANIC
Experience necessary
Apply in person at

Cain's
Jeep-Eagle
641 N. Murray, Ky.

150
Articles
For Sate
17hp FORD riding mower
48in cut excellent c.ondi
ton $2200 753-1788
Rowing machine Ufestyler
300, like new, $65
753-1788

FOR office and home
cleaning in this area
24 7 - 09 8 9
Have
references
GENERAL house arid office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737.
HOMECARE - Experienced lady would like to
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home Best of care,
home cooked meals. 24
hour supervision. References. For more informa
tion, call 759-4-898.
HOUSEKEEPING do windows, clean ovens References Call between
6 30-7 00pm, 753-1311

CUSTOM DOOR SHOP

Want
To Buy
1968 FORD Fairlane for
parts 436-2135
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
MANNING - Scrap. Buying
aluminum cans, aluminum
copper, brass, radiator,
iron By old Drive In, So.
4th Days 753-0337, nights
489-2803.
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm

NOTICE!
In the interest and welfare of our customers,
crews of the Murray Public Works and
Utilities, Water Division, will conduct our
periodic maintenance inspections and flushing of fire hydrants, Saturday, March 17,
1990. The flushing will begin around 7:00
p.m. Saturday evening and will be completed by 5:00 a.m. Sunday morning, March
18th.
If there is any discoloration in your water on
Sunday, please flush thoroughly as this will
clear up the water in a very short period of
time. We suggest that the washing of
clothing be postponed during the above
hours and apologize for any other inconvenience caused. This is a routine procedure that
must be exercised.
Murray Public Works and Utilities
Division

OAK Firewood, seasoned

WOOD for sale 436-5481
220
',treks'

For Sale:
Spinet-Console
Plano Bargain
Wanted. Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano.
See Locally. Cal 800327-3345' Ext. 102

20
Mlscetlaneous
2 CEMETERY lots in Mur
ray Memorial Gardens
$200/each 1-345-2129

MOWING, TRIMMING
AND HAULING 554-2058
or 898-6170 Quick Cut
Lawn Care
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641

155
Appliances
GE white refrigerator, $40
Frigidaire brown stove
$50 Like new 436-2254

END table, matching coffee
table, fruihvood finish, one
table lamp 753-3906
NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap • Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal
RUST, matching den couch
and chair Navy and rust
checked rocker Excellent
condition 753-3787 or
753-4713

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x60 MOBILE home and
lot 2BR 2 tiath, new car
pet, new well, near lake
$16,000 436 5358 after
1987 BUCCANEER 3BR,
2 bath, central air, central
gas heat Partially furnished. Must sell! May take
over payments if preferred
753-1932.

•

P.O. Box 310-VR,
Paris, TN 38242.

DOUBLE w
$19,995 for
bath with 4
ble insulate
dosvs, plywc
delivery and
Home Cen
South (Cs
Paris, Tn.
901-644-11;

NEW - 16 •
Fleetwood,
ments lOWE
Keith Baker
Hwy 79, Par
901-644-001

We may be able to save you 30 to 40% on
your Major Medical Insurance premium. Our
ICH Company,Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today. Ifyou are in good health, rarely go to the
doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription medicine, this may be the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or office calls but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popular plan has a $250 deductible and offers a
15% non-smoker discount. The current nonsmoker rate at age 60 is $90 per month per
person and even less at younger ages.
Fora price quote call Sharon McConnell at,

NEW & used
(Easy
F
14-16-24'
Use deed for
Keith Baker
Hwy 79, Pan
901-644-001

ORDER a ni
24x44, 3BR,
appliances.
only $19,84!
ery Keith E
Inc. Hwy 79,
lect 901-644for less

Agency

753-4199

NEW Holland 1 row tobacco setter. Excellent
shape Call after 6:30pm,
354-6705

DON'T mall
rich! !rive
earned mor
home! Barg
ter, Hwy 64
den Hwy)
collect 901-

KEITH Bake
2BR (spec
Fleetwood 1
901-644-00
Paris, TN

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990

McConnell Insurance

BIG Farnil
outi One o
wood dou
siding, 3
baths, livir
deluxe kitcl
patio door
lated, storr
wood floc
furnished,
stalled, del
only $32,9
Home Cer
South (C
Paris, Tn
901-644-11

JUST arrive
2BR only !
merits only
Perfect for y
retirees or v
Free deliver
Bargain Hon
641 South
Paris, Tn
901-644-117

Reply to:

Farm
Equipment

2BR Valk*
repair Loo
Ky on Barr
after 4pm

EXTRA Glee
2 bath, C/,
$7995 No ti
Homes, Inc
Tn Collect

is seeking full time office help. Must
have some bookkeeping and payroll
experience. Title preparation, new
vehicle registration, warranty claims
filing. Automobile dealership experience preferred. Pay plan based
upon experience. All applications
will be confidential.

190

1986 CH)
central he
approved
all brick
throughou
ing, 2 cell
bedroom
closet, 3
suite Cc
ished, incli
pirances,
underpinni
with gardt
kitchen se
room suit
Northern i
age $13,C

EXTRA nic
2BR, 1 ba
stove, A/C
appreciate.

270

ONE OF THE FASTEST
GROWING AUTOMOBILE
DEALERSHIPS

1 mile so. of Marl*
587-3000
25-41PS

COUCH with matching
chair. navy, beige and
white geometric design,
$250 2 matching glass top
wood end tables and coffee
table, $125. Rust in color,
rocker/recliner, $150. Full
size wicker Curly 0 headboard, $50. 759-1293 after
5pm weekdays, anytime on
weekend.

140

Firewood

Hwy. 45,

ALLIANCE

HUMANE dog obedience
training, all breeds. For
more information, call
436-2858.

210

JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road Call 753-6069 for
appointment Hodge Noel
and Associates

In Operation at TUCK's

COUCH and chair green
brocade, swivel rocker, 2
end tables 492-8523 after
6pm

1 -800-334-1 203

DEPTH finder Impulse tv
screen $250 753-1788

SEQUIN dresses for prom
and pageants 753-9866

INSTRUCTION
1-7"c:14 LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Start the New Year
Right With A New Career

l'7
7-1171.
81111L01;
=
e-

NIP•
I
INN
AM I=
—.•••••la11=10111011•11111MINIIIIIIMIIMMIMMINI
IBM ME
IM111111111111111111111111110110

PROM Dresses size 7 1
hot pink satin with pearl
beads and sequin bodice
Advertised in Seventeen
magazine 1 red satin with
ruffles, 1 pink tea length
lace Call after 6pm,
753-2309

TORO 8hp riding lawn
mower, electric start, 32
inch cut 753-7718, after
6pm

'1310°.
VOiVVELL &
SON
INC.

or green, $30 delivered
753-5476

APPLIANCES, couch and
chair, misc pottery
753-4545 or 753-6763

LEBANON. TN

Prices Stan At

Marti'', TN-5a7-352S

GIRLS' size 5 floor length
pageant dress Royal blue
and lace 753-3231 ext 262
328-8313

Instruction

'M.'OR 114.0.11.f /4

FACE BRICK

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

110

<(5'.

A-FARMAL hand lift, plow, PRINTED caps 12 dozen
disks cultivators and belly $2 each 6 dozen $250
mower Runs good Good each at Faye s 753-7743
paint Changed over to 12
volt $1700 753-2861 after
5pm or weekends

CASE 222 riding mower
with 44 inch cut $800
492-8561

PROM Dresses: 1 royal
blue, 1 wine, 1 pink with
sequins Size 5-7, worn
once 489-2266
CUSTOM tilling with Troybilt tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259

Miscellaneous

1989 FORD Ranger King
Cab 4-wheel drive Blue
low mileage good condi
Don 753-3841

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61' mower deck
437-4171
060

240

140

140

Lepel
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Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Kentucky
•

WHY Rent? F
than $200 per
bedroom 2 br
furnished Di
save a lot! E
Center, Hwy
(Camden Hss
Call collect 9

WHY Rent??
manufacture
you!!! Payrn
$150 per n
Baker Homes
Paris, Th
901-644-001i

Birthday Special
Anyone celebrating a birthday will receive

1/2 Off

any menu item, including Friday and Saturday Buffet.

We have
profesanon al
college degrer
willis,gnesa tc
expenence 1
Incluchng fnn

Must he redeemed on birthday,
one day before or one day after.

Friday and Saturday'
Weekend BUFFET
Featuring boiled shrimp, fried shrimp, frog legs,Cajun catfish, and 11
other items, including salad bar and dessert.

Weekly Specials

Buy Two
Buffets

With this coupon you will receive

Off
1/2 Dinner

get

Any

2.00 Off
Fri & Sal Only

when accompanied
by 4 or more adults
Monday through Wednesday Only

*cum *um

Hwy 641 N.

Murray, Ky.

753-4141

Water

Well maini
located ju!
area. Cent
fruit trees,

•

•

FRIDAY,

CLASSIFIEDS
270

320

IMP

Mobile
Hones For Sale

410

t

rrtnRwerit
lis

1986 CHAMPION 1470,
central heat and air. trailer
approved wood stove with
all brick mantle, drywall
throughout. cathedral ceiling, 2 ceiling fans Master
bedroom features walk-in
closet, 3 piece bedroom
suite Completely furnished, including kitchen appliances, bar with stools,
underpinning 2BR, 2 bath,
with garden tub 4 piece
kitchen set, 4 piece living
room suite One owner.
Northam insulation pack1age. $13,000 474-2768
2BR trailer and lot Needs
repair Located in Hazel.
Ky. on Barnett St 492-8788
alter 4pm

2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hookup $325/mo plus deposit
No pets 753-4487
2BR apartment freshly decorated, partly furnished,
including stove and refrigerator 3 blocks from
campus 489-2741, leave
message
2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex on Northwood
$350/mo 759-4406

BIG Family?? Check this
out! One onty 24x68 Fleetwood double wide, vinyl
siding, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, livingroom & den,
deluxe kitchen, utility room,
patio doors, double insulated, storm windows, plyFURNISHED 1 BR apt at
wood floors, completely
furnished, central air in- 1602 Dodson St $150 00 a
month plus deposit No
stalled, delivered & set up
pets Call 753-6564
only $32,900 at Bargain
Home Center. Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy) FURNISHED one BR
Paris, Tn Call collect apartment Nice and large.
Fireplace, gas and water
901-644-1176.
paid. Close to campus
EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke . $175/rno. 753-7276.
2BR, 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, AC. Must see to LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appreciate 489-2424
appliances furnished,
DON'T make your landlord decks on back Coleman
rich! Invest your hard RE 753-9898
earned money in your own
home! Bargain Home Cen- NICELY furnished 2 bedter, Hwy 641 South (Cam- room apartment, and also a
den Hwy) Pans, Tn Call 3 bedroom house, nicely
furnished. Located near
collect 901-644-1176
campus Phone 753-6111
DOUBLE wides as low as days or 753-0606 after 4.30
$19,995 for a 24x54 3BR 2 p.m.
bath with appliances! Double insulated, storm win- ONE and 2BR furnished
dows, plywood floors Free apartments Close to Unidelivery and setup. Bargain versity and hospital Some
Home Center, Hwy 641 utilities paid 753-4012 or
South (Camden Hwy) 753-8756
Paris, In Call collect
901-644-1176.
EXTRA Clean- 12x65 2BR,
2 bath, C/AC. Delivered
$7995 No tax. Keith Baker
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79, Paris,
Tn Collect 901-644-0012.
JUST arrived! New 14x56
2BR only $10,900! Payments only $140 per mo
Perfect for young couples,
retirees or vacation home!
Free delivery and setup
Bargain Home Center, Hwy
641 South (Camden Hwy)
Paris, Tn Call collect
901 644 1176
KEITH Baker Homes, Inc
2BR (special) 14 wide
Fleetwood $8995 Collect
901-644-0012 Hwy 79,
Pans, TN

IMP

NEW - 16 wide 2 or 3BR
Fleetwood, $17,995 Payments lower than rent
Keith Baker Homes, Inc
Hwy 79, Pans, TN Collect
901-644 0012

Garage
Sale
Saturday
March 17th
8 a.m.-?
2107
Gatesborough

Arnspricaniniart
Association
WERE FiGi-MNG
CILK1LIFE

KOPPERUD REALTY of
furs a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L.
POSSIBLE loan assumption for qualified buyers.
Double wide mobile home
and 1 bay shop Sets on
approximately 1 acre, Hwy
280 Individual owned.
753-9660

MomeSellers
Realty

I_

505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND

CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

AKC Registered Poodle
puppies 437-4785
W PAUL DAILEY-BR

PEEK-A-POOS, $50, AKC 1.5 ACRE lot for sale
registered Polmeranians, $3500 5 acre lot $6500
$200, AKC registered mini- 'Unrestricted' New Proviature Dachshunds, $75, te- dence area 436-2884
NEW & used mobile homes male AKC registered Pug
21 ACRE hill 10mile view of
(Easy
Financing) $125 Paris area, cash tree tops (triangle bounded
14-16-24' & 28 wide's only 901-642-2394
by 3 roads) center of MarUse deed for no cash down PURE bred Cocker Spaniel shall County Look down on
Keith Baker Homes, Inc puppies for sale One black Benton's fights!
Deer and
Hwy 79, Parts, TN Collect and white male one red wild turkey $62,500 Joe
901-644-0012.
and white female $50 W Nanney, 753-9622
each 753-3872
ORDER a new Fleetwood
24x44, 3BR, 2 bath, with SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
arm
appliances. This month 502-354-8211.
Homes
only $19,845 Free DelivFor Salo
ery. Keith Baker Homes
410
3500sq ft. 1 -story brick at
Inc. Hwy 79, Pans, TN ColPubilc
1306 Doran Ad, liv, din.,
lect 901-644-0012 We sell
Sale
den wNault. ceil & wd
for less
burn fp. 3 full baths, 3
WHY Rent? Payments less
Big
bdrms w/dress area, exer•
than $200 per mo for new 3
case & Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
bedroom 2 bath completely
Ig kit & breakfast area
furnished Drive a little Saturday
w/pantry, laund rm., lg. 2
save a lot! Bargain Home
car garage, Ig attractive
8
5
Center, Hwy 641 South
brick & quarry tile patio, Ig
Nice oak dining table,
(Camden Hwy) Pans, Tn
lot (150'x225') phone:
guns,
glassware
new
,
Call collect 901-644-1176
753-0335 after 6:00 P M.
boat anchors, much
WHY Reot???? We have a
A BEAUTIFUL adventure in
misc.
manufactured home for
living can be found in the
Priced to Sell.
you!!! Payments starting
three bedroom, three bath,
$150 per month. Keith
94 E. to 280 - 6 ml.
brick north of Murray WalkBaker Homes, Inc. Hwy 79,
Formerly
out basement ideal for secParis, TN. Collect
ond living unit Appliances,
Tanner's Rest.
901-644-6012.
vacuum system, IWO fireplaces and much more For
full details call listing office
Roberts Realty 414 South
We have a position available in our company for a
12th Murray, Ky 753-1651

Yard Sale

Career Opportunity

3t=0
-KILJ
PASCepta Taike ONO ivig
Personnel Department
Route 4
Murray, KY 42171

I

a.

PRICE REDUCED
Wall maintained 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath brick.
located just outside city limits in Southwest
area. Central heal and air, fenced backyard,
fruit trees, outside storage building. $62,500.
Call 753-7566

FOR SALE CALL OWNER5,800 ac.
DR. DOUGLAS ROAD
436-2165
ONE OF THE BEST LEFT!
Deep water, gradual slope
This lot sits among the finest

TRI-LEVEL NEAR MHSI
Quiet neighborhood
well
maintained home with 4bd
2 ba Nice backyard & patio
Util avg $100 mo Tasteful
decoration $99,950
1704

Audubon 759-4593
FRONT PORCH!
Over 3000 at under roof

52'

New 3 bd , 2ba home on 3
acre plot Everything top o
line Large garage & great
storage Built to earthquake
standards with steel
foundation
$119,000

EZELL ROAD 753-8673
GREAT INVESTMENT!
2 bd apartment behind this
3 bd, 2 ba brick home Apt
rents for $150 mo Make
offer
552,000
1803
COLLEGE FARM
7533704

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER'
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone
numbers, etc.

SAVE 50% IN

AKC Boston Bull Terns
puppy, 8 weeks old
362-4895

Send resume to:

basement, & fenced
backyard $36,250
506 VINE ST. 750-1789

homes on lake Must see
Irvan Cobb area $37,500
753-2723 _ _ .

Pots
Supplies

professional person The successful candidate should have a
college deuce, knowledge of computer, excellent phone skills,
willingness to learn, and a minimum of at least 5 years work
experience We offer an excellent compensation package.
including fringe benefits and the opportunity for advancanan.

OWN FOR LESS THAN
RENT?
Vinyl siding,

60 & 40 acres

380

AKC Rottweiler puppies
Dam and sire champion
pedigrees Grandfather na
bonal champion Males and
females $295 and up
502-362-8369

oo
0 ROAD_ /53-.5300

WATERFRONT LOT Deep
water, gradual slope Great
area. 126.500 753-2723

COMMISSIONS
FOR sent 4 car shop, on
N 4th St 753-9386 or
753-4509

BROKER
so
cI t
ri iairciR

Rain or Shine!

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown 753-4109
DUPLEX at 1005B
NORTHWOOD 2 BR, garage with electric opener,
economical gas heat/air,
lawn maintenance included Available April 1, 1
yr lease Sorry, no pets.
$450. 759-4586.

500

Hams
For Sale

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
505 S. 12th St.
753-0375
W PAUL DAILEY

BY Builder 2 new 3BR, 2
bath houses in Martin
Heights, nearing completion Buy now and pick your
carpet color Call 753 3903
or 753-3104
BY Owner 3BR, 2 bath,
formal DR, open foyer with
walnut floor Large kitchen,
family room with fireplace,
36x7 front porch, 2 CAR garage, bonus room or 4th
BDR Sits on 4 wooded
acres with separate 24x30
shop Central gas heat.
electric air. Near comple
Don Call 753-1500
FAST Sale 2BR, 2 car
garage, large deck over
looking lake on 3 wooded
lots. in Lakeway Shores
436-5369
PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with I. bedrooms, 2 modem baths,
eat-in kitchen. OW-mai dining. sun porch and much
more Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898

NEW 3BR, 2 bath, Ky Lake
waterfront 1-554-3595 or
362-7346
NEW duplex
2BR,
900sq ft per side 12x12
treated deck, lot size 10011
widex187ft deep Magic
Chef appliances Priced at
$69,500 For showing call
753-4873 after 5 30pm
Can be seen anytime
NICE attractive 2BR, 1 bath
home with large attached
garage and fenced backyard Gas heat Owner anxious to sell 753-9653 days,
753-6398 evenings
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
LR, DR, Den &wood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg toyer, 24 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell_ Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm.
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Pubes
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Used
Cars

530

1973 FORD LTD depend
able car in good shape
$500 753-2698
1977 BUICK Regal
753-1802 or 753-0347

1978 FORD '4
753_9567

ton

1979 GMC JIMMY black
and Sayer, loaded, excellent condition $4000 Call
after 5pm, 759-1854

1979 BANDIT Edition
TransArn. Black with black
1982 BRONCO black
leather interior T-tops, fac302, automatic, ac. ps,
tory decals. Goodyear 76,xxx
miles, 2 new Ores
Tees, factory AM/FM CD nice
truck $5400
radio, 87,000 actual miles, 489-2641
after 5pm
6 6L. motor $5250 Work
901-642-1751, after 6pm, 1983 FORD XLT, fully
901-644-1044
loaded with truck tool box
Excellent condition
753-1932
1980 OLDSMOBILE Good
car, $2300 753-9400 alter
'88 COMANCHE
6pm
Eliminator 177 HP
1982 INDIANAPOLIS
6 aiho Goodyear
Pacecar, Z28 Camaro
Eagles 10hoOaki
Blue and silver, low mimnum wheels Tilt
leage, custom tint, t-tops,
AAVFM cassette
and aluminum wheels very
Hot Chrysler war
clean car $5000 or best
rally the.J floy 92
offer 753-8928

8,900
8197.9.°.

10% Dow
121 *,PR Tas, Uc

1983 CHRYSLER New
Yorker 5th Avenue.
Loaded, excellent condition, $3200 437-4845.
1983 GRAND Prix
Brougham High miles, rebuilt motor, less than
15,000 miles on motor
Clean, excellent condition
$3200 or best reasonable
offer 753-7117.
1984 FIREBIRD: 4 cylinder, fuel injected, AM/FM
cassette, extra nice. Call
before 5pm 753-7455, after
5pm 492-8600
1984 PONTIAC Fiero.
57,000 miles, good condition. $2850. 4928975.
1987 MUSTANG GT
22,000 miles, excellent
condition 492-8456, after
6pm

MI Months
0 AC

Cain's La
Jeer,

Hwy 641 No
Murray 753-6448 1:=

1967 FORD F150 50.000
miles, automatic, air, stereo, 22mpg 759-4664
510

1983 JAYCO 3511 Jaycrane 5th wheel Excellent
condition See at Murray
Bait 94E or call 753-0906
520
Sons
I, Motors
154 ft GLASTRON Ru
nabout with 85hp Johnson
motor Tilt trailer, skis, life
jackets. Excellent condition. 753-6684_

1987 PRO-AM, red, 50,000
miles. Excellent condition_
$8500. 247-8323 or
247-0257.

1511 MARK Twain, 115hp
Mercury motor with power
trim Lots of extras, $2700
437-4838

1988 FORD Taurus maroon and silver 354-8845
1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6 437-4723

1974 144 ft
BASSHOUND tiberglas, 501-ip
Johnson, trolling motor fish
locator $1103 753-6306

CLASSIC MG Midget 1979
MG with new top, tires,
transmission, clutch and
rubber seals
Call
759-9933 after 6pm

1975 ARROWGLASS Runabout, 65hp Johnson
Runs good, skis included
Asking $450 753-8561 after 5pm

'89 CHEROKEE

1978 CHEITA 115hp Mercury. $1850 Days
901-247-3277, nights
492-8865

waaor, taack
4 OL 6, aao., AC,
ANSal stereo. Ea
gle GT, 5 scoke
alurrin ar wheels
14,XXXrrers Bat
of 7/70 warranty
I" Doan

14,600
198t.

00 Months
Tax, Lk. Extra 0.&C.

121 APR

Cain's
Hwy 641 No
Murray, 751-6448

Jeep

um

470

1988 BAYLINER 1911 Runabout 2301ip I 0 full canvas $8750 or best offer
901-247-5252
2711 Sea Ray Cruiser with
twin motors and trailer
$12,500 436-5598 after
6Pfl)
28tt HARRIS flote-bote,
inboard/outboard Excellent condition. 759-9593.
30hp 1411 fiberglas boat,
complete ready to fish
759-1543 after 5pm,
753-5924

VIC

Vans

511

Services
°fisted

Trucks

Services
Offend

BLOCK 8 brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches new foundations and
chimney arid repair work
753-5476
C&A Painting Interior &
Exterior Over 20 years experience Free estimates
Call 354-8985 or 437 4221
CONSTRUCTION New
homes, framing, additions,
garages patios decks remodeling, solar greenhouses 753-0563 Tripp
Williams Builder
CONSTRUCTION Additions, decks, fences, patios, concrete work No job
to big or to small Fast
Service Free Estimates
Dibble Construction
753-5054
DRESSMAKING and alterations done in my home
Reasonable 25 years experience 435-4150

OPEN Webb's Lawn EXPERIENCED tree six
Mower Repair Hwy 121 vice 18 years experience
North (Old Coldwater Ad) trees trimmed tipped or
Open 8 5 A4on Sat We buy removed Free estimate
used and junk mowers
Also firewood 436-2562
753-7450
436-2758
PAINTING quality work- SHEETROCK finishing,
manship Free estimates
new cx repair 436-2811
References Cali Craig
STEWART'S Upholstery
436-5245
Large selection of material
PLUMBING repairman with new springs legs etc Rea
same day service Call sonabie rates free pick-up
436-5255
and delivery 436-5236
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Trimming Mowing,
Hauling
Reasonable
Rates Commercial and
Residential 759-4440 ask
for Wayne
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and vinyl installation Satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimates 753-7081
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753112€

DUNCAN'S Landscaping
ROCKY COLSON Home
and Lawn Service No job
Repair. Roofing, siding,
too big or too small Reapainting plumbing, consonable rates Specializing
crete Free
on monthly contracts Call 474-2307 estimates Call
759-9706 for estimate
ELECTRICIAN, licensed
contractor Quality work
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Service
436-5279
LICENSED for electric,
refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed.
Free estimates L.E.
489-2663

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or ride 753-5484
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WILL break and disk gar
den also landscape level
driveway. txishhog Free
estimate 436 5430
WILLIAMS Lawn Service
Mowing and trimming gut
ter cleaning house paint
ing Residential and corn
mercial Free estimates
753 0085

753-5562 if no answer
753-6078, 753-0996
ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOF repairs new roofs
flat and shingle
901-247-5252
or
1-800-447 2706

AFFECTIONATE two -aar
old male dog 'Playful - ItACF V,••
. outdoor
INC
to good home
Can 753-3114 after 5pm

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

fS

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

CUSTOM CITDIEN CABINFTS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

GREENMASTER. lawn
mowing, landscaping, garden tilling, sodding, yard
work. Free estimates
753-2555.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by & see our showroom

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, masonry, roofing. Large or
small yobs Quality work at
good prices Free estimates. 753-1550,
evenings

Lots Of Space!
Your family will love this lovely brick Canterbury
home. Features a living room, dining room,
kitchen/den plus a large recreation room. Just
reduced to $90,000.

HARRIS HOME IMPROVEMENT One phone
call could save you money
436-5210 or 753-9458

Kopperud Realty

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

711 Main

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

753-1222

Commercial Building
for Rent

1984 GMC Van extra nice, BOAT and trailer 14ft long
loaded. Call 753-2075 after aluminum deep -v,
1982 750 YAMAHA Virago 5pm,
641vdx27 dp Excellent
Mint condition 3000 miles,
condition $795 436-2759
INTERIOR painting Work
new custom windshield,
500
guaranteed References
BOAT,
motor
and
trailer
new leather type saddleUsed
436-2299
20hp
Johnson
motor,
84
bags, new Harley style
Trucks
Starcratt deep v, 14% ft. JOES Lawncare Residenrumbler exhaust $1600
1968
CHEVY
pickup auto- long, 12' wheels $1595
753-7585
tial & Commercial Mowing
rnabc, 350 V-8, power, new 436-2759
and Trimming 345-2312
1982 VIRAGO 750, low paint, good condition
HOUSEBOAT 25ft 140hp LATEX Wall Paint - 5 gal
miles, excellent condition, $1695 436-2759
volvo penta outdrive
$1100 or will consider trade
can, $2595 Get at Blacks
1974 CHEVROLET pickup $4200 or trade for pontoon Decorating Center, 701 S
for truck 762-4003
Good mechanical condi- boat 901-247-5252
4th St
SMALL Honda for parts
bon, $900 1965 Ford oneLAWN MOWING 8 years
Good tires Call 753-8202 ton flatbed Good condition,
530
experience, low rates Free
after 8arn Reasonable of- $900 Call after 5pm.
Services
estimates 753-4209 be
fer will be accepted
753-1500
Offered
tween 3 & 5pm
1974 FULLY convertible K5 A-1 TREE Service and
480
Blazer, new motor, new Stump Removal Spraying 'LICENSED electrician
Auto
33in tires, new rancho sus- and feeding Also free esti- James Gallirnore electrical
Services
pension, AM/FM digital ste- mates 35 years experi- service Commercial and
reo, amplifier, equalizer, ence Glen Joiner owner. residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
trailer brakes and custom 753-0906
hitch $3000 firm 759-4431
MASONRY Contractor
APPLIANCE REPAIRS .
anytime
stone,
block, and stucco
Factory trained by 3 major
1975 INTERNATIONAL manufacturers Most parts Specializing in new fire
Details
school bus 68 passenger, in stock, on my truck Al places and stove WO* 18
Hand Washed,
yearsexperience Larry
excellent
condition Make work and parts warranted
Waxed, Vacuumed,
good church bus $1500 Ask for Andy at The Ap- Hawkins, 1-522-6532
Armor-All. Deodorize.
436-2528
pliance Works. 753-2455
Windows &
1983 GMC Jimmy good APPLIANCE SERVICE
Dress Tires
body, needs tires and Kenmore, Westinghouse,
transmission, diesel $3500 Whirlpool 30 years experiWill Work At
as is Call between 6 9pm ence Used Appliances
Your Home
at 436-5867
Bobby Hopper. 436-5848
753-6427
1984 JEEP CJ-7 360 V-8 AURORA Plumbing Co
motor, new top and new New work and repairs or
tires 492-8561
remodeling Best rates
LOU'S
r License 15447,
1985 CHEVY full-site
AUTOMOTIVE
pickup V-8 automatic, A/C, 354 92
SERVICE
P/S, 13/13 Extra nice
AUTO Paint Jobs $295
Up To Eve (5) Quarts
$5200 Call 753-6145 after Synders Auto Body
Quality Oil
69m
753-8423
Change Oil Filter
Chagos I,ubncauon
Motorcycles

Services
°Owed

20' x 50'
Natural gas heat. Good location
on Hwy. 641 in Puryear.
$125.00 per month.

(901) 247-5635

-

4111
NEW LISTING
The view of the lake from this outstanding
waterfront home is gorgeous. Brick hi-level den
v4th fireplace, 2 baths, patio deck, and excellent
boat dock. Well landscaped. Call for details.

LOU'S AUTO
WORKS
Custom

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

$39.95

Hutchens Plant Farm
and
Puryear Nursery

Also Check And Top Off
Washer Fluid
Brake fluid

Transrmasion
Radiator
Battery
• FOR MOST •
AMERICAN CARS
awele Cars Slightly Mew:

$12.99
Call

502-753-6427
for gm appalls:meat

WE COME TO YOUR
HOME OR RUMNESS

Going Out of
Business Sale
Everything Must Be Sold,

Prices Cut

20% to 50%

'Now Under New Ownership

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the people
of Murray
and Calloway Co. for the support and patronage you
gave us for the
last 15 years while we were in the nursery' business.
The business is now under new management.
We hope youll
patronize them as you have us. It's been a
pleasure to serve you.
Charles & Stella Hutchens

George Hodge Er Son
10

Dixieland Shopping Center
,7 1),,-$ Thank You tc ?;
co<too'or' ct,', t he

Located on 641 in Puryear
1

WOW I

-

...1.1•111Ek.
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Anheuser-Busch trying to stop 'guzzling' image

OBITUARIES

By R.B. FALLSTROM
Assoclatod Prase Writer

Finus Cecil Holland

4

Finus Cecil Holland, 90, a member of Calloway County Fiscal
Court for three terms, died Thursday at 4:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was elected
a magistrate of Fiscal Court for
three terms. He resided on Rt. 1,
Almo, Cecil Holland Road.
Mr. Holland was a member of
Almo Church of Christ, Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons, and Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Born Aug. 29, 1899, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
John Holland and Martha Scott
Holland.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Dona Wrather Holland, to whom he

was married on May 26, 1918; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Faye Winski,
Detroit, Mich.; one brother, Ben
Holland, Belleville, Ill.; three
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Trudie Miller,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Beurdean
Wrather, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs.
Maude Wrather, Murray; several
nieces and nephews including
Frank Albert Overbey, Murray.
Services will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. R.B. Barton and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Saturday.

ST. LOUIS — Anheuser-Busch
Inc. spends millions of dollars trying to convince people not to drink
the brewer's best-selling beers —
not to drink too much, that is —
and says it doesn't mind getting
only goodwill in return.
"We are a big part of society's
desire to reduce abuse," said Steve
Burrows, vice president for consumer awareness and education at
the world's largest brewery, which
commands 42 percent of the
domestic beer market. "It's an area

Mrs. Connie Adams
Mrs. Connie Adams, 81, New
Concord, died today at 12:21 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home. Her
husband, Hafford Adams, died
Nov. 17, 1964.
She was a member of Point
Pleasant Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 17, 1908, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Barnett Montgomery
and Vonie Malcolm Montgomery.
Mrs. Adams is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Sandra Canerdy and
husband, J.D., New Concord; two
sons, Leon Adams and wife, Sue.
Murray, and Ronald Adams and
wife, Joretta, Mayfield; one granddaughter, Mrs. Susan - Smith and
husband, Mark, and six grandsons,
Mike, Jeff, Tim, Tony, Bill and
Chuck Adams; 10 greatgrandchildren.

The funeral will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham and John Dale will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be grandsons
and grandson-in-law. Burial will
follow in Point Pleasant Baptist
Church Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Saturday.

Health benefits:
major strike issue
Bars show percent of all
striking workers who went on
strikes over health benefits
and percent of all lost work
days due to strikes over
health benefits.

Mayfield man
arrested, faces
multiple charges

80%

A Mayfield man faces multiple
charges following an incident on
Ky. 80 Thursday night, a Kentucky
State Police report stated.
Jeffrey Lynn Jackson, 32, was
pulled over at 11:50 p.m., four
miles west of Mayfield on Ky. 80,
by Trooper Clint Jones and charged
with driving under the influence
(DUI). After Jackson was placed in
the squad car, the report stated he
-became hostile and allegedly
kicked out the back window of the
car. He then allegedly threatened
Jones and Trooper Greg Wilson.
Jackson was charged with third
degree criminal mischief, disorderly conduct, terroristic threatening
and possession of a fictious license
in addition to the DUI charge.
He was taken to the Graves
County Jail and later transferred to
the McCracken County Jail.

40
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Workers
on strike

Days of
work lost

SOURCE: Service Empioyees Intemarl.
Union. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Give.
4

tip

American Heart
Association
WET2E FIGHTING PCP
YOU? LIFE

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Supreme Court Thursday upheld a
law that metes out harsher penalties
for drug pushers who sell their
wares around schools.
Alvin Cooper was convicted in
Fayette Circuit Court of trafficking
in LSD and marijuana and maintaining a criminal syndicate. He
was given a sentence of 68 years in
prison, which was enhanced
because the sale 'occurred within
1,000 feet of a school.
Cooper's appeal said the law is

Court Square
414 Main Si Murray

S
LYis ON
RDtment
IAinves
LLbest
HIOur
you.

arbitrary and capricious because it
does not give fair warning of the
prohibited conduct and is subject to
discriminatory enforcement.
But Justice Charles Leibson,
writing for the 6-1 majority, said
the law is clear enough.

753-3366

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+23.65
Industrial Average
I.B.M.
2695.72
Previous Close
Ingersoll Rand
491/. -14
Air Products
Kmart
33% B 34% A
A.T.C.-Class A
4
/
Kroger
41% +1
AT&T
McDonalds
122% +B
Bank of Murray
JCPenney
54% +11/.
Bell South
'Quaker Oats
29% unc
Briggs & Stratton
Sears
18% unc
Chrysler
Snap-On Tools
34 +14
CSX Corp
Texaco
31% unc
Dean Foods
Time-Warner
Dollar Gen. Store ....8% B 8% A
UST
/s +%
47)
Exxon
Wal-Mart
48% +%
Ford
Woolworth
47% unc
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
40% -%
Goodrich

37/1 , +
108 +%
56 +16
35 unc
13 +Y.
31% +V.
68Y. tYs
48 +%
41% -V.
32 -%
59% +%
9614 +V.
26% unc
46% +%
62% +%
739

SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only '695
Save '155

"The statute is not overbroad
simply because (Cooper) may be
unaware of the proximity to a
school," Leibson said. "This does
not mean it curtails constitutionally
protected conduct."

Kilgus wants baseball exemption
from federal anti-trust laws ment and
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Toronto Blue Jays pitcher Paul
Kilgus has called on U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell to push for an
end to baseball exemption from
federal anti-trust laws.
Kilgus, a native of this western
Kentucky city, contends that owners aren't able to police or regulate
themselves. Government intervention may be the only way to save
the sport from lengthy and bitter
work stopages every time a new
contract is negotiated, he said.
McConnell, R-Ky., says a prolonged delay in starting the 1990
major-league baseball season could
result in a congressional review of
the sport's exemption from antitrust laws. But he says there's a
great reluctance in Congress to get
involved in the dispute.
Kilgus and McConnell spent 45
minutes Wednesday discussing the
current status of negotiations
between baseball owners and the
Players Association.
"I think Congress reflects the
view of the American people,

Ledger & Times omitted the name
of Alyson McNutt in the article
listing the students and their individual ratings.
Alyson, a sixth grader at Murray
Middle School, received a superior
rating on the clarinet at the festival.

The Murray Middle School Band
participated in the First District
Kentucky Music Educators Association Solo & Ensemble Festival at
Murray State University March 3,
and because of an error in the
information supplied, the Murray

State Supreme Court upholds law
for harsher drug dealer penalties

Hog market

•••

Name omitted from band report

from attending college outside the
state.
Organizers expect better use of
the scholarships from this year's
graduates in competition which
began Thursday at Transylvania
University in Lexington.
First-place finishers in 12
academic categories, ranging from
creative writing to vocal music,
will be honored in a ceremony
March 24 before the championship
game of the Boys' State Basketball
Tournament in Louisville's Freedom Hall.
Showcase director Mary Wathen
said the money doesn't have to be
used for college in Kentucky but
could be applied toward summer
school and overseas education.
The total budget for the academic competition is $140,000 this
year. About $53,000 will be spent
on lodging, food and travel for
competing students.
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Last year Anheuser-Busch spent
as much on its "Know When to
Say When" campaign, which
encompasses all its alcoholawareness endeavors, as it did on

Sweet Sixteen Academic Showcase
finding enthusiastic response now
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Sweet Sixteen Academic Showcase, a scholarship program for
Kentucky's high school students, is
finding an enthusiastic reception
from graduates despite a slow start
five years ago.
When it began in 1986, 39 percent of the scholarships went
unused. That's because students
didn't apply the $21,000 in scholarship funds toward tuition or
programs at in-state colleges.
Some students said they didn't
know the funds were restricted for
use at Kentucky's schools. About
46 scholarships have lapsed and the
money has been rolled over into an
account to pay for the program's
expenses.
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler
helped create the academic competition) which was established -to
keep Kentucky's best and brightest

the rollout of Michelob Dry, Burrows said.
Although anti-drinking activists
have accused some brewers of
using the sobriety message as a
public relations ploy, industry analysts see no ulterior motives in the
push by Busch and other brewers
to combat alcohol abuse.

mates Anheuser-Busch already has
spent $I million on the new "Family Talk" program.

we feel we have a responsibility to
be in."
The brewer is introducing
another national advertising campaign Tuesday about responsible
drinking called "Family Talk
About Drinking."
Busch has pioneered an industry
effort to promote sobriety and distance itself from a beer-guzzling
image.
It's just good business to remind
consumers not to over-indulge, said
Burrows, who has worked solely
on alcohol awareness programs for
nearly a year.
He has a staff of seven and esti-

which is disappoint
frustration (over the delay in the
start of Spring Training," McConnell said.
Owners and players remain far
apart in current talks and players
have been warned by their union
that it could be May or June before
they return to the playing fields,
Kilgus said.

Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
* SHOP & Compare Our
Quality & Prices

* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty

HERITAG!siTRIENT CO.
759-1333

Murray, KY

e Sell Lawn Mowers
a Yard at a Time
DEERE SEASON SALE!

Save $100 on any STX
Lawn Tractor and up to
$350 on Lawn and
Garden Tractors.

•:".
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
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Etery yard is different Nnd
lohn Deere products lit them
all That s why I like being a
lohn Deere dealer Not only
will I tailor fit" the walk
behind. rider cx lawn tractor that's radii for .clu
service support is the hest around
Stop in today

hit

is

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Tug

Deem Season ends may 31

Use your
iolui Deere
Credit Card•
•redillatigty subieu io approved ire&

a

IIARDWARF S 1(04F S

Chestnut St.
7512571 or 753-4110

Hours:
7:30-5:00 Sat.
M-F,
7:30-5:30

